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Dear Adrian Ryan,
I  read your story on the 
Aliens, and I  must say I  dropped the rag to 
write you this letter. Within the context o f 
rock'n'roll', o f course. I'd like to say that I  
can't excuse bands o f male chauvinism the 
way you can. M aybe as a p ig  you have a very 
curly toil, and in some insane manner support 
chauvinism to satisfy your own squashed male 
ego. I  bet you'd love to b e  a rock and roll star, 
eh?
Jeremy. 
Hyde Hill, N.S.W.
Roadrunner,
After reading Clinton Walker's 
review o f Quasar's Nebular Trajectory I  
readily agree on the first point he brings up 
— With a mentality like his, being boozed or 
stoned would b e  the only way he could 
survive in Queensland. [Your words moron, 
not mine]. How do you manage in S .A .? 
Drunk, stoned and with one hand on your old  
fella, no chubt.
Only a magazine published b y  a pack o f 
prize nurds would waste space on such a 
pathetic, unprofessional load o f wank. This 
dude obviously hasn't the brains to review a 
record like this, so he resorts to subjecting the 
reader to his narrow minded views o f 
Queensland, and then the physical attributes 
and detocts o f the members o f the band.
He then further highlights his ignorance b y  
saying Quasar have becom e an Institution in 
Queensland — the ravings o f a thoroughbred 
Cretan seeing they only recently played their 
first jobs there in the Ic^t two years. Apart 
from quoting and disagreeing with some o f 
the liner notes, have you offered any con­
structive criticism about the m usic? O f course 
not! It is plain to see that you don't possess 
that type o f knowledge. I  find it a wonder you 
have the ability to get the record  out o f the 
cover.
— Selwyn George.
Dear Rocdrunner....[TOOT TOOT!] 
r . . -  Thanks
tor printing m y brother's letter regarding 
the Tactics review  last month. G lad to see  
there are same like minds about that topic 
tool!
P.S. You really are an okay magazine.
Whcd prompts m e to reveal as much is that 
groovy article on Popular M echanics. Who is 
that girl? How much do you pay her??M aybe 
she wants to get married and start a fan 
club... we could raise little monthly 
newsletters.
Yes Sir! That girl has a groovy mind.
I  must refute one thing. I  would say that all 
songs are ace, fab., cosm ic and the sort o f 
thing you can do the w a ^ n g  up to.
The reason for the v e r ify  o f songs on the 
E.P. is to demonstrate versatility... these guys 
are masters o f the full spectrum o f things 
masquerading under the pop  idiom [they've 
got white teeth too!!]
So you get tour fairly diverse songs instead 
o f them being to samey.
Secondly, you ought to hear them re-mixed. 
These songs are so catchy that m y tinea 
danced up to m y kneeceps.
So thank-you M arie and thank-you  
Roadrurmer.
R&nember the saying for this month's 
Rockin' Rissoles.... "Popular Mechanics have 
Groovy Minds"
Catch them at a g ig  near you ... See you 
there [the one with the b ig  nose].
Yours flatulently, 
Ben Nebdekker 
[Brother o f NEB]
P.S. "D on't le t th e m usic s to p !!"
Dear Roadrunner,
Congratulations on a tep 
report on one o f Sydney's top bards — 
Flowers — in Novem ber issue. Finally, their 
talent is being recognized, and the yearlings 
of Dirty Pool's stctole are beginning the race. 
How's about some more Aussie talent being  
promoted, like La Femme, Vixen and the 
Models.
Flowers Bridge the 'Species Gap.' — a sure 
thing tor the '80's.
Congrats.
Flees and Whitehead.
Sydney.
Dear Roadrunner,
Cheep Trick are generally 
regarded as the carriers o f rock into the 
1980's. This gave reccad buyers and radio 
stations during the 1970's an excuse to ignore 
them. When LIVE A T  BUDOKAN was 
released this year, it achieved success in 
ever-so-reliant Japan and finally in America. 
In Australia however, we kept to our old  
mentality. The redio stations said "No, no, it's 
not close enough to 1980 yet" and promptly 
threw it in the reject bin.
The '80's acccsxJing to the misintoxrmed, 
begin in 1980. For the radio stations, Oc­
tober/November 1979 was close enough, and 
they began the mission to make Cheep Trick 
a supergroup. They programmed the "Dream 
P olice" single and voila! Sang debuts in 
Sydney at 26 [magical debut position con­
ferring high sales and Top Ten position 
possibly within a week] and Cheep Trick is 
recognised b y  fourteen-year-olds. Single 
rises further a week later and DREAM
POLICE album is now in Top Ten, p ossetin g  
an asterisk just like the single.
Success in pop  music is not easily obtained. 
To say it requires 'hard work' is to b e  as 
misleading as the teachers who told us the 
same thing at school. There are many toc- 
tors, but above all AIRPLAY is the most 
important adjunct. A  Countdown cppearance 
is usually never as effective as airplay to 
inform the moronic masses o f a record/band's 
existence.
If taste changes, radio station policy  
changes beforehand. W e n eed  to b e  aware o f 
the Orwellian sway held  over us b y  2SM, 
3XY, and SKA. Unfortunately most o f their 
listeners are not intelligent enough to realise 
this.
I  won't bore you b y  quoting Elvis Costello 
about this tor the millionth time. While I'd 
love to see Cheap Trick sell albums here 
[always one o f m y favourite bands ever since I  
saw the filmclip o f the devastating "ELO 
Kick"], that the radio stations decide an their 
FIFTH legitimate album to give them 
recognition is criminal. It demonstrates the < 
callousness and d ec^ tion  practised b y  the 
powerful commercial radio stations. The ' 
Cheap Trick incident recently, and the 
Angels' FACE TO FACE album [the greatest 
testimony ever to the pow er o f 2SM-one 
hundred years in 2UE's Tod Ten chart plus 
many other examples too numerous to 
mention may go down in history as classic 
exanples o f mass manipulation. I  realised the 
fraud o f commercial radio long ago and took 
epprepriate action. There are still those who 
think it should b e  tolerated.
Steven Cateiis 
67 Thompson S t, 
Darlinghurst, NSW, 2010.
aren't they "ROCKERS RULE SURFIES 
PULL" "John Lennon who?D er, didn't he use 
to hang around wiv da richmond boys". 
Creeps, Credos, "Fonzy is G od" OH FUCK, 
that did it.
D oc Neesons mum must have been  a goose 
or something if  that's Australia's best, we are 
in trouble. The interviews were very witty and 
brilliant in parts, but fuck what a waste. I  
know, get b ^ n d  Oz groups and all that shit 
but honestly. I'm not going to lower m yself 
enough to jump around like a goose. There 
must b e  more to the Oz music scene than new  
wave crap.
The beetle picture on page 22 was a high 
point in the mag. I  must admit the flowers 
lode promising. First off, the name got me 
interested, then their hair was too short which 
put me o ff a bit, but on reading the interview  
[which included reference to Marc Bolan and 
Lou Reed], I  got to thinking they can't b e  all 
that bad.
I  hope you will publish this letter as no doubt 
it will bring a lot o f reaction from the Epsilons 
' I  have mentioned, and it might start a few  
people thinking about where we are headed. 
Let's hope for m ore scope in issues to come.
Psychedelia isn't really dead is it — Timothy 
Leary wasn't just a figm ent o f m y warped 
imagination — The Beatles were once demi­
gods capable o f starting a new superhuman 
race weren't th ey? Om rock is Steve H iller 's  
idea o f heaven isn't it? and so I  go rambling 
on with a hey nonny nonny no.
lam  the Walrus GOOGOOGOOJOOB.
M .H .[17]S.A .
P.S. But on a m ore serious note [ /  still got it], 
keep the good  work com ing — you can only 
improve with age. [G ood Luck] Bye.
Dear Roadrunner,
On buying m y 11th 
grateful dead album in a certain record bar, I  
noticed your November edition on sale. 
Memories o f m y first encounter with 
roadrunner com e flooding back. A  long 
mind-blowing [what a passe phrase] feature 
on todd "RUNT' rundgren. I  was really 
stoked [I just had to use that fucken word], 
ANYWA Y I  bought it and rode o ff into the 
sunset with m y roadrunner under m y arm.
THE TIMES THEY ARE A  CHANGING [shif 
I'm cool, I  just quoted Dylan]. I  open it up and 
shit all I  find is shit every single page raving 
on about shit Australian bands who won't get 
anywhere, no matter how great and hip you 
say they are, who only punks and rockers 
would dare say tiiey like [if you like em and 
you're not a punk you're sick] — m y God  
rockers shit me. I  mean they're really cool.
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Well, end of the decade eh? I don't 
remember the beginning of the seventies that 
well but I don't think there was as much eager 
peering into the mists of the future as there is 
going on now, not just in the field of music but 
in aU aspects of life. Perhaps it's the ^ o s t  of 
George Orwell and the involuntary dread of 
1984, or the doom laden prophecies of 
Nostradamus who is becoming a bit of a 
oeletrity of late (I bet if a time machine was 
invented we'd have talk show hosts fitting  
amongst themselves to get the old man on 
their shows right now...) Yes, there's more 
than a tinge of nervousness in the air at the 
prospect of the eighties.
With the Ayatollah banning recorded music 
in Iran it doesn't look like Australian bands are 
going to get a chance to play amongst the oil 
wells (even Midnight O il will miss out now) 
(Groan — Ed.) but the rest of the world is 
opening up quite nicely thank you. Latest 
band to join the cjueue in the Qantas lounge 
are the Reels whose first, self titled album is 
to be released in the U.K. and Europe and the 
U.S.A. on a progressive label being launched 
by Polygram. The Radiators and Swanee 
are both being closely looked at by Warner 
Bros, in Los Angeles and if this overseas 
interest gets any stronger we won't have any 
bloody bands left in this country — they'll all 
be o /s  promoting their bloody albums which 
will all be bloody top ten over there this time 
next year!
Blazing the trail somewhat for the new crop 
of home grown talent, the Sports supported 
the Buzzcocks in New York the other week 
as part of their dub tour of the U.S. The band 
arrive back in Australia on December 20th 
and will possibly go straight into a tour with Jo 
Jo Zep and the Falcons.
During the Adelaide leg of Pooled Resources 
tour, when C old Chisel topped the bill over 
the Angels, Jimmy Barnes made full use of 
his new oor^ess mike to venture among the 
crowd during Goodbye Astrid where he was 
accosted by two of the many toddlers who
attended the concert. Despite I im's entreaties 
the two youngsters wouldn't say anything in to 
the mike. The Newcastle leg of the tour had to 
be cancelled after one of the trucks carrying 
ecjuipment crashed. A crash just before the 
tour forced Chisel drummer Steve Prestwich 
to play the Adelaide concert with the aid of 
pain killing injections. With Wilbur Wilde 
having to do the last couple of Graham Parker 
dates in a wheelchair when one of his 
backstage balancing acts came unstuck it 
seems rock is becoming as dangerous a sport 
as Australian Rules.
Wizard have finally released the Cam Un 
Sex Pistols — Som e Product album but Virgin 
in the U.K. who handle the Sex Pistols have 
already got TWO more albums from the 
world's most exploited deceased band coming 
out before Xmas. The first, as yet untitled, will 
be a sob  effort by the late Sid Vicious and 
will feature Sid backed by the Pistols (minus 
Rotten of course) as well as tracks recorded in 
New York with a selection of American 
backing musicians. The other album is a 
collection of Pistols singtes and is to be called 
Flogging A  Dead H orse Ha, Ha, very funny.
Kevin Stanton of Mi-Sex now the proud 
owner of a four wheel drive vehicle in which 
he intends to drive from Sydney to Alice 
Springs and back this Xmas. 'The band have 
had nine days off in the past two years? 
LUXURY! (Oh, shut up and get on with it — 
Ed.)
News from the U.K. The Jam, whose last 
last album A //M od Cons was not released by 
Polygram in this country, are holding down 
the No. 1 position in the singles charts with 
Eton Rifles. The album from which the track is 
taken. Setting Sons is a 'concept' album set in 
Britain in the ei^ties during and after a dvil 
war. Could the J am, who when they started 
were unashamedly modelled on the early 
Who, have done their Tommy? We'll have to 
wait and find out folks.
After taking nine months to record his new 
album Willy de Ville of Mink de Vill© took 
the tapes into his record company in the 
States (EMI) for their opinion. He received 
word a couple of days later that 'his services 
were no longer required.' Members of the 
U.K. press meanwhile who have heard the 
tapes are acclaiming it as a masterpiece. 
Hmmm. I guess we get the chance to make 
our minds up when WiUy gets another record 
deal.
The new Pink Floyd album. The Wall, will 
have a single lifted from it. Another Brick In 
the Wall, Pt. 2 . For all you history mongers it 
will be the first Pink Floyd sinc^e released since 
See Emily Play reached the British top ten in 
1967.
The first album to be released in the U.S. by 
the Angels will be called Face to Face and 
will contain remixed tracks from the Australian 
albumsFboe to Face andWo Exit as well as the 
band's first single. Am I Ever Gonna See Your 
Face Again. The full track listing is Shadow 
Boxer, A fter the Rain, Am I  Ever Gonna See 
Your Face Again, Take A  Long Line, Mar­
seilles, Coming Down On Me, Out O f the 
Blue, Can't Shake R, Waiting For the World 
and No Exit. Guitarist J ohn Brewster spent 
five days remixing the tracks at Westlake 
Audio in Hollywood last month. The album 
will be released in early February.
In Canberra, during the recent Members 
tour, guitarist J.C. (Jean Marie Carroll) split 
his trousers on stage and to the general 
amusement of the crowd was discovered not 
to be wearing anything underneath them. 
Attempted repairs by the road crew proved 
unsuccessful and J.C. had to retire to the 
dressing room to get a new pair. J .C.'s 
oonfidenoe was reportedly shattered that none 
of the female portion of the crowd called 
backstage after the gig to enquire about the 
goods so openly displayed on the stage. I 
guess J .C. had to just go on killing time. While 
the tour was not nearly as successful as the 
XTC jaunt the principle of pub tours seems 
now established and British pop rockers U.K. 
Squeeze wiQ be playing the pubs here in 
January. Other U.K. outfits tipped to come 
out early next year are the Police, the Clash 
and the Boomtowu Rats.
The first album from M (whose Pop Muzik 
topped the charts here, in the U.K. and in the 
U.S.A.) will be called MoonRgbt and Muzak 
will be released in the U.K. this month and in 
this country early next year. Other albums of 
interest coming up in the new year. Strangler 
Hugh Cornwall's first solo effort, called 
Nosleratu the Specials debut (self titled) and 
debut albums from Madness and the 
Selector.
The business empire of ex-Easybeats Harry 
Vanda and G eorge Young expanded again 
last week with the announcement that a 
company of which they are shareholders was 
granted a commercial FM radio licence. The 
new station, tentatively called 2-MMM-FM, 
will play adult orientated rock (i.e. music that 
is alrout five years out of date in style) and is 
expected to eat into the ratin<  ̂of AM stations
2SM, 2UW and 2WS. The other commercial 
FM licence was awarded to a business syn­
dicate headed by Mike Willesee, Graham 
Kennedy and J ohn Laws. Their station will be 
called 2DAY-FM.
Hot rumour around Sydney section. 
Dragon to break up after their performance at 
the Strada Motor Inn on December 31st? 
Todd Hunter has apparently already booked a 
trip to Europe and Paul Hewson is tipped to 
join fellow Kiwi outfit Hello Sailor.
■ Mi-Sex's chart topping sinc^e Computer 
Games copped a less than complimentary 
review in England's Melody Maker recently. 
The reviewer compared the band to Gary 
Human and said the single was characterised 
by burgeoning dollops of synthesiser". 
Meanwhile back in Australia Graffiti Crimes 
has just gone platinum and is still in the top 
three on Sydney radio station charts.
Perth band, the Scientists, will complete 
their first interstate tour with dates in Sydney 
this month. They intend to release a new E.P. 
in the new year. Tracks are. Last N i^t, Bet 
You're Lying, It's For Real and their live tour 
de force. Pissed On Another Planet.
Midnight Oil now being managed by 
Australian Concert Entertainment c o ­
supremo Zev Eisik. Don't expect any Rock- 
pile or Elvis Costello supports boys, and 
you can cross Radar Recoids off your list of 
overseas record companies to see.
One rock book worth waiting for (it won't be 
out til after Xmas) is Dave Marsh's Bruce 
S prin gsteen  biography called surprise, 
surprise Bom To Run. The book has lots of 
picxries and will retail for under $10. And 
Graham Parker's first novel (yup that's right) 
set for publication in the U.K. early next year.
Adelaide's progressive music station ShflvlM- 
FM will finally go on air this month. Projected 
on air date is 23rd December. The station will 
again be holding a New Years Eve bash. This 
year is will be at the Parks Community Centre, 
Angle Park, and headlining will be Cold 
Chisel.
And that's about it from me for the year. It 
only remains for me to wish you all those 
things that people wish each other at this time 
of the year. You know the kind of thing so I 
won't bother boring you with the details. 
Ri<^t, the last needle wrecker for the year. 
Hmmm, tough one this month but Midnight 
Oil's Cold Cold Change noses out Up The Junction by  U.K. Squeeze  and Cold 
Chisel's Choir Gtl.
See ya in the ei(^ties.
Festering Mick
CHARTBUSTERS
ALBUMS
1. (-) G et Wet ................................Mental As Anything
2. {2)B-52's................................................................B-52's
3. (15) Fear O f Music ..............................Talking Heads
4. (1) Drums & Wires .................................................XTC
5. (10) Eat To The B ea t.......................................... Blondie
6. (-) Recent Market Trends......................The Products
7. {20) Germ Free Adolescents ....................X R oy S p ex
8. (5) Inflammable M aterial............Stiff Little Fingers
9. (-) Head In juries....................................Midnight Oil
10. {-)Slights U nspoken ................................... Voight465
11. {-) It's A live ...................................................Ramones
12. (3) Screaming T argets..................................Jo Jo Zep
13. (-) Systems Of Romance................................. Ultravox
14. ( - ) 7 ....................  .....................................Pop Group
15. (4) Graffiti Crimes ...................... Mi-Sex
16. ( -) Squeezing Out Sparks  ......... Graham Parker
17. i l l )  A ll Mod C on s ............................................ The Jam
18. (18)//ew VaJues...............................................IggyP op
19 (13) C andy-O ...................................................The Cars
20. (-) Regatta de Blanc  ........ ....................The Police
Chartbusters is com piled entirely from readers' 
votes. If you want your vote to count next issue, 
send a list of your ten favorite tracks (not 
necessarily just those thot have been released
SINGLES TRAX
1. (1) The Nips A re Getting Bigger
2. (3) Computer Games ........ ............................ Mi-Sex
3. (-) Food For Thoughtcrimes . . .  .Thought Criminals
4. (18) S ister............................... .......................... Flowers
5. {5) I Don't Like Mondays .. . ............Boomtown Rats
6. {-) Beautiful People .......... ..........Australian Crawl
7. (-) Govt. Boy ...................... ........................Numbers
8. (-) Cold Cold Change . . . . .................. Midnight Oil
9. (-) Coming H om e .............. ........................Radiators
10. {-) Shape I'm I n .................. .......................... Jo Jo Zep
11. (-) Tactics............................ ............................ Tactics
12. {20) Killing T im e.................. ........................Members
13. (11) Making Plans For Nigel ..................................XTC
14. (4) Gangsters ....................
15. (19) Spanish Gardener . . . . .. .Mental As Anything
16. (-) Message In A  Bottle . . . . ............................ .Police
17. { - )L ava .............................. ................................ B-53's
18. {-)Fatman............................ .......................... Flowers
19. (-) Can't Be Too Strong . . . . ............Graham Parker
20. (-) Terminal Twist.............. .............. Terminal Twist
as singles) and your top 10 albums NOW, to: 
Roadruimer Chartbusters, P.O. Box 90, Eost- 
wood, S.A. 5063.
mental as aigrtl̂ iig get wet
i i l i B i i l i i l B
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G et W et
37125 Now!
J
THE POWER TO "GET WET" IS JUST A PLAY AWAY, DAY OR NIGHT, 
WITH THIS REFULGENT MENTAL AS ANYTHING 14 TRACK 
PRODUCT.
GUARANTEED TO CONTAIN "THE NIPS ARE GETTING BIGGER" 
AND THEIR LATEST SINGLE "POSSIBLE THEME FOR A FUTURE TV 
DRAMA SERIES".
mental
as any tiling
ON RECORD AND TAPE
ROADRUHNER READERS POLL 1979
WORLD SECTION
MALE VOCALISI
1. Graham Parker
2. David Bowie
3. Elvis Costello
4. Day id Byrne
5. Bob Geldof
FEMALE VOCALISI
1. Deborah Harry
2. Poly Styrene
3. Lene Lovich
4. Siouxsie Sioux
5. Joan Armatrading
GROUP
1. Talking Heads
2. Graham Parker and the 
Rum our
3. XTC
4. Buzzcocks
5. Blondie
ALBUM
1. B-52’s — B-62’s
2. Drums & Wires — XTC
3. Armed Forces — Elvis 
Costello
4. Inflamm able Material — 
Stiff Little Fingers
5. All M od Cons — The Jam
SINGLE
1. Girls Talk — Dave Ed­
m unds
2. A n oth er G irl, A n oth er 
Planet — the Only Ones •
3. I D on't Like M ondays — 
Boomtown Rats
4. Gotta Gettaway — Stiff 
Little Fingers
5. Gangsters — The Specials
LIVE
1. XTC
2. Graham Parker and the 
Rum our
3. Talking Heads
4. Stranglers
5. Elvis Costello
SONGWRITER
1. Bruce Springsteen
2. Graham Parker
3. Pete Shelley (Buzzcocks)
4. Elvis Costello
5. David Bowie
TIP FOR 1980
1. The Angels
2. Stiff Little Fingers
3. Mental As An3Tthing
4. The Cars
5. Boys Next Door
TV SHOW
1. M onty Python
2. MASH
3. Nightmoves
4. Dr. Who
5. The Old Grey Whistle Test
AUSTRALIAN
SECTION
MALE VOCALIST
1. Joe Camilleri
2. Steve Cummings
3. Doc Neeson
4. Steve Gilpin
5. Iva Davies
FEMALE VOCALIST
1. Angie Pepper (The 
Passengers)
2. Renee Geyer
3. Christie Allen
4. L izzy  H ogan (Lem m y 
Caution)
5. Linda Nutter (The Dugites)
GROUP
1. Sports
2. Mi-Sex
3. Midnight Oil
4. The Angels
5. Flowers
ALBUM
1. Don’t Throw Stones — The 
Sports
2. Get Wet — Mental As 
Anything
3. Door, Door — The Boys 
Next Door
4. Graffiti Crimes — Mi-Sex
5. Screaming Targets — Jo Jo 
Zep & the Falcons
SINGLE
1. The Nips Are Getting Bigger 
— Mental As Anything
2. Computer Games — Mi-Sex
3. Didn’t TeU the Man — 
Hitmen
4. Shivers — The Boys Next 
Door
5. Shadow Boxer — The 
Angels
LIVE
1. The Angels
2. Jo Jo Zep & the Falcons
3. Mi-Sex
4. Flowers
5. Jim m y & the Boys
SONGWRITER
1. Martin Armiger
2. Dave Warner
3. Martin Plaza (Mentals)
4. Don Walker (Cold Chisel)
5. Rowland Howard (Boys 
Next Door)
TIP FOR 1980
1. Mental As Ansrthing
2. Flowers
3. Boys Next Door
4. Lemmy Caution
5. The Dots
TV SHOW
1. Nightmoves
2. Countdown
3. In The Wild
4. Sound Unlimited
5. Music Express
r
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Here cx>mes the summer! We could get wet 
at a beach or get burnt at a 2SM Rock 
Festival, what difference does it make, eh? 
The Opera House makes for a grand scenario 
on the flavoxired milk commercials, let's hold 
it there! Yeah, a free day out and the chance 
to be almost in view of ^ e  longest edition of 
Nightmoves ever! Boring!! Let's go!
Dashing past shop-wrecked American 
sailors near the Art Gallery, my ears hear in 
the distance what I assume, primitively, is the 
rocky soxmd of The Rodlotors drifting across 
the blank sweep of the Domain. Caught 
unawares by an advertised starting time emd 
an actual starting time actually coinciding, I 
sing along to Mental As Anything's set on 
the trot trough  the blossoming Botanical 
Gardens. Too late for the 70's. Curses!
The periphery of the human blob settled 
fluidly in every conceivable container and 
more or less pointed eye-wise at the imposing 
double stage is easy enough to penetrate, but 
progress rapidly fades as walls of coppering 
flesh dose in. A  skin andi bones type slcqaes 
and teeters, half hops, half drops backwaurds 
into my person, a blurry incident in his 
already hcpelessly unfocrused day. I strain for 
a glimpse of M.A.A. as they play their hit 
single song, the crowd cheering and singing 
along. A  smiling one-up for quality? I naively 
wonder, little suspecting the all-embracing 
arms of a pissed mass. Everyone quite simply 
loves everything — very Woodstock. 
Wondering what this has got to do with 
music, I tactically dart between obliviously 
passionate couples and obliviously passed- 
out individuals. A  young surfie girl says to me 
"Are you sexist?" Feeling like I've stumbled 
in half way through a sinister joke, I mutter 
my answer and push on in, uncertain exactly 
what lies ahead. More pjeople, not sur­
prisingly.
Oh yes, the reason (like hell) 100,000 or so 
youngsters are here — the music.
it and for a while that was enough.
But sir, these nine million young folks 
clapping their hands at this sunny festival, 
they don't appear to have been through any 
terrifically cathartic musical self- 
improvement recently. No sonny, you see 
these are the ones lucky enough to have 
absolutely no sense of cliche, no standards to 
love/hate a particular tune. That's why they 
come, these Top 10 album buyers. They like 
their own tastes in music but they don't ac­
tually have any particular emotion- 
al/aesthetic reasons for doing so — it's just a 
stupid record, it doesn't matter. And it's plain 
to see that this concert is totally unrelated to 
any qualitative ideal, so it doesn't matter 
■either!
Two members erf the U.S. invasion force, 
genuine R and R types on leave after a 
gruelling few weeks playing pretend wars 
somewhere in our waters and let loose in 
Sydney for seven days, are scaring a polite 
group of local teenagers with their lethal 
crew-cuts and loud anecdotes about the 
comparable enormity of gigs 'back in the 
States'. Their encyclopeadic knowledge of 
Woodstock seems to be garnered from the 
same 70mm movie we've all seen, but they 
make it sound authoritative. It's the accent, I 
suppose. Meanwhile, on No. 1 stage (the one 
I can't see properly) a man who might just be 
Broderidc Smith is singing a song that the 
sailors know by heart, probably making it a 
60's Rock Standard. I think I recognise it from 
a TV commercial. The lyric is about 
celebrating living. An aboriginal boy climbs 
on stage, and instead of getting mauled by 
security is allowed to stand next to the singer 
(the bouncers are sadists but they ain't racist 
oh no). The kid gets a big hand.
Mi-Sex, representing the new wave of rock 
as it moves modemly towards the 80's, 
perform what turns out to be the longest set of 
the day. This blatant nonsense dressed up in 
primary school imagery and flashy obsolete 
electronic vogue is definitely tops with the 
particular generation present today who 
apparently find some very real intensity in the 
paper-thin drama of it all. Lots of concerted 
angst from the kids as they groan along with 
But You Don't Care. Stills reminds me un­
willingly of the Moody Blues, and Computer 
Games vies with Hit and Run as the most 
irritating hic-cough on the harbour. As a 
flotilla of sleezy-bodded pleasure craft bob 
against the smashed remnants of foam eskys 
and sea-weeded tinnies, Mi-Sex bore on­
wards and get screamed at. Ominously 
irrelevant, but the hit of the day. A young 
green-streaked blonde gets a let-up onto the 
stage without getting booted off the ten foot 
ledge by ever present bouncers, touches 
Steve Gilpin, then drops down again to her 
friends with that classic expression of teeny- 
bqp ecstatic misery smearing her victorious 
face. Great stuff.
AND NOW. Acme 2SMacho voice thunders 
from the P.E. AND NOW. He/it spells out the 
grand design of the afternoon's fun. The 
Concert of the Decade, highlights from The 
Australian Music Industry's theoretical 
contribution to Pop '70's (Iven Walker lives!, 
as selected by the very same Industry. Spot 
the back-pat, suckers. It seems that The 
Radiators, Mental As Anything and Mi-Sex 
opened proceedings as an indication of the 
on-going strength of local talent. The 140 or 
so over-exposed musicians, singers and 
exhumed corpses that follow are to present, in 
2 to 4 songs each, the history of mediocrity 
that was Australian Pop.
2SM, is blessed with the power of the media- 
ed masses, and has been for as long as I can 
remember, moulding the popular face of 
popular music. Their stifling power has 
eniJaled them to create whatever they liked 
out of the '70's, and it is fitting, if nothing else, 
that this day belongs to them (they have the 
mortgage on everything else to do with Young 
People As Consumable Item). In the dim 
directionless first half of the decade, they 
picked them, they played them and we 
she^ishly bought &em, coddling the chosen 
few and making them stars.
Bang, crash! 1975 and suddenly it didn't 
matter if you .were deemed commercially 
useless by 1270 dead-beats, 'cos 2JJ would 
play it. And as all the. U*K. and the bit of the 
U.S. called New York suddenly went all 
pcp-cxilturally peculiar, so croincidentally 
Sydney slowly ciribbled to life and began to 
provide a few options to passively listening to 
radio/records, or suffocating/snoozing at the 
Bondi Life dissolver. Punk as radical ideal! 
Although feeling no allegiance to the Icxel 
"movement" and only a rather starry- 
eyed/magazine-fed one to what was going on 
over there, yet always on the d^ensive 
against the Willesee/Murdceh vision of the 
punk as brainless nihilist (even though you 
recx>gnised the acciciental bruth). At the time, 
any underground was better than none. 2SM 
and all it represented had nothing to do with
Dunno know what that was all about but 
officially the Concert Of the Decade begins 
here, with... Cheetah?! Two girls who have 
made an enormous contribution to the 70's 
with a tcxjthy cover of a 60's smash! Actually 
their Walking In The Rain was a nice record 
and is proper fun in the sun. The yankee 
boat-people react as one would expect sailors 
on shore leave to react to GIRLS.
Next in the most immaculately run concert I 
have ever been hungry at is a solo Marc 
Hunter, who performs Island Nights then 
goes away. Funky but cjuick. AND NOW... 
Looking rather bemused, a brown and 
blonde, Colleen Hewitt wastes a great voice 
on The Lapsed Popstar In The Sky's little 
interference (after all this is Sunday, 
heathens). Day By Day. As 14 year ol<^ 
guzzle Qnzano, reputations are established, 
joints do the circuit and innocent heads are 
beer-canned, the devil's music beseeches 
preparation for the way of the lord. Needless 
to say, stupors are temporarily curbed to sing 
along and cheer. Consistent.
That bit of the decade cameoed and laid to 
sleep, back over on Stage 1 we have a figure 
purporting to be Russell Morris. As I hope 
for my favourites Sweet Sweet Love and Live 
With Friends, the rat does a snoozer off his 
new album (cheat!) and a de-psychedeliced 
The Real Thing (wasn't that in the 60's?). The 
base-ball cap rather destroyed the effect, I 
thought. AND NOW ... This is a weird one — 
The Mixtures, who after all these years turn 
out to look like tidy Chicago types, smile for 
all they're worth (not much) and very sedately 
harmonise their way through the very vital 
Pushhike Song. The part where they go 
"sshhht, oh oh, ^hht aah..." goes down a 
storm, the only banjo of the day features 
strongly and the most obscure link with rock 
music is firmly established.
YouTl excuse me if I get the running order 
mixed up, but as the bombardment of bad 
memories proceeds, with each act on the 
boards for an average of not much more than 
ten minutes, the chickens and eggs get a mite 
muddling. The Jim Keoys Bond, disguised 
as The Masters Apprentices — tacky 
lipstick, sunglasses and long hair — do a 
slightly damp version of Turn Up The R adio,. 
which may have been a big hit somewhere in 
those dimpre-Glitter rock days. (As everyone 
knows, nothing existed before Hot Lave). So 
far, so predictable.
Just when it looked set to be a nightmare of 
one hit wonder-how-they-make-a crust-nows, 
two genuine A.N.Z. 70's hit factories clock 
on, separated by a flash of light relief from 
Graham Bond and Rory O 'Donoghuo 
dressed as fat movistachioed old grouches 
reliving the golden era of local comedy with 
their nineteen seventy something No. 1 chart 
hit. Farewell Aunty Jack". But before that, 
I^ogon , a band that proved you didn't have 
to be dreadful to be consistently popular get 
their ten cents worth. The current line-up 
does some new song, then Marc Hunter 
rejoins the fold (Dragon Reform For Four 
Minutes Shock!) to lead the hordes in a rather 
grand singalonga April Sun In Cuba. Ideal 
stuff for the billions to bounce to and clap on. 
The nature of the show (no This Time, or 
Sunshine, or G et That Jive) doesn't allow for 
any heavy pondering on how thrilling, etc. it 
is to see the old boys united again. Look, its
Marc, look they've gone.
And then the man and band that could put a 
melody to remember to the most moronic of 
boogies and in fact made a career out of it, 
Ted Mulry and the gang, played the most 
enjoyable set so far. Jump In M y Car and 
Darktown Strutters Ball were incredibly 
bright and likeable, Mulry's great voice in 
particular momentarily reliving the blank old 
boredom of standing on the same spot for 
hours. Why Dave Edmunds and so on are just 
becoming huge and Ted Mulry Gang are just 
fading away is one for us all to query.
Doug Parkinson and Mike Rudd both 
have distinctive voices and have had hits and 
performed them. Nothing and repellent 
respectively.
AND NOW...Oh nol Hush. The closest we 
Iver got to a Sweet tour was Hush. I loved 
them for a while but boy do they stink today!! 
Keith Lamb keeps thrusting his stupid hips 
and baiting the audience with interesting 
yelkps like "doyafeelalright, I sed- 
doyafeelalright..." Raspberry in your face, 
keithi Hey, there in the eternal back row, 
have you got the feeling this is really horrible 
Heavy Metal, if you know what I mean... 
nudge, nudge. The band, the original line-up 
whatsmore, brought G/ad A // Over right 
down and we sang along, rather well I 
thought, and then we were very naughty by 
doing the outrageoxis G et /Jbeked with the 
rudest word imaginable substituted for 
'rocked'. The teenage rampage! Really 
funny, honestly.
The sun kept right on beating, and the AND 
NOWS... just kept on and on and on and 
NOW... Looking very slim, the Margarine 
Man himself Frankie J. Holden, in front of o r  55, not only threw away his glittering 
greaser jacket but sang On the Prowl, and 
him and Wilbur Wilde startled by being the 
ones to get the kids going on Bong On, 
Aussie, while back in the 50's, the sicky Jim 
Manzie wimps through Teenager In Love. 
Bob H udson, a famous punk-basher, 
strummed a stretched out, politically chocka 
with issues of concern, Newcastle Song; 
Stars on their last performance ever, with 
threatening obituary preamble (once again 
it's everybody's but their fault they made dull 
records), snored into an early grave; squeaky 
Marcia Hines looked great and sang a 
coupla hits; some variation on Blackieother 
did Seasons Of Change and Boppin' The 
Blues (groan); and one-time whacky-woos 
Captain Matchbox annoyed immensely 
with their reactionary unfunny disco send-up 
of their own back catalogue. Radicals!
My watch said there's still a long way to go, 
my lower spine said sit so I did. Staring at the 
passing parade of knees and being trodden 
on, I was moved by the fabulous E7vje and her 
various tragic parts — the seduction, the 
baby, the early grave. Sop-opera Stevie 
Wright was truly great even though I 
couldn't see him, and it was really luvly the 
way the crowd sat down in sympathy during 
the soft middle bit. Wonder how Kitty 
Sullivan would have coped with the 70's?
Excitement at last! During Max Merrit's 
three song slog, there was a can and fruit 
fight to end them all, the sky choked with soft­
ware missiles as girls and boys faces came 
alive for the first time for a long time, ducking 
and chucking. Max told us off for upsetting 
some mythical karma, as did THE VOICE. 
Talk about chastised! Max did Let It Slide, 
Slipping Away, and a boogie called Fanny 
Mae.
musical dynamite in comparison to all the 
neat harmonies and thousand-hour-a-day- 
practise perfection dolling about, and then 
hearing the large smash 7 See Red and 
thinking how professional and perfect it was. I 
know what I like, but I forget if I'm not 
reminded sometimes.
Split Enz (who are just a very good pop 
band, after all) made metaphorical blood 
spurt and buildings collapse and anti-christs 
cuss and local pop histories faint in the most 
colourful climax since Close Encounters. The 
only difference was that in this case the 
crests didn't roll so that we could go home 
with an eye on the sky wanting to be whisked 
away as an interstellar exchange student. 
Instead we were treated to a positive feast of 
anti-climaxes. Well, this little baked clam had 
to get some lunch and something br i des the 
uninteresting bits of dubiovisly talented 
musicians to look at (Richard Clapton 
definitely is no bag of chips) so winding my 
way through a gradually waning sea of blank 
expressions to the edge of the crowd, I had 
me a four o'clock feast.
Strolling under the litter choked concourse 
beneath the stage, past the St. John's Tbn- 
bulance disaster plantation for comatose kids, 
I surfaced on the opposite side just in time to 
almost see a Shirleyless Skyhooks do Over 
The border and Living In the 70's. The one 
guitarist I could see. Bongo Starkie, was all 
dressed up in one of those horrible glam get- 
ups of old. Possibly, by virtue of their one 
time universal appeal, the only potentially 
revolutionary Australian band ever play two 
of their hit singles before Jon English and 
after Richard Clapton. Whatever happened 
to...?
Jon English is a media star in the grand 
tradition so I hardly feel qualified to com­
ment. (Good voice, dreary type. Sorry). Like 
trying to make sense of The Don Lane Show.
And as the cabaret conspired a grand close, 
and as I faded further and further into the 
greenery (but still well within the confines of 
The Crowd) * e  public turned a little nasty. 
I^erbet actually received a fairly hearty and 
popularly agreed boo, poor things. There is a 
good chance they never heard it because 
there was still rather a lot of favourable- 
looking movement swaying on down yonder 
near the stage, but though The Sherbs' 
sensibilities may have remained unhurt the 
back half of the masses, who it may be argued 
only really attended in the eyes of the aerial 
photographers tearing out of their helicopters 
all day, weren't so far gone that they wouldn't 
indulge in a little selective snobbery. The 
biggest thing in the Australian Universe did 
four songs, all posi-Slipstream worse luck, 
but went down, at least in my environs, like 
some two-bit support. A  Matter of Time, 
Howzat, Summer Love ‘ (very obscurely 
dedicated by Daryl to Malcolm Fraser — 
could this mean...!?) and the disastorous 
Another Night On the Road were the four 
diverting trifles chosen to represent that 
incredibly successful phenomenon that, as of 
the last chord, no longer exists. Tears stayed 
in their ducts.
And, screeeeemm, it's Jo Jo Zep and The 
Falcons. Obviously very popular, the 
pasteurised reggae of Hit and Run actually 
sounded reasonably nice compared to the 
creaking blues stomp that was their second 
contribution to the decayed, long and 
tiiudding with about seven false crash en­
dings. Joe Camilleri, not to be outdone, threw 
his cap and his jacket into the audience, 
while a vicious grapple between an audience 
member and a bouncer on the P.A. stack held 
the intarest for a while. Bet there's a great 
party raging back-stage, I mused.
AND NOW... the fairly curious Nonnon 
Gunston method of rock send-up which 
entails (knng a bad night-club version of a 
particular song and the occasional harmonica 
part. In this case Miss You, got everybody 
chucklir^, but it takes more than Gunston's 
got to ridicule all those terrific tunes in Song 
For A bba. One of tHe decade's honestly 
remarkable voices, Kerrie Biddell, sang 
back-ups.
AND NOW... just when you thought it was 
safe to head home, they had to hit you with a 
moral ending, a vaguely insulting assault (Ve 
haf decided dis iss da man you vill lament, 
dogs) on the memory of a dead singer called 
Johnny O'Keefe, taking the form of an all-in 
bashalong by as many professional en­
tertainers as could be squeezed on stage to 
the tune of Move, Baby, M ove and one other 
I've happily forgotten.
Hang on a minute, say Split Enx, is that 
your standards down there round those 
ankles? Blushingly infected by the ferminal 
'oeach-babies' half-mast and falling mode of 
reference, I for one am glad to have my 
cottcffi slacks pulled up by a couple of smart, 
poppy rock songs delivered by men in pastel 
suits, courageously phony extroverts who can 
basically get away with murder because they 
are better than anyone I care to mention 
(today). This purely personal opinion is the 
result of me hearing their new song, ap­
proximately titled Shark, and thinking the 
brief synthesiser blurt towards the end was
Umm. That wasn't the seventies, chaps, and 
I'm just cynical enough to think that you up 
there whoever you are couldn't care less, as 
long as the front pages of the morning papers 
got good pictures and plugged the product 
name liberally and as long as there were a 
few outraged Letters To the Editor about the 
lewd littering of paper, and a few arrests to 
give the crumby conservatism of the whole 
nonsense a ^ ioe  of the old outlaw ethic. 
Goed luck to the people who had a good time 
(the artificial stimulants do wonders when you 
think about it), and good luck to all the 
musicians etc. who appeared and who are 
very prcrfjably nice people, but speaking as a 
general publican, yoxir Pc^ World seems 
very alien as it is, without all this trumped up 
grand-standing. It's just a job, and that's the 
pity of it. Back in the pubs and clubs where 
you all belong, not only is your job more 
likely to be appreciated but your audience is 
likely to suffer a little less in the name of 
entertainment! The things we do to kill time.
I know this is being very romantic but there 
has got to be some Tb't in it (doesn't there?) 
and some point for the condescended to 
listener to duck in and get a bite. Here's my 
song, here's another one, and this one is mine 
too, a big hit in fact. Oh, we go, really? Take 
more of my money, go on, please. JUST 
COUNT YOURSELF LUCKY WE LIKE YOUR 
RECXDRDS. The People strike back, but 
remember its only rock'n'roll. (Typical 
decade gets the typical ending).
T
JO JO ZEP & THE FALCONS
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SCREAMING INTO THE EIGHTIP^:
SYDNEY
THUR 13 SILVANIA HOTEL
FRID 14 OCEAN BEACH HOTEL
SAT 15 MANLY VALE
SUN 16 PARAMATTA SPEEDWAY (ARVO)
SUN 16 LIFESAVER (NTTE)
MON 17 SUNDOWNER
ADELAIDE
FRID 21 ARKABA HOTEL 
SAT 22 ARKABA HOTEL 
SUN 23 ARKABA HOTEL 
MON 24 ARKABA HOTEL (XMAS EVE)
MELBOURNE
WED 26 TATTS HOTEL
THUR 27 SANDRINGHAM HOTEL
FRID 28 SENTIMENTAL BLOKE
SAT 29 SANDOWN PARK HOTEL
SUN 30 SOVEREIGN HOTEL
MON 31 BOMBAY ROCK
CATCH A FALCON. BEFORE JOE FLIES
YOUR CHICKENS WILL TURN INTO EMUS 
AND KICK YOUR DUNNY DOWN.
^ B U M  - SCREAMING TARGETS. L36973, SINGLE: SHAPE PM IN. K766S
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What happens is that most com ic books 
sell, oh about 200,000 to 300,000 units as 
35-cent com ic books. Our com ic books 
sell for $1.50. So that's com ing out in 
September a long with Kiss transistor 
radios, the Kiss back-to-schobl books. 
Kiss jeans. Kiss garbage pails believe it 
or not, and dolls put out be M eco, the 
same people who put out the Cher doll. 
Then there's the Kiss Bally pinball 
m achine, and the Kiss bubblegum  cards. 
And there are Kiss jackets....
Geiie Simmons (Trouser Press Dec. '78) 
Sometimes I turn to Lawrence W elk on 
T.V. because it's sick. You know, 
Lawrence Welk is a much sicker person 
than I am.
' G ene Simmons (Trouser Press Dec. '78) 
If, say, Daryl Braithwaite or John St. Peeters 
were crippled dwarves with warts on their 
faces, they wouldn't even get into record 
premises let alone a studio. Countdown 
wouldn't touch them either.
The aesthetics of Kiss solve all such 
problems. You probably wouldn't know, for 
example, that 'Space' Ace Frehly, deep 
under all the makeup, looks like a prototype 
p)Ock-marked acid casualty. Or that Gene 
Simmons has a swarthy Hungarian com­
plexion. True Kiss fans wouldn't care because 
they're too busy spending money on the 
illusion. Paul Stanley will always be the star­
eyed sex symbol. Gene Simmons, the tongue 
twisting vampire (how must it feel being 
famous for your tongue?), Peter Criss, the cat 
and Ace Frehly, the spaceman. It doesn't 
really matter what instruments they play. 
The single driving ambition behind Kiss is to 
keep the illusion going so that the money 
keeps flowing in. No one is allowed to 
photograph them without makeup — 
photographers have to sign clearances to thar 
effect. You only get the Kiss they want to give 
you.
The brains behind the make-up and all the 
Kiss F>araphenalia is Bill Aucoin and his team 
of hundreds in Aucoin management. The 
costumes and face paint were conceived by 
Gene Simmons from a book on demons and 
the occult. Kiss don't all suffer from the same 
congenital disease, you see (a parents' joke), 
nor were they 'born that way'. Ha Ha. No, 
Kiss are the real thing. A genuinely perverse 
Seventies product and a hugely successful 
Aiherican rock'n'roll band at one and the 
same time.
The real story began with Gene and Paul in 
New York in 1973. Inspired by Alice Cooper, 
glitter,the N.Y. Dolls etc. and by every 
posturing English heavy metal band, and by 
a desire to get rich. Kiss were formed. The 
idea was to be in a hard rock band that was 
theatrical — real gross — rather than a 
theatrical band that plays rock'n'roll.
Next came the stage show. Stunts included a 
rising drum platform, , fire breathing and 
blood spitting on stage, and every other 
gargantuan heavy metal excess you could 
think of, including terrible music. The other 
main attraction was Gene's lewd larger-than- 
life tongue, which provides as good a 
metaphor as any for the whole Kiss show, 
itself larger-than-life.
With the huge stage, flashing lights and 
pryrotechnics, platform shoes and armadillo 
boots, they literally tower over their 
audience.' The kids aren't meant to identify 
with the members of Kiss; they're meant to 
grovel at their feet and idolize them. And 
they do. Lance Loud writing in Rock Scene 
described a Kiss concert thus: 'Give 'em a 
guitar solo! Plug 'em with a drum solo! Hey! 
Turn up those sirens! Make them screech, get 
EVERYTHING louder, louder, louder and 
then, at the point of ear melting mediocrity... 
blow some FIRE!! Pretty far out ain't it??? This 
stuff is really going to get the audience going, 
going fast and hard, going fast and hard and 
hungry. The kids'll be running, I tell you, 
RUNNING down Broadway after this per­
formance, trying desperately to find some 
record store that will quench their thirst with 
the latest Kiss album (at record stores 
everywhere, available on cassette) Gimme a 
Kiss — it goes great with Bailin' my chick! 
Gimme a Kiss! It goes great when I'm 
chugging a whole bottle of Ripple! Gimme, 
gimme, gimme...... "
Kiss began to plunder the pockets of im­
pressionable American teenagers in a big 
way in 1975 vn^hKiss A live a platinum album. 
The foundation had already been laid with 
lotsa blood-breathing, hard working, fire­
spitting tours and 3 albums, Kiss, Hatter Than 
Hell and Dressed to Kill.
A live which features I  Wanna Rock'n'Roll 
All Night, was followed by Destroyer, A live 
/ / ,  (another doyble live album) snd Double 
Platinum (a double greatest hits package). 
Then the Kiss Marvel Comic Book came along 
to claim a large part of the teenagers comic 
book dollar. It went gold by selling 500,(X)0 
copies and was soon followed by a sequel. 
Kiss as a collective could then afford a 
holiday, but each quarter took the time to 
record a solo album. These individual efforts 
were released simultaneously, were similarly 
packaged and each dedicated his album to 
the other three. If you, like me, found this
quite touching but couldn't afford all four at 
the time, the next considerate Kiss release is a 
best of all four solo albums.
In the meantime, the Kiss Army planned 
further assaults. Like all good corporations 
they could only consolidate and expand, and 
so the paraphenalia and all other Kiss 
associated produce was marketed.
The music and its presentation also un­
derwent a subtle transformation. Z)ynas/y, the 
latest exercise in mass-marketing features two 
very melodic and tuneful singles, I  Was Made 
For Loving You and Sure Know Something. 
Two good records actually, but more in­
teresting is the fact that they have nothing to 
do with death, destruction, blood or guts. 
They are 'love' songs and the accompanying 
fiimclips are sparkling showcases which 
present Kiss in all their unblemished glory. 
The singles, more than anything else, have 
made the band in Australia.
About the most inane and intelligent thing 
said about /  Wbs Made For Loving You was by 
Molly on Countdown. "A lot of {people have 
accused Kiss of selling out with this one", he 
said, referring to the song's disco beat. But I 
just think Kiss are moving with the times."
These days Kiss are fast becoming an 
American entertainment institution. They 
won't end up like their mentor, Alice Cooper, 
swapping jokes with Bob Hope and George 
Burns, because that would destroy their 
mythical cartoon status forever. The Kiss
movie. Attack on the Phantoms is a good 
example of the direction they're heading.
In the movie, a mad inventor, who has been 
given the arse from the amusement park he 
created because of his financial redundency, 
seeks revenge when Kiss are due to play 
there. He makes 4 Kiss clones, kidnaps the 
real Kiss, anci puts his clones on stage so that 
when the kids see through the sham, they'll 
riot and destroy the amusement park. 
Thereupon follows one of the few great scenes 
in an otherwise abysmally cheap and tacky 
movie.
The clones begin the concert, playing a 
heavy song called i?;p. Rip, Rip and Liestroy, 
but the Kiss audience. Nobodies' fools, soon 
suss out the fake and begin booing. Mean­
while down in the dungeon, Kiss themselves 
use all their superhuman powers to break out 
and rush to the stadium where each fights his 
clone till victory.
"Now for the REAL Kiss!" yells Paul Stanley 
in triumph. There's no doubt that these boys 
could hold their own with Captain America. 
The only other real insight the movie 
allowed us was as to how Kiss relax around 
the motel pool while on tour. No common 
sunbathing mind you; they perch in full 
regalia in ten-foot-high-chairs so they can 
talk down to anyonfe who approach them.
A fine Australian example of the level of 
good American respectability that Kiss have 
reached is that Mike Walsh has been trying.
so far without success, to interview the boys 
by satellite for his midday chat show. Picture 
that, if you can.
Above all. Kiss are clever. They took the 
heavy metal ethic to its logical extreme, and 
at the same time reversed it. Instead of having 
any pretensions to being menacing, they just 
packaged a show that let you play with fire for 
a few hours before going home to bed.
The next logical step was to transcent their 
limits of rock'n'roll and sell themselves on 
every other level possible. Having suc­
cessfully accomplished that, they are now 
consolidating their hold on the rock industry 
and expanding in other directions. The 
ultimate aim of course is to have a Kiss world, 
or rather a ' Kiss Dynasty in which, the 
hierachy between the Kiss organisation and 
the Kiss consumer is prcperly maintained. 
And you only have to pledge some of your 
meagre buying power to join.
You're not meant to listen to Kiss in any 
case; they're there to be consumed, and if 
you think I'm being cynical, listen to the 
tongue himself.
"Any bar band in America could learn all of 
our songs in one day," said Gene Simmons in 
Creem magazine. "Most of our stuff is just 
recycled riffs by the Stones, the Move and the 
Beatles."
Such is the spirit of the seventies. Isn't 
rock'n'rock wonderful!
! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ £
NOT L ____________
'NOT LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE" 
37141
Jimmy And The Boys' debut album is not just
an exciting release but more lik e ............an
escape!
10 pulsating performances highlighted by their 
current hit single "I'M NOT LIKE EVERY­
BODY ELSE" (true!).
(TlorouGe
NOVEMBER
29 EUREKA HOTEL, GEELONG VIC.
30 SOVEREIGN HOTEL. FRANKSTON VIC.
DECEMBER
1 COUNTDOWN and BROADFORD FESTIVAL
2 FERNTREE GULLY HOTEL, MELBOURNE 
4 FAMILY HOTEL, WEST RYDE
6 COMB AND CUTTER HOTEL, BLACKTOWN
7 MANLY VALE HOTEL, MANLY
8 STRATA HOTEL, CREMORNE
10 BEXLEY NORTH HOTEL, BEXLEY
11 PADSTOW PARK HOTE L, PADSTOW
12 ROCK INN, NEWCASTLE
13 jOLLY FROG HOTEL, WINDSOR
14 LOCAL INN, WEST RYDE
15 SELINAS HOTEL, COOGEE BAY
16 PARRAMATTA SPEEDWAY
17 STRATA HOTEL, CREMORNE 
with Kevin Borich
19 SURF AIR, SUNSHINE COAST
20 PIPS, BRISBANE
21 MOOLOOLABAH HOTEL, QUEENSLAND 
22/23 JET CLUB, SURFERS PARADISE
24 JOINT EFFORT, CLOUDLAND, BRISBANE
26 BYRON BAY FESTIVAL with Kevin Borich, 
Bo Diddley and More
27 PORT MACQUARIE RSL CLUB
28 BELLVIEW HOTEL, TUNCURRY
30 BONDI LIFESAVER with Kevin Borich
31 SYDNEY FESTIVAL OPERA HOUSE STEPS
JANUARY
2 COMB AND CUTTER HOTEL, BLACKTOWN 
4 MANLY VALE HOTEL, MANLY
m o r o u e ®
PfCODDS Available on record & tape
ALL THE YOUNG DUDES
A Study Of The Glam Rock Phenomenon
For all its superficial sequins and mascara, 
multi-coloured hair and twelve-inch platform 
boots, the Glitter or Glam-rock peric^ (1971 
to 1975) was undoubtedly one of the most 
significant musical and pop-fashion stages of 
rock and roll in the seventies.
In 1971 powerful pop music was virtually a 
non-event. Aside from the Heavy Metal 
heroes born in the psychedelia of the late 
sixties, the genre of bands such as Yes, 
Genesis and so on that took influence from 
The Nice, and America's MOR forms of pop in 
the shape of James Taylor, Bread and all 
those wonderfully predictable west coast acts, 
there was very little offering in rock and roll 
at the time. Generally, the pop single had 
become a much maligned form. The art of 
'power-pop' as expounded by the mid-sixties 
mod movement had all but disappeared. 
Glitter took advantage of this situation and in 
the guiding hands of figures such as Marc 
Bolan, Mike Leander, Nicky Chinn/Mike 
Chapman, David Bowie and Chas Chandler 
produced some of the most memorable pop 
music of the 70's.
That Glam-Rock was a fashion trend is 
undeniable. Trying to identify a common 
characteristic in the multitude of glittering 
artists between '71 and '75 is not easy. But as 
Ken Barnes of Bomp pointed out a real power 
pop consciousness can be found in most of the 
die-hard glitter acts. These are almost ex­
clusively British, however, in both America 
and Australia glitter became something nice 
and flashy to wear on stage, a new-look to 
olds sounds. The same old bluesy-HM riffs 
now came in sparkled clothes.
MARC BOLAN -
THE 20TH CENTURY BOY
If one person alone could' be held 
responsible for the birth of glam-rock then 
Bolan would be the man. After coming to 
fame with Mod style band 'John's Children', 
Bolan left to form his own mystically 
psychedelic Tyrannosaurus Rex. Essentially 
an acoustic duo, it wasn't until late 1970 that 
Marc discovered the potential of electric 
guitar and shortened the band's name to T. 
Rex. At this stage an album simply titled T. 
Rex was released revealing an embryonic
they'd brought to the charts and Bolan's 
recording career moved steadily downwards 
until his premature death in 1977. With T. 
Rex, Marc Bolan both*created glitter rock and 
produced some of its finest moments.
In early 1969, ex-Animals bassist, Chas 
Chandler discovered a skinhead band named 
Ambrose Slade. Under his direction, they 
grew their hair back and pulled on Knee-high 
shiny platform boots. In May '71 G et Down 
And G et With It impressed glitter's more 
head-banging audiences and Slade built up a
THE STARMAN -  DAVID BOWIE 
With a bit of influence from his old friend 
Marc Bolan, and their mutual producer Tony 
Visconti, David Bowie creat^  the perfect 
glitter rock star, for that matter virtudly the 
perfect rock and roll star, Ziggy Stardust, in 
1972. Prior to that superlative album glitter 
rock's preoccupation with stars had been 
limited to those hand-sewn on sparkling 
jackets. Bowie became a boy from the stars 
with better make-up and costumery than any 
other glam artist. The album's first single 
Starman still reflected Bowie's acoustic past 
but Mick Ronson's chunky chords gave it a 
place alongside other classics of the age. In a
new sound, and at the same time, the single 
Ride A  White Swan made it to number two on 
the U.K. charts.
In early '71, Hot Love charted reasonably 
successfully and was followed smartly by 
undisputed classic Get It On. Both songs 
firmly established Bolan's inimitable high 
shrill vocals and unique guitar. Also evident 
were the overtly sexual gasps and groans 
which earned Bolan a place in the pubescent 
fantasies of every pop loving girl of the early 
seventies. The Electric Warrior album came 
next and was a masterpiece of glam-rock that 
he never came anywhere near bettering. 
Spawning yet another hit in Jeepster, with all 
its erotic vampire imagery, it marked the end 
of the psychedelic duo.
In 1972 Bolan broke away from Fly records 
forming his own T. Rex label and recorder 
The Slider, his most commercially successful 
album. From it came the excellent singles 
Telegram Sam and Metal Guru. Bolan had 
found a successful formula and stuck to it. 
Children o f The Revolution, Solid Gold Easy 
Action and 20th Century Boy followed, but 
from here on in T. Rex lost the essence of pop
strong live following. The vaguely ex­
perimental C oz/Y u  v You followed, widening 
their appeal to pop audiences. For the next 
three years, Slade put out some excellent 
footstompin' music — no brain, none of Bolan 
and Bowie's pretty looks, just the closest 
glam-rock came to earning a street-kid 
identity. Look Wot You Dun, Take Me Bak 
Qme, Mama W eer All Crazee Now, Gudbuy 
T  Jane, Cum On Feel TheNoize axidSkWeeze 
M e Pleeze Me had much more to offer than 
merely advocating spelling reform. Un­
fortunately by 1975 Slade had become as 
boring as most of their contempories. Glitter's 
apparent built-in self destruct mechanism 
had worked again.
more typically glitter rock mould were the 
singles/ohn I'm Only Dancing, Jeanm Genie 
andi?ebe7/?ebe7, some of the best pop 45's of 
the decade. But Bowie has never been one to 
stay in one style for too long and after the 
futuristic Diamond Dogs album moved on to 
an American soul sound.
As well as putting a tinge of class into glam 
rock with his own career, Bowie helped 
launch several seemingly spsent musical 
forces back into rock by way of the glitter 
scene. In 1972 he convinced the then 
recently split Mott The Hoople to reform and 
record one of his songs A/7 The Young Dudes. 
All The Young Dudes was to glitter rock of the 
early seventies what M y Generation was to 
the mod movement of the sixties. In that one 
song Bowie summed up the whole feel of the 
period.
"W&idy's stealing clothes from unlocked 
cars and Freddies got spots from rippin' off 
the stars from his fa ce"
Mott combined glitter ix)p with heavy rock - 
and this blend brought them great 
success in the States. The three superb 
albums A77 The Young Dudes, Mott and The 
Hoople featured some excellent power pop, 
particularly the singles One o f the Boys, 
Honaloochie Boogie, All The Way From 
Memphis, Roll away The Stone and ̂ turday 
G igs. In '75 band leader and major 
songwriter Ian Hunter left to pursue a solo 
career leaving a lacklustre Mott to put out 
another two uninspiring albums.
In the same year as he revived Mott The 
Hoople, Bowie resurrected his old idol of 
Velvet Underground days Lou Reed, and 
whilst the album that resulted. Transformer, 
was the poppiest thing he's ever done, it was 
only mildly glitter influenced. In 1974 Bowie 
provided sixties glamour girl Lulu with a 
version of his Man Who Sold The World but 
die was unable to follow it up and faded into 
oblivion. His influence upon Detroit heavy 
metal kid Iggy Pop resulted in a typical U.S. 
style of glam, all the right make-up and
clothes but all the wrong riffs. Raw 
a great album but not even vaguely relevant 
to glitter.
David Bowie, through his own foresight, 
innovation and ability to change, remains one 
of the few glitter period stars who at the end of 
the seventies still remains a constant force in 
rock and roll.
GARY GLITTER
One feature of T. Rex's glitter rock was a 
strong 50's rock and roll influence. Producer 
Mike Leander saw a possibility to capitalize 
on this new glitter fetish and teamed up with a 
casualty of English fifties rock and roil, Paul 
Raven. Together they created one of the most 
contrived rock and roll stars of all time in 
Gary Glitter. In mid '71 the Leander/Glitter 
Band. In one of rock's most successful cash-in 
attempts Gairy Glitter hit the charts with the 
great Rock and Roll Parts I and II, it's 
distinctive sound was widely copied. The 
Leander/Glitter songwriting team produced 
a string of hits, I Didn't You Love M e Love, 
the pre-meditated exit Remember M e This 
Way and Always Yours. The albums also 
featured constant hints of Glitter's past, for 
example Dion's The Wanderer and Phil 
Spector's To Know Him Is To Love Him. 
Gary Glitter was understandably one of 
glam-rock's biggest successes. In Australia 
he had three sell out concert tours and many 
of his singles fared better here than in the 
U.K. As trashy as a lot of them were they were 
still good strong pop, a viable, danceable 
alternative to Pink Floyd and E.L.P. The 
distinctive Glitter sound lived on in several 
other forms. The Glitter Band's solo career 
was quite passable with two good pop singles 
'Angel Face' in '74 and 'The Tears I Cry' a 
year later. The most successful copy of Gary 
Glitter was Alvin Stardust whose impressive 
debut single My Coo Ca Choo in 1973 was 
never effectively followed up. Like Glitter, 
Stardust was also a 50's never-been as Shane 
Fenton.
THE CHINN/CHAPMAN KIDS 
Glitter and Leunder weren't the only two 
dDservers who decided to jump on the 
commercial band-wagon of glam-rock. Two 
songwriter/producers, Nicky Chinn and 
Mike Chapman also had their fingers on the 
pulse beat. After promoting the wimpish pop 
of 'New World' who were later revealed to be 
involved in a BBC payola scandal of the time, 
Chinn/Chapman signed a light-weight rock 
and roll band named Sweet. After a few 
fizzers and some bubblegum hits Funny 
Funny, Co-Co and Poppa Joe, they produced 
in 1972 two mediocre glam singles li/tfe Willy 
and Wig Warn Bam, (the latter being their 
first Australian hit). Dropping their ridiculous 
costumes. Sweet donned the compulsory 
glitters and joined the sequin set with some 
fine pop /rock  singles. B lockbuster, 
Hellraiser the great Ballroom Blitz, a new 
version of Peppermint Twist and Teenage 
Rampage. At this stage Sweet decided to drop 
the Chinn/Chapman domination but their 
Heavy Metal tendencies became.too much for 
them. They released one more notable hit, 
the self-penned Fox On The Run, which 
reached No. 2 in England and topped the 
charts here coinciding with a successful 1975 
tour. The album on the same year. Desolation 
Boulevard, put them well on the road to ruin. 
GLITTER IN AUSTRALIA 
In a word, home grown glitter rock in 
Australia was a non-event. Like America, we 
produced a few heavy metal acts who were 
adventurous enough to capitalize on the 
scene and began wearing the compulsory 
gear. Hush produced several hits under this 
guise. The first line-up of Ariel was quite 
glittery in appearance, as were AC/DC 
around the time of the first recording of 'Can I 
. Sit Next To You Girl?'. The only Australian to 
really combine glitter fashion with some kind 
of pop was William Shakespeare, the middle 
aged pedarist from Stratford-upon-Avon via 
Parramatta. In Skyhooks and Kiss-clones 
Rabbit the glittery image extended into other 
fields before finally dying during 1976. 
Although the overseas glitter acts were 
always big business in Australia, the local 
scene fa il^  to produce even one real glam- 
rock artist.
GUTTER LOSES ITS SHINE
By early 1975 the age of glitter rock was well 
and truly in its death throes. All the major 
glam heroes had either become boring and 
repetitive or had the foresight to abandon 
ship and change direction. For some reason 
the U.S. music scene of the last few years has 
still fostered various glittery musical line-ups 
from the crater faced teenage heroes Kiss to 
sparkling disco acts like Earth, Wind and 
Fire. As a musical style the pop stance of 
glam rock virtually disappeared until the 
power pop resurgence of 1978. One of 
glitter's greatest achievements was the re­
orientation of the music scene towards 
singles. As a "movement" it lacked any form 
cf ideology other than the simple teenage 
concept of fun. Regardless of this the glam- 
rock era was the first major musical 
phenomenon of the seventies and one which 
was to affect that decade quite significantly.
by Goose
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The Summer Movies
Every year about Christmas time, an­
ticipating slightly everybody's summer break, 
the major distributors unleash a flock of films 
to titillate and amuse those of us who are 
excited by the visual delights of the big 
screen. In fact each year between October 
and March we in Au^ralia spend about an 
extra AVi million on the flicks which isn't too 
bad for a country this size.
This year is no different and to aid you in 
your choice of movies for the summer this 
piece has been prepared. I hope you'll 
consider it as a sort of consumer guide to what 
is about but be warned; on the whole these 
are not reviews, rather they are intend^ji to 
give you some idea of what to expect shWld 
you decide to skip the beaeh or the C.E.S. 
and go to see a movie.
There are one or two films which do not
The Muppet Movie
For the first time, Kermit the Frog, Miss 
Rggy, Fozzie Bear and most of the cast from 
the Muppet Show can be seen in a continuous 
story on the big screen. They also perform 
original musical numbers composed for the 
film by Paul Williams and Kenny Ascher.
The Muppet Movie was filmed partly on 
outdoor locations and in the film the Muppets 
interact with live actors including many 
qDecial guest stars. Featured are: Edgar 
Bergen, Milton Berle, Mel Brooks,** Madeline 
Kahn, James Cobum, Dom Deluise, Elliot 
Gould, Bob Hope, Steve Martin, Richard 
Pryor, Telly Savdas, Orsen Welles and Paul 
Williams.
Jim Henson, the creator of the Muppets, 
describes the Movie as the "story of how 
Kermit the frog and the Muppets came 
together and how they get into show business. 
The characters meet on an adventurous 
cross-country journey from a souther swamp 
in Georgia to the sound stages of Hollywood." 
The opening shot of the movie takes place in 
the southern swamp where Kermit sits on a
leg and plays the banjo. To achieve this blend 
of damp realism and Muppet whimsey, Jim 
Henson spjent most of three days underwater 
in a specially constructed bathysphere 
operating Kermit through mbber-sleeved 
arms. The airtight aluminium housing, made 
from jet engine containers, was just big 
enough to hold Henson, a microphone 
hookup and a video monitor.
For a scene in a Hollywood screening room, 
twenty-two Muppets were put into 
simultaneous motion and the film's finale 
features more than 250 muppet characters. 
To create this shot, 137 (count 'em) pup­
peteers were enlisted. The Muppets them­
selves range from the largest (Big Bird, about 
nine feet tall) to the smallest (a worm called 
Squirmy, three inches long).
"We didn't want to just do the Muppet show 
on film," says Jim Henson, "On the televisicxi 
show, we invite one guest into the world of the 
Muppets. In the movie, we take the Muppets 
out into the real world. The Muppet movie is 
intended to be the flip side of the Muppet 
Show."
Birth Of The Beatles
From the team that brought you Elvis The 
Movie earlier this year now comes a new 
rockumentary on the early years of the fab 
four. Producer Tony Bishop says: "Our film 
will take a hard but fair look into their lives 
and why the Beatles became what they did." 
John Kurland's screenplay sticks faithfully to 
what is a massively documented subject and 
the film has been set as much as possible on 
authentic locations.
_ Bishop, with double Emmy winner and 
Director Richard Marquand, has cast the 
picture with comparatively unknown per­
formers — thereby attempting to strike a 
balance betweeen acting ability, 
musicianship and a physical resemblance 
close enough not to jar the audience into 
disbelief.
Stephen Mackenna is John Lennon, Rod 
Cultertson plays Paul McCartney, John 
Altman portrays George Harrison and Ray 
Ashcroft has been chosen as Ringo Starr.
Director of Photography, Alan Hume, has 
given the film a hard-edged, gritty look, 
while Art Director, David Minty, has re­
vamped or matched many old Beatle haunts. 
The Cavern, Penny Lane and Strawberry 
Fields in Liverpool, and Hamburg's 
Kaiserkellar and Top Ten Clubs together with 
the city's Reperbahn redlight district, all 
feature heavily.
Like£7vis The Movie, Birth O f The Beatles 
has a strong musical thread running through 
the story. Associate Producer, Tom Walls, 
whose credits include musical supervisor for 
Nashville and work on Elvis On Tour snd Let
by Tom Irvins
appear here due to lack of space, time, and 
abject laziness on the part of the writer. One 
of these is Star T r^  — The Motion Picture 
which cost $40,000,000 making it 
$10,000,000 more expensive than the 
monumental Apocalypse Now and most 
probably well worth a look. Even if you aren't 
atrekkie from wayback, to see a sci. fi. film 
that cost $40,000,000 should be a bit of a trip.
Also, and most sadly, no Australian films 
have been released for the end of the year, 
but there is at least one survivor hanging on 
which will certainly last the whole summer. I 
am referring to Margaret Fink's superb 
production of Gill Armstrong's My Brilliant 
Career. If you haven't seen it already, do, 
because it's one of the best films from the 
recent Australian renaissance.
The Good Times Roll, has prepared a scad of Richard and James Brown. The actual singing 
early Beatle numbers including — Please on the film was done by an unknown group 
Please Me, I  Want To Hold Your Hand, Long called Rain. I haven't heard the sound but I 
Tall Sally, Mr. Postman, Love M e Lb plus am assured they sound fantastic and can't be 
material they performed from other name- told from the real thing???!!! 
composers like Presly, Chuck Berry; Little
Allen
Very little information is available on Alien 
but it's my view that any film directed by 
Ridley Scott {The Duellists) is going to be well 
worth a look. Alien is a suspense thriller 
which tells of seven astronauts — five men 
and two women — working on a battered 
commercial starship far away in space and 
time, who encounter an awesome galactic 
horror and of their desperate attempts to 
combat it. Obviously special effects will play 
a big part in this film and they sound as 
though they will be pretty amazing. Special 
Effects supervisor Nick Allder says "Our main 
model of the com m ercial space-tug 
'Nostromo' is eight feet long which represents 
eight hundred feet in the story. In the film
Nostromo is also one and a half miles across!
With our special techniques we're able to 
camera-track right through space, stars, 
planets and so on, up to a close-up shot of the 
craft and actually show the astronauts moving 
about inside — and all in one continuous 
shot." Allder, who is thirty six has been 
working in special effects for almost twenty 
years. His next project after Alien is to join 
Brian Johnson on ^ e  sequal to Star Wars 
titled The Empire Strikes Back.
The cast includes Tom Skerrit (M*A*S*H, 
Turning Point), John Hurt ^Midnight Express) 
Sigourney Weaver, Ian Holm, Veronica 
Cartwright, Vaphet Kotto and Harry Dean 
Stanton.
In Hollywood parlance a hyphenate refers to 
someone who does more than one job on a 
film and as Writer-Producer-Director of "10" 
Blake Edwards obviously deserves th title.
Edwards, who has been responsible for the 
clutch of Pink Panther moAfies over the years 
has teamed, this time, with Dudley Moore to 
produce a modern, blackish comedy set 
mainly in Los Angeles. Moore rose to fame 
with Peter Cook creating characters like Pete 
and Dud ^ d  more recently the totally — and 
wonderfully — obscene Derek and Clive. He 
made the shift across the Atlantic to the U.S. 
a short time ago and played a very funny 
smally role in the film Foul Play before 
landing "10" — his first lead role in America.
Moore is George, a very successful com-
Hot Stuff
Hot Stuff is produced by Paul Maslansky and 
Mort Engleberg who were responsible for 
Smokey The Bandit some time ago. Dom 
I^Luise (who featured in Smokey) makes his 
directorial debut on this film and also co-stars 
with Suzanne Pleshette and Jerry Reed.
Hot Stuff concerns four meml^rs of the 
Miami police force who take over an un­
derworld fencing operation to try to catch the 
city's thieves red-handed. They set up in a 
sleazy little junk shop, then spread the word 
that they'll buy anything — no questions 
asked. But business becomes too good. They 
purchase so much stolen property, so fast, 
that they run over budget and have to peddle 
their 'inventory' back to the underworld in 
order to buy new evidence. Suddenly they 
are an industry and the Mafia begins sizing
poser of popular songs. He has a long 
standing, apparently happy, relationship with 
a singer, Sam, played by Julie Andrews. He 
lives in a lovely house in the hills of L.A., 
lacks nothing and is thoroughly miserable. 
"10" refers to a scale by which George rates 
beautiful women and the frame of the film is 
George's pursuit of a phantom, a beautiful 
young woman (Bo Derek) he spots one day as 
her limosene pulls alongside his Rolls Royce 
at a stop light. The young woman, whom 
George rates conservatively as an "11", is 
dressed in a bridal veil and is on her way to 
chiorch. This minor detail, of course, does not 
deter him. Neither do any of the other 
mishaps which befall him on this odyssey of 
youth.
them up for cement sandals and a lengthy dip 
in the local bay. So the undercover cops 
decide to end the operation — in style. They 
will host a 'thankyou' party for their 
customers, and, when the celebration is in 
full swing, arrest the whole crowd.
The shop is decorated — balloons, food and 
dnnks. Signs: 'Success' and 'For our Friends.' 
The police captain, posing as a Mafia don, 
whistles the theme for The Godfather, and the 
guests are riotously happy. No one takes the 
cops seriously when they announce that 
everybody's under arrest — until the Mafia 
invades to break things up — followed by 
several platoons of Miami's finest. This is mad 
American humour, and if you're into it you'll 
undoubtedly have a lot of fun.
Life Of Brian
Starring:
Graham Chapman JohnQeese
Terry Gilliam Eric Idle
Terry Jones Michael Palin
Dire^ed By.......Terry Jones
The Brian of the title was bom in Judea a 
short distance from and about the same time 
as another, far better remembered religious 
prophet. In fact three wise men did approach 
his mother, Mandy, bearing gifts of gold, 
francinscense and myrrh, but upon learning 
that the baby was only Brian took their, gifts 
and left in search of someone else. Mandy's a 
pretty domineering type and poor Brian is in 
great danger of becoming a true mummy's 
boy until he joins a fanatical leftist 
organisation. The People's Front of Judea. It's 
while on a secret mission to capture Pilot's 
wife that the People's front runs up against a 
group from the campaign for Free Galilee 
and Brian, whilst escaping from the Romans,
N
lands himself in an alien space craft which 
crashes back in Judea where he fall son a 
boring prophet. Being forced to improvise 
some prophecies he inadvertantly attracts 
many followers whereupon he is pursued 
from the city by a fanatical mob which grows 
ever larger, to a hill where they are finally 
distracted by the pressing need to persecute 
and destroy all those who do not believe in 
Brian — in this case a hermit whom Brian 
cured of not talking for 16 years by jumping 
accidentally on his foot. Thereupon Brian 
escapes with the lovely Judith, a feminist 
member of the P.F.J., and awakes the next 
morning happy beside her. I won't go on. No 
bugger it, I will. No I'll stop. Well what do you 
think?! I think it's a very funny film. But you 
may not agree. Then again you may. What? 
Who? Where?!.......
Here endeth the Review  of the Funny Film 
(Ed.).
Apocalypse Now
"Charging a man with murder in this place 
is like handing out speeding tickets at the 
Indy 500."— Capt W illard in 'A pocalypse Now'
'With Apocalypse Now director Francis Ford 
Coppola's stated goal was "to make a broad, 
spectacular film of epic action adventure 
scale that however, is also rich in theme and 
philosophic inguiry into the mythology of war 
and the human condition." He has succeeded 
brilliantly. Apocalypse Now may have faults, 
but there is no doubt in my mind that it's a 
brilliant piece of screen art.
Technically the film is majestic. The 
photography by Vittorio Storaro (Las/ Tango 
In Paris and 1900) is spectacular. The sound 
from Walter Murch and Richard Cirincione is 
so real it's eerie. It's real three dimensional 
sound as you have never heard it before. But 
it's the - bold dashing strokes conceived, 
created and executed by Coppola which 
takes the film into the realms of greatness. His 
style dips, flits, dives and soars and it's a rare 
moment when the audience is not pulled 
along with it.
. The performances, as in all this'director's 
previous films, are terrific. Director and cast 
have taken the characters and made them 
large. Yet, except for Willard and Kurtz, (two 
professional soldiers) they retain a normality. 
They are 'ordinary' men caught up in a 
situation which for the most part totally 
confuses them. In contrast, Willard (played 
by Martin Sheen) and Kurtz (Marlon Brando) 
have clear visions of what is required of 
themselves.
Apocalypse Now is a timeless story which is 
set, against the madness which was the war in 
Vietnam. The film concerns an ex C.I.A. 
hitman. Captain Willard, who on his second 
tour of duty in Vietnam is assigned a special 
mission. Deep in the Cambodian Jungle a 
special services Colonel, named Kurtz, has 
presumably gone mad and the Brass, fearing 
political consequences, dispatch Willard to 
"terminate with extreme prejudice" Kurtz's 
command. A long journey on a small river 
patrol boat ensues "up a river which snakes 
through the war like a main circuit cable" to 
land Willard and the remnants of the crew at 
the enclave of Kurtz. This is where the
journey into darkness begins, where the real 
moral ambiguities of the film are examined. 
Several options are offered to Willard. He 
knows his duty to his superiors is paramount, 
yet there are nagging doubts. Kurtz is a 
figure of mythical proportions, a cross bet­
ween Jesus Christ and Hitler. His potential for 
evil is obvious, but is he onto something? 
Does he have an understanding which would 
lead to the very core of 'it all'. Finally, Kurtz 
following his unique set of moral principals, 
allows Willard the freedom to make his own
decision.
"It's impossible for words to describe what is 
necessary to those who don't know what 
horror means. Horror and moral terror are 
your friends. If they are not they are enemies 
to be feared ."
— Colonel Kurtz.
"One of the things I'm certain about, this is 
going to b e one o f the most talked about films 
in motion picture history."
— Martin Sheen.
Meteor
M eteor could quite easily have been Airport 
77 meets Poseidon Adventure and together 
they join NASA and live disasterously ever 
after. It's not.
Although I suspect the chances of a five mile 
wide meteor heading straight for Earth are 
slim, there is a feeling of realism about this 
film — a feeling that something has gone 
dreadfully wrong and the future of mankind is 
in the balance. The credit for this must go to 
director Ronald Neame and his cast, par­
ticularly Brian Keith as the Russian expert 
called in to aid innasa's attack on the meteor. 
Others in the cast include: Sean Connery, 
Natalie Wood, Karl Malden and Martin 
Landau. Henry Fonda plays the U.S. 
President and anyone interested in the 
machinations of big government will find
plenty to re-affirm their worst fears in his 
handling of the press, but nothing to fear from 
his diplomacy with the Russians or his 
judgements affecting the situation at hand.
The special effects from Glen Robinson and 
Robert Staples are serviceably good. They 
include an avalanche sequence in the Swiss 
Alps, a hundred foot tidal wave striking Hong 
Kong, a meteor hitting New York City, and, of 
course, that five-mile wide mother zooming 
straight for us from outer space.
M eteor is designed to be a couple of hours of 
visual fun and will probably make a couple of 
million dollars for the investors. The sort of 
film you should see on a day when there's not 
a lot to do and you want to do a bit of 
escaping.
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A roots journey. 
Outspoken, impassioned, 
and pulsing with 
the vital truth. 
Bob Marley delivers 
a lesson in life, 
and the answer is 
o Tr in the music.
Listeh.
^  And you will hear.
MA8LEY THE WAITERS
M o i i i i o i l i
D
Bob Marley & The Wallers. Survival.
Featuring the single “So much trouble in the world
Produced by Bob Marley & The Waiters and Alex Sadkin. K 764 7
on records & tapes
WHY I LIKE
(in twenty*-five words or iess)
Entries have been pouring in from all over 
during the last four years for our special 
“Why I Like ABBA (etc.)" Contest. But the 
mail fca: the competition has now closed, the 
judges decisions have been entered into ^ d  
the winning entries are printed below.
ABBA, as you might remember, is a 
phenomenonally successful Swedish group 
whose record sales outstripped even the 
Beatles until The Bee Gees outstripped 
ABBA. ABBA comprises Agnetha (Anna) 
Ulvaeus; her husband Bjorn (bottom, next to 
hers), Annifred (Frida) Lyngstad (next door, 
on the couch) and her “fiance" (oh yeah, pull 
the other one) Benny Andersson.
The name of ABBA was derived from the 
initials of their four first names. ABBA won 
the Eurovision song contest in 1974. Their 
many hit singles include Ring Ring, 
Waterloo, Mama Mia, SOS and /  Do, I  Do, I  
Do, I  Do, I  DO. Both couples live in 
Stockholm, Sweden. Anna and Bjorn have a 
Daughter, Linda, 2.
Actually they had many other hit singles, 
but my information is a'bit out of date. I know 
that Fernando was very big for them, so was 
Dancing Queen and Knowing Me, Knowing 
You. Oh, there have been lots of them!
- Also, I think that Anna and Bjorn have had 
another child, but they're separated; and I'm 
not positive but I remember reading 
somewhere that Benny and Frida have 
broken it off. It must have been very painful.
Anyway, without any further I Do, I Do, I Do 
(Groan —Ed), here are the winning entries:
I A B B A  in 25 words or less because they 
brought back those happy days which were so 
hard to find.
— Athena Voudouris, 14, 
Prahan, Melbourne.
I LIKE ABBA because I do, I do, I do.
— Rene Descartes, 
France.
I LIKE ABBA because my children like them.
— Ita Buttrose, 
Consolidated Press, Sydney.
I LIKE ABBA because in an exclusive in­
terview I had with ABBA in Stockhold 2 V2 
weeks ago the four members, Anna, Frida, 
Benny and Bjorn, told me that they . . .
— Ian Meldrum 
TV Week, Melbourne.
I LIKE ABBA because if it hadn't been for the 
Aussie record buyers ABBA would never had
SWANEE
dreaming ain^ so crazy.
released Mama Mia as a single in the world 
record market.
— Ian Meldrum (again) 
TV Week, Melbourne (still), 
(25 words, exactly I)
I LIKE ABBA. I think it's the big red tomatoes.
— Robert Morley 
, (for Mr Heinz) 
I LIKE ABBA in twenty-five words or less 
because I don't like ABBA at all. Why don't 
you have a contest where we can slag off at 
em.
— Nick Harders 
Brisbane.
I LIKE ABBA because Bjorn's chins are the 
eighth wonder of the modern world (and his 
face is the ninth). (Is that sexist?)
— Gail Crawley 
Fremantle, WA. 
I LIKE ABBA because they've restored‘ the 
traditional values of love, marriage, children 
and divorce. And ladies with cute bums 
(oops).
— Rev Fred “Somebody Had To Get It In" 
Nile.
To use a hackneyed phrase, John Swan is a 
rock'n'roll survivor. He's paid his dues over 
the past fourteen years in innumerable 
bands, some of the more well known being. 
Hard Time Killing Floor, Jim Keays', 
Southern Cross, Cold Chisel, James Wright, 
Fraternity, Mickey Finn and Feather (who 
had a national hit with the single Girl 
Trouble). Now he has his own band, Swanee, 
and their first single. Another Crazy Dream , 
is, er, racing up the charts? Well, at least it's 
selling.
John openly admits that it has taken him this 
long to get his own band together because up 
'til now he's been, 'too slack'.' “I was quite 
content to breeze along in somebody else's 
band. I had the attitude that it didn't really 
matter anyway. I only knew how to play, I 
didn't know anything about the other sides of 
rock'n'roll".
The decision to grab his own destiny and try 
to forge some kind of identity for himself, and 
get a band of musicians who could help him 
to do that, came as a result of his decision to 
become a frontman, a singer. The reason 
that, while you probably recognise some of 
the band names listed above (particularly if 
you've ever spent any time in Adelaide over 
the past ten years) but might not recognise 
John Swan, is that he was the drummer in 
most of them. He confesses to a strong am­
bition to be a guitarist but admits his 
proficiency on that instrument is nothing to 
write home about. So, tired of beating the 
skins he decided he'd abuse his vocal chords 
and see hew that worked.
It certainly worked on W.E.A. A&R man, 
David Sinclair, who signed Swanee up to 
W.E.A. late last year, and then sat back and 
waited for John to get a band together. 
Swanee, the band, has been working live for 
nearly a year now, slaying them in Sydney 
(where the audience like their rock'n'roll 
loud, mean and sweaty) and Adelaide where 
in the Northern Suburbs John, along with 
young brother Jimmy Barnes, are almost folk 
heroes (“I always get a good crowd in 
Adelaide because most of the people who 
come to the gig are friends of mine"). 
Melbourne hasn't yet taken Swanee to its 
heart but then who has it taken to its heart 
over the past twelve months?
Swanee's first album, tentatively titled Crazy 
Dreams, was due to be released this month 
but after 'disagreements' with producer 
Richard Bate hens, the album has been in­
definitely delayed. The current play is for a 
top American producer to be brought over 
here to do the album, (Swanee won't say who 
lor fear of getting egg on his face if it doesn't 
happen) and in the meantime he will be 
mucking about with the songs that are 
already down on tape to see if he can salvage 
anything from them.
What was the nature of the disagreement 
with Batchens? I asked.
“He was trying to change the sound of the 
band. To me a producer is somebody who
comes in and works the desk. Sure, he's got 
an ear as well and he can make suggestions, 
but Batchens wouldn't do it like I wanted it to 
sound, so we scrappjed it. I mean he was 
putting strings and stuff on and mixing the 
drum kit down onto two tracks. It was turning 
into 'A Richard Batchens Production' and the 
band was losing its identity."
Would you prefer to produce your own 
records then?
“Yeah, well I'm practising".
Much has been made of the fact that John 
Swan is the older brother of Cold Chisel 
singer Jimmy Barnes. (The difference in 
surnames is due to some complicated Scottish 
rule of genealogy that would be over the 
heads of most Australians and other 
Sassenachs). In fact some of John's friends 
from Elizabeth will even go as far as telling 
you, when they've got a few drinks inside 
them, that John taught wee Jimmy everything 
he knows.
"Naw, you couldn't say that", says John with 
a smile. “To me Jimmy is the best singer in the 
country... bar none. We're more than 
brothers — we're good mates. There's no 
jealousy or any of that bullshit involved. I 
think Jimmy's success is one of the things I 
hold most dearly in my life. I'm proud of 
him".
Is there any particular reason that you both 
got into music?
"Music is all I've ever done. I mean I've 
been in the army and all that shit, but I've 
never been much good at working. Same with 
Jimmy. I reckon we must have been Kings or 
Princes in a previous life. Me, the King of 
Nothing and Jimmy, the Prince of Fuck All. 
But like when I started playing, rock'n'roll 
was good fun, and that was all that mattered".
Do you think the fun's gone out of it then?
"Oh no, the fun's still there. But there's a 
responsibility too. Like if somebody's paying 
$6 to see you then you have a responsibility to 
entertain them. 'Cos if you don't, then next 
time you play at that place, they ain't gonna 
be there".
One thing that concerns Swanee, is the low 
status that rock'n'rollers enjoy in society at 
large. -
"Overseas bands seem to be held in some 
kind of regard, but if you're in a band in 
Australia then you are treated like some kind 
of lout. Something I'd really like to see is a 
Monty Python spoof on rock'n'roll. 'Cos the 
whole business is like that y'know. A sketch 
with all these rock stars in an abbatoir with 
little old ladies screeching “Oooh look, one of 
them's getting away.
. Rock'n'roll is a bit like that. I mean you pay 
good money to see some guy out off his head, 
screaming and jumping around".
Would that be how you'd describe yourself?
"Hmmm..... " he says with a slightly
sheepish grin.
— Donald Robertson
I LIKE ABBA because they were the first 
band to tell the truth about Edward Kennedy 
and Mary Jo at Chiguitita.
^  — Jimmy Carter
Washington. (DC)
I LIKE ABBA because-in "Dancing Queen" 
and “Does Your Mother Know" w6 see the 
utilization of the ritual of dance as a metaphor 
for sexual commerce. Yet implicit in the 
employment of this metaphor is an explicit 
moral imperative: all decisions involving the 
commitment of liguid resources (the dancer's 
body) should be referred to a higher authority 
or committee (the dancer's mother) for 
ratification. I know this is more than twenty- 
five words, but in other words, in the 
language of the discotegue, its cool to cross 
the road from Penny Lane to Strawberry 
Fields, but make sure you tell the folks.
— Jonathan Cott 
Rolling Stone.
I LIKE ABBA particularly the bit where the 
helicopters come out of the trees and attack
the native village. __^
— Marlon Brando, 
Tahiti.
I LIKE ABBA because I am impressionable.
— Ethylene, Age 5, 
Sydney.
I LIKE ABBA in twenty-five words or less.
— Stuart Coupe 
Stanmore Heights.
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TASMANIA 
November 
Mon. 26 
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
December 
Sat. 1
27
28
29
30
Granada Hotel 
Rest
Olde Tudor Inn 
Olde Tudor Inn 
Menai Hotel Burnie
Hobart Uni.
MELBOURNE -  VICTORIA 
Tues. 4 The Eureka Hotel, Geelong 
Wed. 5 Tattersalls Hotel, Warrnambool 
Thurs. 6 Mountainview Hotel, Glen Waverley 
Fri. 7 Comrnodore Hotel, Sandringham 
Sat. 8 Bombay Rock 
Sun. 9 Kampuchean Benefit, Myer 
Music Bowl 
SYD N E Y-N SW
Mon. 10 Sundowner Hotel, Punchbowl 
Tues. 11 Family Hotel, Rydelmere 
Wed. 12 Ocean Beach Hotel, Umina 
Thurs. 13 Fairfield Hotel, Fairfield
Fri 14 Manlyvale Hotel Manly 
Sat. 15 The Lifesaver, Bondi 
Sun. '16 arvo -  Paramatta Speedway 
Mon. 17 Rest & Recouperation 
Tues. 18 Belview Hotel, Tuncurry 
Wed. 19 Comb & Cutter 
Thurs. 20 Newcastle 
Fri. 21 Townsville "  The Sound Shell 
Sat. 22 Selinas 
Sun. 23 Travel to Queensland
QUEENSLAND
Mon. 24 Gold Coast -  Xmas Eve 
Tues. 25 Xmas Day off 
Wed. 26 -Surfair Hotel -  Boxing Day 
Thurs. 27 Brisbane -  a secret gig
Fri. 28 4ZZZ Joint Effort, Cloudlands
Ballroom
Sat. 29 Gold Coast
Sun. 30 Gold Coast
Mon. 31 Gold Coast
ENZ OF THE 70’s 
HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYBODY 
MAY THE ENZ BE WITH YOU IN THE 80's
SINGLE OUT NOW! THINGS K7643 
ALBUM: BEGINNING OF THE ENZ 37132 MudviomliecwuldAiutHoluulliifdiPiaHl
FEATURING TRACKS RECORDED IN
NEW ZEALAND BEFORE THE Split Enz Thank : Ansett Airlines.
w c''T ' A 1 TO'T’O A f f A IVT 'T'/Af TO Letz Ren-A-Car, Concert Lighting Systems,A U  o  1 K .ALrlAlN I d U l v .  Artist Concert Tours, Ultra, Rose Music, Yamaha.
You get a band that's been around for years 
getting an act together, experimenting and 
developing, maybe picking up on something 
new and suddenly striking gold who are then 
instantly consigned to the infamous band­
wagon category — about as desirable as 
being consigned to a French Revolution 
death wagon as far as critical credibility goes. 
Then there are bands who come together as 
a unit built round a concept. Maybe the 
concept's "fashionable" and maybe they do it 
well, whatever; they make money, they lose 
credence.
And of course, there are the bands who 
Parted with something to call their own, 
something that while derivative was guite 
different from what was fashionable then, and 
is still outside the mode today. They play what 
they want to play, and funnily enough people 
wanna hear it. Lots of people, the great 
moron public critics have largely 
disassociated themselves from. The band 
doesn't play moron music, but nor does their 
music fit certain preconceptions about what's 
“relevant" and innovative.
Cut the third person theoretical shit, the 
band we're talking about is Cold Chisel. 
Along with money and jellybeans. Cold 
Chisel are one of my likes. I'm not alone in 
that, and I certainly don't mind the company I 
keep, so there's no particular need for a 
reelingly defensive Cold Chisel article. - 
So here they are, the band who said 
ROADRUNNER would never publish an 
article on them. Cynical bastards. First up on 
the questionnaire: what is the function of an 
interview? Prize pupil Don Walker neatly 
raps out an answer guaranteed to keep me in 
my place.
'The function of an interview for me is you 
always hold out some hope you can get 
straight some of the shit that came out of your 
last interview. It's the only opportunity that 
you get to reply to what journalists have been 
saying about you for the last six months, and 
they've got open license to say anything. I 
mean their output comes out once a month in 
journals; our output comes out once every six 
months on an album, and we can't use album 
tracks to answer people who criticise us." 
Damn. There goes one avenue to im­
mortality. Don, pursuing a more logical line 
of thought, a d ^  practically "It's also ob­
viously promotion for gigs and products. 
Good press always makes people go and see a 
band. It's not that notice^ le for us now but 
it's very noticeable particularly when you're 
starting off. You get no crowd; the only crowd 
that you're playing to are the crowd that were 
going to be at the pub anyway, then you get a 
few things published — it is really 
noticeable."
Six years on they don't really need to do vital 
statistics style interviews. Most people are 
fairly much aware of Cold Chisel. I mention 
an article I'd read that morning where Glen
by Elly McDonald
Shorrock was defending his band's "un­
fashionable" style of music by saying as far as 
he was concerned music trends moved in 
cycles that repeat*, i  themselves, and by 
remaining consistent... etc. etc., a bit of blah 
I didn't exactly agree with, but the cycle 
theory did catch my interest. Is rock going 
anywhere, is it progressing?
"Yeah, I think so. I see the same cycles — 
it's an interesting theory that I'll have to play 
around with. I'll tell you in three or four years 
if it's true. Like now, I think I know which 
point in the cycle we've reached, but at the 
same time, there are significant differences 
with this point in the cycle now, and the same 
point in the last cycle, which I think was in 
about 1968.
"At the moment, although there isn't much 
punk music around anymore, punk seems to 
have touched off a tremendous mood of 
experimentation that just wasn't around five 
years ago. When we were starting out you 
had to play the kind of music that the Little 
River Band HAD to play to get to where they 
are, or else you had to be playing funk. 
Nobody wanted to listen to anything else. At 
the time we were playing the same sort of 
music we do now and uh, we had no 
audience."
A sudden memory of Don caught mid- 
soundcheck at the Crystal Ballroom in 
Melbourne describing Cold Chisel as "a very 
old wave band" darts into mind. Does that 
description hold?
"Between the last album and the next album 
there are big changes coming. Whether 
this'll make us into a 'new wave band' or not I 
very much doubt because there are certain 
things that are part of our music and always 
will be that are out of fashion now and will 
require a turn of the wheel before they're in 
fashion.
"Like, in one article Ian was criticised for 
playing solos and by implication, I was 
criticised for not having a huge bank of 
keyboards and playing like Tubeway Army. 
The fact is it would be ludicrous to have a 
guitar player like Ian playing rhythm while a 
keyboards player like myself took all the 
leads. I mean, he's the player. I'm not. I've 
got other strengths in backing him up I like to 
tonk, and we've gsent six years developing 
that. I don't care what's fashionable or what's 
not. Some nights I can see Ian make people 
laugh and cry with a guitar solo."
"Ian plays the way he plays guitar simply 
because that's the way he plays guitar. If 
there was nobody out there who liked it Ian 
would still play guitar that way. He wouldn't 
immediately go and buy a Police or a Blondie 
album and start playing guitar that way. 
There's a certain way Ian likes to hear guitar 
played that appeals to him that happened to 
be played by Hendrix and other people ten 
years ago.
"Our first priority is always to play the kind 
of music that gets ourselves off. Fortunately 
we have quite a few areas of music where the 
five tastes happen to intersect."
Areas that could make them quite accessible 
to the American market. Don states without 
apology "I think we're already pretty aimed at 
the American market. It's just a thing that if 
all your influences are American, even the 
English bands that influence us are so close to 
American influences that it's just an 
American influence anyway. So if that's 
where your influences are coming from, that's 
the kind of music that you're into playing.
"We've always played for ourselves. To 
attribute a planned strategy to Cold Chisel is 
just not on. The band is not capable of 
planning it's own future, it's own direction, 
that much because, uh, we're not that 
together. . . "
Ihis statement I find very easy to believe. I 
have rarely seen two less together looking
tissue, says Lou Reed, and you know what 
he'll do with it. My issue is feminism, or more 
specifically sexism and the incidence of same 
in rock'n'roll. We all know that bullshit about 
fools in love, be my baby etc. is formal, 
ritualised subject matter nearly as rigid as 
some forms of Eastern drama. So does that 
mean the outlook expressed .in, say. I'm 
Gonna Boll Ya, is the honest outlook of a 
rock'n'roller? And rock'n'roll being THE male 
fantasy, does that mean Cold Chisel 
represent the honest outlook of men in 
general?
How did they defend themselves? Well, I 
don't know. You get a nice person explaining 
a song's written from the standpoint of a horny 
eighteen year old and yeah, it IS really sexist, 
and you tend to forgive him on the spot and 
forget it's perpetuating the state where, as 
Don says, "sexism is a fact of life. There's a lot 
of women out there who aren't interested in a 
guy who doesn't have sexist attitudes."
types than interview subject Walker and 
Chisel drummer Steve I^stwich at this 
particular moment in time. My first in­
clination OTi walking into that hotel room was 
to ring the RSPCA and have them both put 
out d  their misery. After all, 'tis two o'clock 
the sun is shining, the construction workers 
next door are intent on proving it ain't just 
rock'n'roll as makes a noise, and couplets like 
'hale and hearty','vim and vigour' seem 
specially designed for the Melbourne spring. 
Deep in the hotel burrow though I'm stuck 
with a pair of seedy looking, bedridden 
personages, one of whom's cigarette cough 
regularly sends the VU levels on my tape 
deck into apoplexy, while the other spends 
most of the interview pretending to be asleep. 
I feel like a torturer, and can't hide my 
scepticism when Don Walker confesses a 
major part of the fascination rock'n'roll had 
for him was lifestyle. Life? Style? Poor babies.
Some doctor had been quoted that week as 
saying that rock'n'roll was the music form for 
sexually inadequate males. I put this forward 
for discussion. To be honest I expected any 
'discussion' to be short and brutal, dispensed 
with by one splat from Australia's most famous 
rock'n'roll macho men. Instead the writer of 
such classics as I'm Gonna Roll Ya huddled 
morosely into his blankets and, looking like a 
deathbed patriarch, muttered deep 
profundity.
"Self analysis is really pointless the deeper it 
gets", quoth he. "Any analyst knows that a 
person will avoid analysing those px)ints about 
himself that are most sensitive, so if I said that 
I'm not a sexual, eunuch it would be 
meaningless. . .  I mean. Cold Chisel cer­
tainly doesn't lead a sexual eunuch lifestyle, 
but that could be something to make up for 
feelings of inadequacy. How do you tell?" 
Ya got me. No way of knowing from this little 
showing anyway. At this point I detect an 
Issue. Give me an issue and I'll give you a
Moreover, the people responsible for 
Qiisel's publicity have capitalized on the 
sexu^ aspect of hard machismo rock'n'roll. 
Scanething like the controversial You're 
Thirteen, You're Beautiful and You're M n e 
bit was just something "dreamed up at a 
drunken recording session, and obviously ten 
thousand other people thought it was funny 
too."
You're for real, actual, sensitive soul Don 
Walker is, amazements, not into thirteen year 
olds and finds the one (international) band he 
knows of who are, somewhat disgusting. He 
doesn't regard himself as personally sexist in 
any way, doesn't regard himself as sensitive 
on the subject, and goes on the record as 
saying "I think our attitudes to women are 
very realistic and uh, very liberated. . ."
So there.-
Basically they're just a rock'n'roll band with 
a great R&B feel, "we're tired of singing 
pretentious lyrics and would rather be just a 
really ragey band. We only really enjoy a 
night if the audience enjoy a night too. The 
nights that we're not successful in all having a 
big party it's either because they're fucked or 
we're fucked; there are nights we play really 
badly and in those cases I'm really quick to 
blame us. Even some nights when the faults in 
our playing aren't nearly as obvious off stage 
as they are to us on stage. I'll still blame us, 
and Jim'll still blame us, because we're really 
sensitive to how the band played. There are 
not many fucked audiences around, where 
we can actually come off and say 'well tonight 
we played great but the audience just wasn't 
there.'
Fact is, the audiences ARE there, and while 
many of the newer acts are doing some in­
teresting experimentation, next time I see a 
young band I feel like locking in their garage , 
and turning the carbon monoxide on I'll take ' 
three deep breaths, and thank god a Cold 
Chisel exists.
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MY NOT SO BRILLIANT DECADE
1970 'Something In The Air'
By 1970 I wasn't a teenager any more. 
Rock'n'roll appeared to be dead. There were 
several reasons for my bouts of depression: 
the break-up of the Beatles, Vietnam on the 
T.V., the dmg culture, anti-fashion, and the 
pending School Certificate Exam. I was 15.
Music was abysmal. Having opted for 
'Bubblegum' over 'Heavy Rock' when it 
became an issue back in I was distressed 
to hear two new categories on the tranny: 
utopian euphoric revolutionary odes, any 
milky middle-of-the-road love songs. Within 
the same hour you'd hear Thunderclap 
Newman's Something In The Air, Blue Mink's 
Melting Pot, Brotherhood of Man's United We 
Stand, John and Yoke's Instant Karma, 
Melanie's Lay Down and C.S.N. & Y.'s 
Woodstock, and the second type: The 
Carpenters' Close To You, Shirley Bassey's 
Something, Bread's Make It With You, and 
Cracklin' Rosie, the first big Neil Diamond 
hit.
Led Zep's Whole Lotta Love hadn't changed 
many lives. Girls and boys were still wearing 
horrible Indian garments, leather sandals, 
and long dirty hair. From behind they all 
looked the same. I never liked anything that 
reeked of alternative lifestyles and felt un­
comfortable around drugs. If they weren't 
'tripping' in Centennial Park they were 
'smoking' or 'speeding' at Bondi parties. The 
T.V. special 'No Roses For Michael', the 
accompanying theme song, and newspaper 
features detailing the varieties and symptoms 
of drugs had no effect on the social moors of 
stoned hipness. James Taylor's FYre And Bain 
was the first plaintive ode to chemical misery 
to reach Number One.
Santana and Creedence were household 
names, but somehow 'Happening '70' never 
sounded guite right to me. Local Sydney 
bands with names like Freshwater, Autumn, 
Flake and Pyramid made the charts but it 
wasn't the old rock'n'roll they were peddling. 
Remember King Fox's Uniorgotten Dreams'̂  
The only songs I can recall really approving 
of in '70 were Venus (Shocking Blue), A.B.C. 
(Jackson 5, Spill The Wine (Eric Burden and 
War), Lola The Kinks) and Tears OIA Clown 
Smokey Robinson and the Miracles). And 
Turn Up Your Radio which the Masters 
Apprentices did live at Chequers upon their 
low key return from England.
George's first solo album. All Things Must 
Pass, took us, philosophically, into '71...
1971 'Eagle Rock'
Started the year by working in a poster 
factory surrounded by dayglo acid land­
scapes, Desideratas, and Paul McCartneys
(with child). Went regularly to a venue called 
the 'Arts Factory' in Surry Hills, where bands 
were incidental to the lightshow and han­
dicraft stalls.
This was the year of Carole King and Cat 
Stevens; no-one at school was considered 
'mature' if they didn't own Tapestry and Tea 
For The Tillerman. American slickness, 
mellowness and mediocrity were the order of 
the year, Neil Young's Harvest was a party 
favourite. One really putrid record to insult 
the Charts was Tom Clay's What The World 
Needs Now Is Love/Abraham, Martin & John, 
backed with a spoken list of soldiers who had 
died in 'Nam. By the middle of '71 Daddy 
Cool were huge, and Eagle Rock was a 
national anthem.
Lacking a record player myself, I was 
subjected to long bouts of Black Sabbath, 
Deep Purple and Cheech & Chong on my 
boyfriend's expensive Akai reel-to-reel 
equipment. 'Rock' had come a long way!
'Dolly' magazine was launched and spread 
the new fashion trends: bright colours, 
Disneyland characters, clogs, striped 
■ jumpers, softer eye make-up and soft, clean 
hair. Both sexes wore trousers tucked into 
boots and began to dress up a bit more. Our 
English teacher took us to see Germaine 
Greer at the Town Hall and made us discuss 
abortion. Wendy Dixon went on 'A Current 
Affair' and told Mike Willessee that a fuck was 
a fuck. The Little Red School Book caused 
much ado about nothing. The boys just got off 
on the La De Das, Blackfeather and 
Chain. . .and for a while. Spectrum.
There were some redeeming hits from the 
Brits this year: Elton John's Tour Song, Rod 
Stewart'sMagg/e May, Dave Edmunds'///ear 
You Knocking, and a couple of biggies by T. 
Rex, Badfinger, the Bee Gees and the 
Hollies. A lot of stars were born in '71, but 
even more were dead. By the end of the year 
Jimi, Janis, Brian and Jim (and many more) 
had gone to that great Resting Ground For 
Rock Legends In The Sky. . .
1972 'American Pie'
What does Don McLean's enigmatic 
masterpiece mean?? I didn't ’really care! It 
was a 'retro' song and reflected the taste for 
'nostalgia' then creeping into the music and 
film worlds. Rock'n'roll, like the fashions of 
the 20's and 30's then popular, was the 
product of a bygone era; indulgent critics 
and songwriters had a heyday.
'American Graffiti' stood alongside 'The Last 
Picture Show', 'Summer Of '42' and 'The 
Boyfriend' — filrns of 72 which were set in the
by Debbie Baer
glorious past. (We now view 'A Hard Day's 
Night', 'Head' and 'Easy Rider' as 60's period 
pieces —  what will be nostalgic about the 
'70's?). Nilsson started to take off with his own 
brand of schmaltz, and popular hits were 
Three Dog Night's /In Old Fashioned Love 
Song, The Moms and Dads' Ranger's Waltz 
and Hurricane Smith's Oh ./Robe What Would 
You Say. The mums fell in love with Jamie 
Redfern, Little Jimmy Osmond, and the three 
chartbusters from the Pipes and Drums and 
the Military Band of the royal Scots Dragoon 
Guards.
There was very little to excite the brains or 
the feet in '72. People who were into 'real 
music' bought Genesis, Pink Floyd, King 
Crimson, Emerson, Lake and Palmer and 
Frank Zappa. They took drugs and found 
special hidden meanings in the elitist out­
pourings under the banner of 'progressive 
and 'conceptual' rock. I missed the boat 
there, but do remember going ape over T. 
Rex's/eepster. Metal Guru and all the songs 
from The Slider. Also I Saw The Light (Todd 
Rundgren), I Can See Clearly Now (Johnny 
Nash), Mad About You (Bruce Ruffin) and 
Horse With No Name (America). Great 
summer songs!
But in late 1972 I felt a supernatural surge of 
adrenalin upon hearing Gary Glitter's Rock 
And Roll Part I on 2UW. Even seeing Slade at 
a rainy outdoor concert threatened by a 
bunch of skin-heads (not really) was a bit 
more exciting. Chunky plastic jewellery, 
bright colours and patterns began to appear 
in the summertime. And when school finished 
I was working in Satan's Hole Record Bar 
selling /Uice Cooper's School's Out and a 
strange new album called Ziggy Stardust. 
Gough was iri Canberra and Number 96 Had 
brought a new permissiveness to T.V. The 
future looked bright.. .
1973 'Space diities'
February was a time for rt; assessment of two 
things: The Rolling Stones as seen twice at 
Randwick, and enthusiasm for university. 
Spent many nights at Keaton's in Oxford 
Street drinking while glitter-clad sorts mimed 
to Aladdin Sane ar ' the soundtrack irom 
Caberet. Saw Gai Glitter and the Glitter 
Band at Moore Park and felt young again (18 
now).
Yes, Glam Rock was the thing in '73. I 
remember film clips on G.T.K. of Bette 
Midler doing Do You Wanna Dance/Boogie 
Woogie Bugle Boy, Bowie's Space Oddity, 
Wizzard's See My Baby Jive, David Essex's 
Rock On (lots of video on That'll Be The Day), 
and Suzi Quatro with the wind machine doing 
Can The Can. Everyone sewed or bought 
readymade clothes with sequins, glitter and 
spangles and showed no taste whatsoever. 
Outrageous make-up was caked on, long 
before Kiss came in at the tail end. Gary
Glitter and Sweet were both constantly on the 
radio.
Another kettle of fish was the easy listening 
of Seals and Crofts, /America, Helen Reddy, 
the Doobie Brothers and Carly Simon. Rtxi 
Stewart's two albums Never A Dull Moment 
and Every Picture Tells A  Story, closely 
followed by Hot August Night were party 
favourites. And of course Neil's After The 
Goldrush . Bowie's Hunky Dory was enjoying 
newfound mass popularity, all his albums had 
good hip credibility.
Young trendies were in their heyday under 
the new Labor gevemment. The year ended 
with Sunbury — an outdoor stinking hot 
melting pot of bronzed bombed blonde 
Aussie males which I wouldn't have risked for 
all the Billy Thorpe albums in the world. 
Reports of Sunbury convinced me that 
rock'n'roll should kept behind closed 
doors!
1974 'G oodbye Yellow  Brick Road'
Not very much happened of note between 
1974 and 1976 — between Glitter and Punk 
Rock. Worked part time at Palings to help pay 
the rent while at uni; study was hard and the 
radio didn't offer much that I liked or needed 
for stimulation.
Moved out of home in July and started to buy 
a few records, Beatles and favourite things I 
couldn't afford before. Discovered Roxy 
Music's first three albums, Lou Reed and 
Stevie Wonder. On the radio, if it wasn't Elton 
John's Yellow Brick Road, or Caribou, it was 
the muzak of Tubular Bells, Paper Lace, 
Barry White & Love Unlimited o r ' John 
Denver. Something for everyone in '74. I 
liked/?e/»e//?e/ie/ (Bowie), Walk On The Wild 
Side (Lou), M y Coo Ca Choo (Alvin Star­
dust), Hard Rain (Bryan Ferry — great film 
clip!), Evie (Stevie Wright — best thing since 
the Easybeats), Waterloo (/^Dba), Sugar Baby 
Love (Rubettes), Amoreuse (Kiki Dee) and I  
Can Help (Billy Swan). Archetypal boys' 
songs from '74 were Radar Love (Golden 
Earring) and the Stones'A's Only Rock'n'Roll.
Everyone was wearing those awful panel 
design T-shirts with 'Camel' or 'Southern 
Comfort' on them. Flared jeans were still very 
big, the more faded the better, and platform 
shoes were huger and harder to walk in than 
in '73. Denim was worn with anything from 
Hungarian blouses, silk shirts and singlet tops 
to multi-coloured socks, hats and cardigans. 
The youth market was stretching to include 
people over 30 and under 12.
My one big mistake was not seeing Lou Reed 
in concert. Nixon's final resignation after 
Watergate was relished at every available 
opportunity. Life went on as usual in '74, 
except that Darwin was wiped off the map just 
before Christmas. . .
1975 "Ego Is Not A Dirty W ord'
Started buyingi?a77j magazine, moved house 
again and tried to study for the last year of a 
degree. A great year, '75, except for 
Whitlam's sacking which stretched the 
bounds of credibility. Everyone I knew was 
still into nostalgia of some sort, dressing- up 
and looking for things to do to escape jobs or 
study.
Remember a few key events of '75, namely: 
seeing Roxy Music at the Hordern Pavilion on 
April 15; seeing Split Enz for the first time at 
the Town Hall; not being able to forget 
Dragon's This Time) meeting Lou Reed and 
his band after waiting for hours outside his 
hotel, and missing everything to watch the 
first Norman Gunston series on Channel 2. 
The 'Hooks were knocking 'em dead with 
Living In The Seventies — their Just Like M e 
'Cos I'm Good In Bed  was the very first record 
to be played on this groovy new underground 
A.M. station. Double Jay: The Head Of The 
Dial!
White Boy and the Ritchie Family's Best Disco 
In Town. So much disco on tfie charts in­
spired that godawful "humourous record" by 
Rick Dees, Disco D uck. The worst thing since 
Rubber Duckie back in 1970!
Used to try and obliterate these terrible days 
in the record store by playing my favourite 
albums. Bryan Fe^y's In Your Mind was his 
worst solo record but still felt (and feel) that 
Roxy were the best, most enjoyable product 
(synthesis) of living in the '70's.
Watched Rock Follies on Thursday nights 
after work, liked it but thought it should have 
been called Cabaret Follies. Also played 
Manhattan Transfer's two albums, even OT 
'55's Take It Greasy. Was as yet unaware of 
the scene at the Oxford Funhouse, but did see 
Radio Birdman at the Bondi Lifesaver before 
the end of the year. Hearing them and The 
Ramones was a very powerful moment in my 
. . 1977 felt different already. . .
Early in the year, went to a "disco" then 
called 'Bazza's' which purported to play 
nothing but "dance music". I remember that 
in '75 "soul" music started to be called 
"disco". Here and at the 'Zero Six' at the 
'Cross, they spun the new sounds of Gloria 
Gaynor (Afever Can Say G oodbye), Tina 
Turner (JJutbush City Limits — very big), the 
Three Degrees {When Will I  See You A gain ), 
Polly Brown (Shame Shame Shame). Discos 
started to spring up all over town: The 
Carousel in the Les Girls building, the 
Persian Room, and Ida's, where they seemed 
to play nothing but K.C. & The Sunshine 
Band!
But by now, began to hear about the Sex 
Pistols and all the controversy going on with 
the punks in England. Used to go to White 
Light Records in tovm and purchase Blondie, 
Television, Ramones, Talking Heads, Clash, 
Damned, Stranglers, Jam and anyone else 
who packed it all into three minutes full bore! 
Really felt alive again in '77.
1977 'W here is m y wave?* 
Commenced '77 working as a waitress in a
The pub scene was burgeoning and local 
"new wave" bands were finding work and 
building up small followings. X were the most 
‘ popular, at the Unicom and then at the White 
Horse, Newtown. It was a friendly scene 
where everyone knew everyone else or didn't 
feel threatened if they didn't. The Paris 
Theatre also opened to the new bands, and 
also showed arty, "new wave" and rock'n'roll 
films, such as Blank Generation and Pink 
Flamingos. Fanzines, just like those overseas, 
appeared: Pulp, Self Abuse, Spurt. Un­
doubtedly Radio Birdman were the darlings 
and creative mentors of this small but en­
thusiastic mobile human unit.
Kings X hotel where the only muzak they had 
was Rod Stewart's A Night On The Town. 
Very hard to concentrate on serving steaks 
under those conditions.
Got a job at Sydney Uni in the Activities 
Office, and through this got to meet bands 
like the Bleeding Hearts and my favourites. 
The Saints. Another case of a small but 
enthusiastic audience for such bands. Also
'75 saw the introduction of Fiorucci's with 
cuffs turned up, geometrical hair-cuts, the 
blow-dried look for males and a generally 
plastic glamorous look for young money 
spenders. People realised how much they 
liked Abba doing the full tat bit with Mama 
Mia and S.O.S. Countdown became a 
national institution and Pilot's January was 
Number One for three months straight. Molly 
kept saying how proud we should be of 
Sherbet, Skyhooks and John Paul "Sgueak" 
Young.
The records that mean the most to me Irom 
'75 are 10 CC's I'm Not In Love (and the 
album The Original Soundtrack), Queen's 
Bohemian Rhapsody (and album A Night A t 
The Opera), Bruce Springsteen's Born To 
Run (whole album) and Roxy Music's Siren . 
The Bee Gees underwent a popularity revival 
with their discoish album Main Course. The 
Seventies, at this point, get a lot harder to 
categorise. . .!
1976 'Fernando'
A year of working full time in Palings, filing 
albums and selling Abba. My friend and I got 
to be able to pick Fernando customers as soon 
as they walked in the door! We even started 
up a party band called BABA, in tribute to 
the Swedish menace whose healthy faces 
peered at us from every second juvenile T- 
shirt.
Disco was well and truly entrenched in the 
sensibilities of the record-buying public. 
They really gof into Donna Summer's lov e  To 
Love You Baby (great for screwing, y'know). 
Silver Convention's Save M e and Bowie s 
Young Americans albums, the Four Seasons' 
Decem ber 1963, Lady Bump & Ooh What A  
Night, Wild Cherry's Play That Funky Music
got to write for RAM — real scoops on bands 
like Scandal, Airlord and Richard Clapton. 
The rock press at that time was full of articles 
on Boz Scaggs, Peter Allen, Bony M and The 
Ferretts.
At Bryan Ferry's concert in May I was 
disappointed, at Lou Reed in November I was 
moved but not stimulated; the best gigs in '77 
were Norman Gunston at the Regent, Blondie 
at the State and Radio Birdman's first of two 
Paddington Town Hall concerts. Everything a 
happening should be — and more! Kids I saw 
around were wearing white shirts and thin 
black ties, black tight jeans, tom or sweaty T- 
shirts, and gym boots or sand shoes. Sud­
denly, there were 'plastic punks', 'Paddington 
punks', 'trendy punks' and 'art school punks'. 
Allegiance to fashion seemed more important 
than appreciation of bands, and everyone 
was on the bandwagon. . .
1978 'Grease is the word'
This was the year of Saturday Night Fever 
and G rease. Saw 'em both and thought the 
books had to be better. Every time you turned 
Countdown on there was John and Olivia 
doing that song and dance routine in the fun 
parlour. She didn't look 30 at all.
Disco was real big: eclectic disco like Bony 
, M (Rivers O f Babylon, Rasputin), Hot 
Chocolate (Rvery One's A  Winner), Graham 
Bonnet {Warm Ride). Live music in Sydney 
was being replaced by expensively clad 
discos with underlit dance floors, strobe lights 
and special effects. Dancing marathons and 
beauty ' competitions drew well-dressed 
teenagers and hopefuls to discos of varying 
quality. John Travolta was the pin-up of the 
year, and Olivia Newton-John did a 
comeback concert and had the mums and 
littlies eating out of her hand.
Went to Melbourne in May and found 
everyone talking about the Suicide label. Got 
a Suicide Kit with photos of Teenage Radio 
Stars et al, chewing gum, badge and 
chocolate bullets. Musicians more talented in 
Melbourne, experimented more and spoke 
out at the drop of a hat. But missed Sydney 
Harbour.
Nearly went round the bend in '78. 
Produced leaflets for hotels, worked at RAM 
during the nights and uni during the day, 
wrote column for Sydney Shout on local 
bands, wrote Top 40 scripts tor radio station. 
Rock'n'roll was all I lived and ate in 1978. . .
1979 'Sure know something'
I didn't really want to pick Kiss' record as the 
song of '79 but I suppose Stuart's right. 
Nowadays I feel too close to the rock'n'roll 
bone to feel excited as a fan anymore. Even 
2SM's playing the Records, Sinceros, 
Specials, Boomtown Rats, Blondie, Ian Dury, 
Joe Jackson and all the types of acts that 
wouldn't have got a look in a year or two ago. 
Juke boxes sound alive and well today! 
Everyone says Australia is opening up as a 
market for touring bands, and '79 was choc-a- 
bloc with 'em: X.T.C., the Stranglers, Cheap 
Trick, Graham Parker, the Members. And 
they tell us the Sixties revival is about to 
happen. We're now catching up with colour 
TV — daring to wear bright pink, blue and 
yellow, polka dots, checks and crazy pat­
terns, darling. I don't mind, as long as it's not 
those T-shirts tied at the waist. Funny thing 
about the Sixties revival: at the beginning of 
this article I was convinced it was all over by 
the end of the '60's.
But in the 'IQ’s at least there was something 
for everyone. A bit from the '20's here, a lot 
from the '50's there, and before you know it, 
the '80's are out walking with guerillas down 
your street...! '
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ON RECORDS AND TAPES
THE I^OYS NEXT
An interview with Rowland Howard and 
Nick Cave, 
by lohn Stapleton
RR: When did you  first start p laying? 
NC: All of us except Rowland went to school 
toqether. We used to pass each other in the 
corridors. We started playing when we were 
in about third form. We did quite a few shows 
playing schools when we didn't know 
anymore than about four songs and played 
Johnny B. Goode in every key you could 
possibly imagine. They were complete fiascos 
but we often went down quite well. Phil could 
drum OK but the rest of us were totally in­
competent. I was a terrible singer.
W hen did it first start com ing 
together, when you felt you were doing 
something right?
NC; About 77.
RR: You two write all the songs, how 
does that process work?
RH: We've never collaborated.
NC: We've tried sometimes but it doesn't 
work.
RH; We're both too self motivated to really do 
something together.
RR: Do you  write the lyrics or music 
first?
NC; I tend to write the lyrics first in a poetry 
type fashion.
RH: It's much easier when you do. You can 
write endless amounts of music but if you 
haven't got any words it's hard to come up 
with the melodies. Most people look at writing 
a song as a structural thing, harmoriy and key 
and all the rules of music, whereas we tend to 
write by whatever sounds good to us. I don't 
even know what key half my songs are in, and 
I'm not really interested.
RR: Does the subject matter of your 
songs vary a lot betw een you  two?
NC: We have a liking for the same sort of 
images. A lot of my images could quite easily 
be in Rowlands songs and vice versa but the 
way we present them in writing is often quite 
different. '
RH: In my old songs there used to be 
common images like mirrors and broken 
glass, but I've grown out of that.
NC: I don't think I've written a serious song 
where if you read the lyrics you wouldn't 
chuckle at them. I tend to read them and have 
a bit of a laugh; although the joke wears off 
after a while.
RH; A lot of people get the impression from 
our group that we're really morbid which' 
never occurred to me until so many people 
started saying it. Everything that we do even 
when we're being really serious has got this 
little voice in the background laughing 
hilariously. A self mocking attitude about 
everything.
RR: How ore the songs changing?
RH: A year ago I used to write songs that 
were really personal and they were generally 
quite depressive songs whereas now 1 don't 
write songs like that at all.
NC: When you're younger you tend to write 
more seriously. That's the way it's worked 
with us.
RH: It would have been very easy for me to 
keep on writing depressive songs. I had the 
formula down pat as it were. But there was no 
point. It's easy to write emotional songs. Like 
Shivers for example which everyone takes as 
this incredible emotional opus whereas when 
I wrote it, I just sat down and tried to write 
something that would be a hit single and it 
had no emotion behind it whatsoever. But 
because it's so blatant, people are continually 
asking me to tell the story behind it.
NC: I try as hard as I can to be as wicked 
and as funny as possible with my lyrics.
RH: I wrote songs for about two years before 
I joined the band. I never once thought I'd be 
in a group because I was a shocking guitarist. 
But I've always continued to write songs 
because it's the only form of expression or 
creativity that I've got. A song as I see it 
should be like a dream that you can hardly 
remember and they spark’ off something in 
the back of your mind, a series of half familiar 
images.
RR: How are you  received in Sydney?
Very well in the city, terrible in the 
suburbs. Blacktown we go down like dead 
fish. We credit ourselves with enough in­
telligence to realise that it doesn't matter 
when a whole bunch of bearded yobos 
scream at us "Get off you poofter bastards". 
We always feel that that's almost a com- 
RR: How much are you  aw are of your 
stage presence and of your theatrical 
im age?
NC: Well, I'm quite conscious of ^my ac­
tions. The music tends to inspire just a natural 
physical reaction to it. There was a Bowie 
influence way back but I don't think that 
exists any longer. It began as just pure frantic
head banging throwing myself around the 
stage type dancing and then it became a little 
bit more theatrical. I really like the idea of 
creating angles with arms and legs. I try to 
avoid rock and roll actions, rock and roll 
voice, rock and roll lyrics. Review? describe 
me in all sorts of odd ways. One recently said 
I had "The smouldering sensual . ty of 
Valentino, the haunting such and such of 
Vincent Price". Like some mutant.
RH: I wish people said great things like that 
about me.
RR: How do you  feel about your music 
in general?
NC: If there's one thing we've achieved it's 
putting a certain amount of tension and 
uneasiness in our music and doing it in quite 
original ways.
RH: There is pleasure in tension, in making 
the audience live something completely un­
day to day. Our music is not easy. We are 
trying to disturb people a little bit, trying to 
upset their expectations of what music does, 
showing them that it does something else as 
well. We really enjoy odd sounds and noises 
which are all a part of music. A lot of the
songs contain real pieces of what a lot of 
people would consider noisy sounds but 
they're • not, they're music as much as 
anything. Most music is very organised noise, 
pliment. In Melbourne and in Sydney after 
playing in the outer suburbs in the big 
supermarket hotels we'll finish a song and 
there'll be this dead quiet or this' booing 
sound which often pushes us on to quite 
inspired performances.
RH: Because we're getting a really definite 
reaction. That's the thing that we don't get 
most of the time from Melbourne audiences. 
It's very disheartening. They have this thing 
that we're turning into snobs, into musical 
phonies, the works, because the new material 
is different and more complex.
RR: What sort of audiences do you  get 
in Melbourne?
RH: Most of the audiences are still hanging 
on from the days when the songs used to be a 
lot faster and a lot punkier, but we're slipping 
out of that syndrome. In Melbourne we've got 
this incredible reputation for being a good 
drinking band and people are just beginning 
to catch on that we're a bit more than that.
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a lot of our music is less organised noise, 
which is a bit harder to get a grasp of.
NC: I'd really hate our music to lose the 
potential for the audience to let itself go, but 
at the same time I would really hate the music 
to be just that. I'd like to maintain the primal 
type of reaction to our music but at the same 
time I'd like them to get more out of it.
RH: Our sort of music you've got to alter 
yourself to dance to it, which is quite easy. 
You can dance to anything. Our music is still 
concerned with people Enjoying themselves 
in a very physical way. It's basically a stimuli 
for someone who wants to accept the 
challenge.
NC: Our music is multidimensional in that 
you can dance to it, listen to it, get a bit 
scared, pick up a girl to it.
RH': Or you can feel a little bit sick or 
anything.
NC: The difference between disco and our 
sort of music, from our point of view, is that 
we're indulging ourselves. When someone's 
in a studio recording a disco song, they don't 
try for hours to get really unusual sounds and 
they don't have any conception of putting 
their own personalities into it either, which is 
a big thing with us. I think all of us really want 
to put our personalities into it.
RH: The music I write is what I want in 
music. I find it really great when you listen to 
a song and there's this little vision that keeps 
on going and it sparks off all these funny little 
memories and you can't put your finger on it 
at all and it's really vague and like deja vu. 
RR: Do you tend to p loy  worse or better 
when you 're.... not straight?
RH: We always drink before we go on stage, 
it helps us to relax. I'm very unco-ordinated,
, stiff sort of person and find it hard to move 
when I'm not drunk.
RR: How is your music developing?
RH: The songs are becoming more total 
pieces rather than just wohds about something 
and music that is just a tune.
NC; when we began there was one idea, to 
inspire people to let go as much as possible. 
Consequently we played songs such as 
Masturbation Generation. The object was to 
create as much chaos and drunken revelry as 
possible. The older The Boys Next Door get 
the more rapidly we evolve. Our turnover of 
ideas at the moment is far greater than it was 
a year ago.
RH: Whenever we record you hear each 
song about fifty times mixing it and you begin 
to notice the bad points about the song. 
Everytime we record which is really not all 
that often, you change the way you write 
songs because of that. It's a very healthy 
process recording because you make a 
statement and at the same time you notice 
everything about it and then move on. that 
‘ statement's been made. The Door Door album 
wasn't a very well made statement.
NC: But it was one of the best things that we 
ever did in that it helped us to define our­
selves.
RH: We realised a whole lot of things about 
our music when we did that and then when 
we've done this EP we've realised a few more 
things because we're getting closer to what 
we're trying to do.
RR: Tell us about the new EP.
NC: It's got five songs op it: Death by  
Drowning, Hair Shirt, Faint Heart, Catholic 
Skin and Bed Clock. We played it to 
Gudinski of Mushroom Records and he wasn't 
really interested so Keith Glass, our 
manager, is releasing it through Missing Link 
Records, which suits us fine.
M :  How do you  feel about it in com ­
parison to Door Door?
NC: Door Door was controlled, tame, 
stilted, organised and heavily structured. 
'This is a lot freer musically, more spon­
taneous, more chaotic, a lot more interesting. 
I'm very excited about it, very proud of it. It's 
far more adventurous, ^ e  band as a whole is 
becoming a lot looser. There is a lot more 
basic experimentation and improvisation, 
both on stage and on record.
RR: What are your plans for the future? 
NC: We plan to record another two singles 
by the end of the year. It doesn't matter 
whether we release them or not, as long as we 
get them down. We're going to England at the 
end of January, in fact we're buying our 
tickets this week, and we want to have enough 
material for a new album so that we can take it 
around to the record companies when we get 
there.
RR: Why are you going to England? 
NC: We've gone about as far as we can 
here. We want to move on, to progress. I'm 
looking forward to it. And, hopefully, there 
will be a bigger audience there for our type of 
music. But sink or swim, it should be a really 
exciting experience.
RR; Bon V oyage._________________________
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THE SINCEROS AIM FOR THE HEAD, 
HEART AND FEET
Donald Robertson discovers there is such 
a thing as the sound of sunbathing.
The British music scene seems to be in a 
particularly healthy state as the seventies 
draws to a close. The vacuum created by the 
(inevitable) death of punk has been filled with 
an amazing variety of musical styles played 
by an equally diverse range of musical 
groups. There's the bluebeat/ska movement 
(Specials. Selecter/and Madness), the m od' 
revival (Secret Affair, Chords, Merton 
Parkas), the moog wave (Gary Numan, 
Human League, Throbbing Gristle) and the 
melodic powerpoppers (Jam, Records, 
Yachts...) And a host of other less easily 
qategorised bands who are doing interesting 
and, yes, original things.
One of those bands is the Sinceros. Their 
first album. The Sound o f Sunbathing is full of 
chirpy melodic songs with excellent harmony 
vocals, keyboard sounds that dart in and 
around the melody and a strong rhythm that 
while never dominating the sound provides a 
solid backdrop. There's also some pleasant 
strumming from guitarist Mark Kjeldsen to fill 
the gaps. It's a very well rounded record, 
nicely balanced, pleasant to listen to without 
ever sounding bland. Real sunbathing music. 
Like a lot of the bands making a splash in the 
U.K. at the moment, the Sinceros have a bit of 
experience behind them. Drummer Bobbi 
Irwin played on I Love My Label by Nicke 
Lowe and both he and bassist Ron Francois 
backed Lene Lovich on the Stateless album. 
Keyboard player Don Snow played with the 
Vibrators and among other things, guitarist 
Mark Kjeldsen toured Australia as a member 
of Supercharge, a tour he recalls, on the 
phone from somewhere in America, as 
'musically abortive.' When I tell him I'm 
calling from Adelaide, he says he remembers 
Adelaide's Festival Theatre quite vividly and 
is delighted to hear that the Sinceros single. 
World's Apart is in the top thirty her, in S.A.
Kjeldsen was only a member of Super­
charge for that one Australian tour. He and 
bass player Ron Francois and drummer Bobbi 
Irwin had been playing in a band called the 
Strutters, whose music Kjeldsen describes as 
'sweet soul, something like the u^. band 
Raydio.' But they were swept away, like so 
many other bands of the day, in the punk rock 
explosion.
'If you weren't playing punk in those days 
(1977) you couldn't get a gig. Punk was so
blanket. It really pissed a lot of people off. 
That's when I decided that if I did get another 
band together it was going to be a band that 
played a variety of i^yles. I think the idea of 
musical fascism is a really bad idea. When I 
was in the Strutters I was writing these Paul 
McCartney type pop songs but because the 
Strutters audience had come along to hear 
dance music I couldn't ever get the band to 
play them. If a band play only one style it 
becomes a rope around their neck.
"People are basically fascist in their musical 
taste. Like over here (in the U.S.A.) there is 
some disco I really dig. I think fascism in 
musical taste is the most dangerous thing 
around."
Two days after the Strutters stopped 
strutting, Kjeldsen got a call from Virgin 
asking if he'd like to join Supercharge as a 
'musical mercenary' and make the trip down 
under. He accepted, and although he'd 
prefer to forget about the tour he remembers 
being very impressed with a Dragon (with 
Marc Hunter) performance at the Bondi 
Lifesaver.
A couple of months after returning to 
England (around March 1978) Mark got a call 
from Robin Scott (better known to fans of Pop 
Musik as the mysterious 'M')J asking what had 
happened to the material that he had been 
writing while in the Stutters. On being told, 
'Nothing,' Scott offered to put the band 
(Kjeldsen, Irwin, Francois and an unnamed 
keyboard player) in a studio for a weekend to 
record. A single Are You Ready To Go 
Steady was subsequently released on Scott's 
own Do It label. As a result of the single they 
got their present manager Dennis Richards 
(who runs a London P.A. company). The old 
keyboard player left and after auditioning 60 
possible replacements they settled on ex- 
Vibrator, Don Snow. 'He came to the 
audition, heard what we were doing' and said, 
'Look no further than me.'"
They recorded demos of Worlds Apart, Take 
Me To Your Leader and Break Her Heart (all 
three of which appear on The Sound Of 
Sunbathing) at Pathway Studios in North 
London (where Costello's My Aim Is True was 
recorded) and began the search for a major 
record company.
'We were in a real bind. We couldn't do gigs 
'cos we didn't have a recording contract and 
we couldn't get a recording contract 'cos we 
weren't playing gigs. It was a real vicious 
circle. Anyway we hassled ten gigs on the 
strength of the demo and on the tenth one 
Muff Winwood from C.B.S. came along, saw
us and liked us. That was late last year. While 
we were waiting for the contract to be drawn 
up and all that, Ron and Bobbi were doing 
sessions on Lene Lovich's album (Stateless] 
and then Don joined them in Lene's backing 
band on the 'Be Stiff' tour."
The Sinceros signed on the dotted line with 
C.B.S. in January this year and the wheels 
were set inmotion for the production of their 
first album. C.B.S. decided on Joe Wissert as 
producer.
'I thought he'd be O.K. I mean anyone who 
produced//qppy Together by the Turtles and 
Silk Degrees by Boz Scaggs must be some 
kind of aural magician you know? Anyway he 
came over from the States, listened to the 
demos and said, 'This is all it needs — don't 
rearrange it.' He never saw us live which I 
was a bit disappointed about, and really he 
didn't have much at all to do with the creative 
process in the studio. I think the only reason 
he was chosen to do it was that C.B.S. in 
England have this really conservative 
philosophy towards new bands. They didn't 
have enough faith in the band to let us do it 
ourselves so they got a big name in from the 
States. I mean we virtually ended up doing it 
ourselves anyway but that's just the process 
you have to go through.'
The album was done very quickly, taking six 
weeks in the studio and only 5 months from 
signing to C.B.S. to having the album in the 
shops.
'We realised that spieed was of the essence. 
We knew that there were other bands around 
ready to pounce. At the same time that the 
Sinceros were getting together, like last year 
when there was this real vacuum, there were 
obviously other people around who were 
thinking along the same lines as we were. If 
we are part of a trend it's not a conscious 
thing, it's just that a whole lot of different 
people got the same idea at round about the 
same time."
Perhaps trend is the wrong word here, 
conjuring up as it does an image of music that 
is basically the same. The thing about the 
present pre-eighties boom in the U.K. is that 
it is multi-pronged. You cannot reduce it to 
one dominant style. To a lesser degree the 
same thing is happening here in AUSTRALIA 
where bands as musically diverse as Jo Jo Zep 
and the Falcons, Mi-Sex, the Reels, Mental 
As Anything and the Angels are all 
becoming accepted by public taste. Mark 
Kjeldsen says that the Sinceros draw from a 
wide area of influences.
'Melodically we draw on people like the
Beatles, the Move, the Who, that kind of 
sixties pop. But I'm a big fan of Talking 
Heads, I'm a big fan of Abba and I'm a big fan 
of the Sex Pistols. Because they are all, 
stylistically speaking, at the top of their tree. I 
like Chic 'cos they are the best disco outfit 
around. When I write, I draw on commercial 
music. That's why there is such a strong 
emphasis on melody in my songs."
One interesting aspect of the Sinceros 
career to date is that they haven't built up a 
reputation as a live band in the ULK. A lot of 
the new bands in the U.K. corne to the at­
tention of the record companies by doing 
marathon slogs around the provinces, 
leading up to headline dates in London where 
record company talent scouts are always to be 
found sniffing around the clubs. Instead 
they've recorded their album and have gone 
virtually straight out on the road in the 
U.S.A. first (a tactic that has worked well for 
both Joe Jackson and the Police, both who 
'broke' in the States before being embraced 
by their fellow Britons.)
'We're not into the rock'n'roll lifestyle of 
touring unless it's absolutely necessary.' 
states Kjeldsen. 'There would be no point in 
going on the road in England unless we had 
an album to promote. Like outside London all 
the club audiences want to hear is pure punk. 
We're not the kind of band who could, at the 
moment, go out on tour and build up an 
audience like that. We probably will tour the 
U.K. now that we're having some success 
over here, but it'll be a concert thing, not a 
club thing."
Ah yes, dear readers. International strategy 
and tactics. Rock and roll as a tactical war 
game. And you thought it was all about the 
music. Well certainly if the music wasn't 
there in the first place, then there wouldn't be 
any need for strategy. But the rock'n'roll 
game is played for big stakes these days so 
why shouldn't clever people play it for fun 
and profit?
O.K. a few closing words from Mark 
Kjeldsen. "We're the complete antithesis to a 
superstar band. We're very unpretentious. 
We don't believe that musicians are the only 
people in the world. We do have a certain 
stance in that we hope we appeal to the head, 
heart and feet."
Anything else?
"Give ipy regards to Australia."
O.K. will do.
"G'day Australia."
Are you listening Australia? Mark says, 
G'day. Jeez he speaks the lingo almost like he 
was a true blue native.
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As the Countdown to the eighties enters it's 
last month it seems that a number of 
Australian bands are climbing into the 
starting blocks for the race to world wide 
popularity and success. Australian bands do 
not have a great track record as far as the 
overseas event goes. In fact their track record 
on their home turf is nothing to boast about 
either. Of the many hopeful starters in the 
seventies, only two are still running strongly, 
AC/DC and the Little River Band. The list of 
bands who for one reason or another didn't 
make it in the big wide world is depressingly 
long. Daddy Cool, Skyhooks, Sherbet, the 
Saints, Radio Birdman, the Dingoes, Split Enz 
(although I wouldn't give them up for lost just 
yet) Dragon, Ariel, Fraternity, etc. etc.
nouncement of a deal for Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons should not be very far away. Cold 
Chisel are being looked at very closely by the 
moguls in L.A., and even comparatively 
unproven outfits like The Radiators and 
Swanee (both of whom have only one single to 
their name) have elicited interest from the 
other side of the Pacific.
Why all this sudden interest in music-'from 
down under you may ask? Rod Willis, 
manager of Cold Chisel, has recently 
returned from a trip to Los Angeles and offers 
one clue.
But right now the future is looking extremely 
rosy for Australian talent. The Angels 
recently signed a worldwide recording deal 
with C.B.S./Epic which guarantees them 
three albums and an option for five more. 
Although the Angels' management company 
refuses to say how much the deal is worth it 
has been estimated at anywhere between two 
and four million dollars. The Sports whose 
first American single Who Listens To The 
Radio peaked at no. 44 on the American 
charts, signed with Arista in America for a 
sum rumoured to be only $10,000 less than 
the Knack got when they signed to Capitol. 
Their first American album. Don't Throw 
Stones is at present climbing the U.S. charts. 
Mental as Anything have signed to Virgin 
Records in the U.K. and their single The Nips 
A re Getting Bigger and album. G et Wet will 
be released in Britain on the 1st of January. 
Mi-Sex, whose Computer Games single is the 
first locally produced rock single to top the 
charts since Dragon's Are You Old Enough in 
November last year, have their album. 
Graffiti Crimes released in the U.K. and the 
U.S.A. on January 1st as well.
''Tire record companies in the States have 
.suddenly, over the last three months,- 
recognised the commercial potential of new 
wave. Artists like Elvis Costello, Joe Jackson, 
the Police and the Records have all had some 
success there and they're a bit confused by it 
all. They don't understand it. The people who 
sign bands over there, the people in the A&R 
departments, are the people who have been 
signing artists like Nicoleete Larson, Ricki 
Lee Jones, John Stewart — all those West 
Coast sounding acts. They can't guite come to 
grips with the new sounds. So they go down to 
their local import store and buy 25 British 
import albums and listen to them all, and they 
go down to the local punk clubs to see these 
punk acts and say. This is great....isn't it?"
Because of this lack of understanding, a lot 
of the A5fR departments are undergoing 
major upheavals and new blood is being 
brought in. People who do have an empathy 
for the new style of music are very quickly 
assuming positions of power.
Apart from the bands who have signed on 
the dotted line there are those who are still in 
the process of negotiation. The an­
O.K., so American ears are tuning into the 
Australian sound. But is there such a thing as 
an Australian sound? While there could be a 
case for saying a muted 'yes' if you are talking 
about lyrics (Dave Warner, Mental As 
Anything, Cold Chisel and most definitely 
Redgum), musically I think the answer has to 
be no. While Australian music might be as 
good as the o /s  stuff it's not intrinsicly dif­
ferent. There are differences emerging within 
Australia however, particularly between 
Melbourne and Sydney. In Sydney, today's 
bands seem to rock harder, play faster and 
present themselves with some degree of 
sophistication. Melbourne bands seem to 
groove a little more, place more emphasis on 
melody and seem less intent on presenting a
SHOW.
If Australia is to make a big splash overseas 
next year the question must be, why now and 
not before? To help discover the reasons I 
talked to members of three of the bands 
receiving 'Most Likely To...' awards at the 
moment, Joe Camilleri of Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons, Kevin Stanton, guitarist from Mi-Sex 
and Angels' guitarist John Brewster. I also 
Talked to Paul Turner, head of W.E.A. 
Records in this country, and Stuart Coupe got 
the Suburban Boy himself, Dave Warner, to 
present his considered opinion on the current 
state of OZ Rock.
One factor that has led to an increase of self 
’ confidence among Australian bands is the 
number of supports they have been getting 
with medium level overseas acts. Although, 
as Joe Camilleri put it, anyone who is sup­
porting anyone else LOOKS like a support 
act, nevertheless the number of times local 
acts have, as the cliche mongers say, 'blow an 
o /s  act offstage' has jumped dramatically in 
the last two years.
"You learn a lot from supporting an overseas 
act," says Camilleri, "Both in what they do 
onstage and in what they tell you about other 
places."
Kevin Stanton is of the opinion that the 
reason Australian bands are showing up well 
in the concert support situation is that they 
have cut their teeth in hotels where any small 
mistake immediately, "stands out like dogs 
balls."
"That kind of attention to detail will really 
stand Australian bands in good stead in the 
States", says Stanton. A lot of American 
bands seem to rely on volume and distortion 
to cover up their mistakes. I think Australian
bands have the attitude drummed into them  ̂
that if something isn't functioning properly- 
then it's just not acceptable."
If one accepts the idea that rock music goes 
in cycles then the next stage in thê : current. 
band boom should be bands forsaking the) 
pubs and playing concert halls in their owfu 
right. The Angels, who have played a major; 
part in the renaissance of live music iĥ  
Sydney, have already made that step, in- 
conjunction with their Dirty PooL 
management company brothers. Cold Chisel ,̂ 
and Flowers.
Angels guitarist John Brewster, who recentl^y 
returned from the U.S. where he wa$ 
remixing tracks for the American release oi_ 
Face to Face — an album that will featurb- 
tracks from Face to Face and A/b Exit — feels' 
the prospects for Australian bands in the U.S|; 
are excellent.
"C.B.S.-(the Angels' new record com pan^ 
were so positive it really blew me outs 
Although I don't think we're waving a bannehf 
for Australia I really think that Australia 
could have as much impact in the States a^ 
Liverpool did in the sixties. I think what'^ 
happening now is that really good band^^ 
bands who play really well on stage and mak^ 
good records, are about to make it. And therej 
are a lot of Australian bands who fit into thdif 
category."
Could the Angels be trail blazers f(^ 
Australian rock overseas? John BrewstS 
admits the possibility but qui+e rightly sa^^ 
one can only say such things in retrospect^ 
One factor that has been all important in the 
development of Australian rock to the poir 
where bands can seriously look at tl 
overseas market has been the rise of thi 
Sydney live scene. In the late sixties 
early seventies, Melbourne was the ur 
disputed rock capital of Australia. This is tl 
case no longer. Sydney rules the roost. 
Kevin Stanton: "Up till now Australia he 
been too far from the rest of the world 
seriously consider going over there. But nowl'
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b'^ause the live thing, especially in Sydney, 
is so good, the amount of money that bands 
are earning is putting the world within reach. 
The U.K. bands that have come over here to 
play the same pub and club circuit that 
Australian bands play have been amazed at 
how much money can be made."
The emergence of small efficient self 
contained units has also been instrumental in 
the general healthiness of the Sydney scene. 
Kevin Stanton again: "When we arrived, the 
acjency scene in Sydney was terrible. It 
w^n't getting anyone anywhere. Now Mi-Sex 
are a totally independent entity. We have our 
o«m office and we are in control of everything 
we do."
And that seems to be more common than not 
irtfSydney at the moment. The do-it-yourself 
atetude pervades. In Melbourne the live 
spene i's still dominated by the two main 
booking agencies. Premier Artists and 
Nucleus.
Paul Turner, managing director of W.E.A. 
Records Australia and a vice president of 
^ A  International is another industry figure 
who believes that Australian bands are on the 
verge of breaking internationally. The one 
thing he thinks has perhaps been holding 
Ahstralian music back has been the lack of 
gfx)d producers. "We've got the studios and 
although we might not have the producers, 
vfe've getting there."
^turner sees a parallel between what is 
happening in Sydney at the moment and what 
h^pened in the canyons of Los Angeles 
when the American west coast sound was at 
it's peak. "Writers and musicians are all 
bouncing off each other. That's what creates a 
h^lthy creative situation, not any of this 
f^otas stuff where radio stations have to play 
certain proportion of Australian music, 
jotas never improved anything." 
lis idea of a musicians fellowship is 
ijnfirmed by Kevin Stanton. "When we're 
^t playing we usually go down to Kings 
ross and play computer games, like Space 
ivaders, Space Wars etc. And you usually
end up playing with half the Radiators, a few 
guys out of Midnight Oil, Don Walker and Ian 
Moss from Chisel, and other musos as well. 
Playing computer games is a really cheap 
and captivating way of relaxing. I think that's 
why it's so popular among musos. But that's 
what makes Sydney such a good place to be 
at and everyone has the attitude of, 'We're 
doing a hard job, you're doing a hard job, so 
let's forget about all the bullshit and 
politics...' It even extends to the people who 
are running the gigs. They don't give the 
band or the road crew a hard time. In 
Melbourne that can happen, but not in 
Sydney."
One person who is not on the brink of 
overseas success but who has played a part in 
changing peoples attitudes (audiences and 
performers alike) to Australian music is Dave 
Warner. In a recent interview with Stuart 
Coupe he had this to say: "I think I've got 
people to like all Australian groups except 
me. I think I've managed to wean people 
away from their inferiority complex and make 
them more critical of overseas bands. The 
average girl, say who works in a shop or 
something, she'll buy the occasional album 
and come and see the odd show. Although 
she might think me a bit rude or aggressive 
the message still gets through. And if she 
already likes someone like Cold Chisel, my 
show will reinforce that.
"I think the reason that Australian bands 
have got a good chance of doing something in 
the states is that America has stagnated so 
much in the 70's. Even though the Sports or 
Mi-Sex are probably three years behind the 
times, in America they are right up there. I 
mean the Little River Band are five years 
behind but they've become gigantic in the 
States. None of our bands have much chance 
of making it in Britain because the scene 
there has continued to evolve fairly rapidly."
The pxjint about Australia being behind the 
times due to the tyranny of distance (Joe 
Camilleri: "Let's face it, Australia is on the 
arse end of the world") is also felt in the area
of record production.
Kevin Stanton: "Although we now have 
international class studios the eguipment is 
still last year's model by the time it gets 
shipped in from overseas, installed and 
people figure out how to use it."
John Brewster agrees. "America is definitely 
a step above. I don't want to run down Alberts 
(where the Angels have recorded their three 
Australian albums) but the mixing facilities in 
the States are just that much better. Our 
music is designed to be played loud and the 
mix of the songs that I did in the States came 
out a lot crisper, but it also had a lot more 
balls."
Despite the limitations, Australia has 
produced some excellent albums this year. 
Don't Throw Stones, Screaming Targets, No 
Exit, Graffiti Crimes, and G et Wet have all 
been up with the best of the o /s  product. And 
Joe Camilleri told me that Martin Belmont and 
Brinsley Schwartz of the Rumour weren't 
mightily impressed with the confidence 
displayed in Joe's dub version of Shape f'm 
In.
The general opinion among musicians and 
the Australian music industry in general is 
that the future prospects for Australian music 
have never looked better. But as in any 
situation there are a couple of things on the 
horizon that are looming threateningly. The 
first one of these is clause 57(A) of the N.S.W. 
Licensing Act. The Parliamentary Committee 
in N.S.W. that was examining the in­
troduction of Sunday trading for hotels 
recently recommended that late licences for 
hotels cut back to 11 p.m. and that it be 
illegal for an admission charge to be levied at 
the door of Hotels. If this recommendation 
were to become law, it could knock the 
bottom out of the Sydney live music scene, 
which as detailed al^ve has been one of the 
major factors in enabling bands to get to the 
stage where a trip overseas is a possibility. 
Figures being tossed about within the in­
dustry put the potential loss to musicians.
road crews, agents, managers and publicans 
at around $25 million a year. A committee to 
lobby against the proposal has been quickly 
put together and has met the N.S.W. Attorney 
General, Frank Walker. It seems the proposal 
is not to come before parliament until after 
the end of daylight saving next year, but if it 
does come into effect it will be a disaster for 
Sydney rock and Australian rock in general. 
The second big worry, particularly within 
the record industry is the booming sales of 
blank cassettes. Paul Turner from WEA 
Records estimates that $25 million a year is 
being lost through tape piracy, or as he calls 
it, 'tape thievery'. In Britain, the figure is 
estimated at 230 million pounds per year, 
(that's around $450 million Australian). 
Although WEA is still growing at a rate of 
around 10% per annum, some record 
companies are feeling the pinch. Turner 
would love to see the government increase 
the price of blank cassettes to $7.99 and says 
if that happened the government could pay 
it's dole bill AND reintroduce Medibank from 
the increased revenue!
"The problem is very serious. If it gets any 
worse then obviously the record companies 
are going to be forced to release less records 
and sign less artists. It could spell the end of 
musical culture as we know it, and that would 
be a terrible thing."
So that's the picture. Australian music to the 
! world? It has Income more than a dream. The 
final word goes to Kevin Stanton who has a 
dream within a dream.
"A few months ago there was a 'Kiwis In 
Concert' thing in Sydney. It was a great 
success and could have been taken around 
the country. I'd love to see an 'Australians In 
Concert' package doing a world tour. The 
bands would have to be kr.own over there so it 
probably couldn't happen, for at least another 
year, but I'd love to see a bill like Mi-Sex, 
• Cold Chisel, the Angels, Midnight Oil, 
AC/DC touring the world. Wouldn't that be 
great?"
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GETTING DOWN TO THE 
NUTS AND BOLTS OF XTC
It appears the time is around 6.30 p.m. and 
in about an hour and a half English rock 
popers XTC will leave Australia.........
My motel room is littered with scores of 
cassettes scattered around the technicolor 
yawn coloured Telford Lodge carpet. On the 
bed opposite mine, sit two of the four pieces 
that have the nerve to suggest they are XTC. 
Guitarist and master of tortoise im­
personations Andy Partidge, and full-time 
boozer and part time drummer Terry 
Chambers are the souls of cool waiting for the 
final leg of their Australian tour — the trip to 
the airport. With three weeks living in the fast 
lane under their belts they talk animatedly 
about their experience in Australia, (well those 
we can print) as well as their just released third 
album l^uihs and Wires is released, people 
will say 'agh ri^t, I remember them'. I hope 
people aren't in a sort of daze and forget they 
ever went and saw us. I don't think we bored a 
lot of people and I think we did impress those 
who came to see us," says Partridge.
That people were impressed who saw them 
in Australia there is no doubt. How else do 
you explain the phenomenon of a band who 
has sold bugger-all albums in this country, yet 
all around the eastern seaboard puUed the sort 
of crowds that suggest gold records in 
abundance? Indeed, for the last gig of their 
tour, they broke the aU-oongueiing Angels 
house record. They didn't do that without 
word of mouth putting the word out this was 
one overseas band worth the ticket price. 
They also outdrew The Angels at Woodville 
Town HaU in Adelaide, and for a short time 
also took an attendance record off Los 
Angeles in Brisbane.
'T don't know anything about The Angels," 
admits the non-drinking, non-smoking, yet 
non-bored Partidge. "But I suppose they are 
the metre against which we must be judged in 
terms of success here." Partridge admits he's 
quite taken aback at how well the band has 
pulled on its Australian tour. "I don't know 
how they've heard of us to come along. It 
must have been word of mouth or the oc­
casional television clip or record or radio play, 
but yes. I've been quite surprised at some of 
the crowds. They've been some bummers and 
some great ones. The great ones have been 
great and the bummers have just paid the 
hotel bills so we can go on and do the great 
ones."
As XTC managed to catch quite a few local 
outfits during their stay I ask them if they have 
formed any opinion of Australian bands. 
Terry Chambers is the first to dive in. "I 
reckon in general that the standard of groups 
compared to the actual venues they're playing 
in, is a lot higher in Australia than it is in 
England. By that I mean unrecorded bands. I 
just sort of get a feeling there's a lot of un­
tapped talent here." Then this Chambers 
bloke comes in with an interesting and totally 
perceptive observation that gets little cir­
culation in Oz for all sorts of obvious reasons. 
"I'm quite surprised at the age of most of the 
groups that are just about to make it in 
Australia, like Jo Jo Zep and The Falcons. I 
saw them on TV earlier today and they looked 
as if they were getting on a bat." "A  real 
beatnik band that," contributes Andy Par­
tridge. "You know what I mean," Chambers 
continues not at all concerned with being 
diplomatic. "The groups that are currently
breaking the ice in Australia are not young 
bucks at aU. I'm quite surprised, and it seems 
to me it's a long hard strugc^e in Australia to 
start selling large amounts of records (tell that 
to The Angels and The Zeps). It seems that 
Australians are more prepared to accept the 
English and American acts rather than 
supporting their own bands which was what 
the original new wave movement in England 
was about. You know 'support your local 
talent'. I don't think the real meaning of new 
wave has really hit home here yet. But I think 
it will. I think it's getting bigger every day." I 
suggested to the terrible two that tours such as 
theirs would do a lot to help consolidate the
growing popularity of the musical medium in 
this country. Both agreed. At least they have 
lived to teU the tale and passed their tour with 
and it's been the death of bands." Andy 
Partridge is nobody's fool and of course that 
was one reason why XTC did make such a 
favourable impression with the thousands of 
kids who did go and see them. There was no 
bullshit trendy "we're great, and you better 
believe it or shove it up your arse," pseudo 
punk posturing about this band. They came as 
medium size goldfish in a small bowl and were 
careful to let their music talk for them.
When I mention that XTC are like an English 
equivalent of Talking Heads, critics' darlings
you've got your own identity why should you 
dress it up to be someone else7'
Chambers and Partridge undoubtedly two of 
the funniest and most unpretentious 
musicians to visit Australia. Indeed Chambers 
oould always be found when the band weren't 
playing, out at a gig somewhere balanced 
precariously up against the bar downing yet 
another glass of something and always 
making the most of the occasion. They are 
perfectly aware they don't have gold albums 
adorning the walls of their humble homes 
back in Swindon, but they aren't bitter or feel 
the world owes them the sort of inflated
flvina colours after the fiasco of earlier new 
wave tours by Elvis' Costello and El 
Stranglereros. "You think we survikved, do 
you?' Partridge inquires.
And thereby hangs another revealing insight, 
this 'time courtesy of the Public Relations 
officer for the PenhiU Mutants, Mr. Partridge. 
"I'll tell you why we did....and that's because 
we didn't do any of this fashion crap," comes 
the cryptic response. "Fashion is a real killer," 
he explains further. "It kills off bands, it makes 
bands, it breaks bands and it's nothing to do 
with music and it's horriHe. I hate fashions
but nor nearly as healthy record sales as befits 
a band of their undoubted class. Partridge 
laughs resignedly. "Yeah people say we're 
great but THE people in general don't know of 
us or don't buy our records. It's so frustrating. 
I think thou(^ I'd rather walk out with 
credibility than cash, but I may get to a stage 
where I get fed up with too much credibility in 
the house, throw some of that out and say 
'look I have been creditable in the past, so you 
can hang on to that and now let's have some 
cashl I'd love a bit of cash but I don't really 
want to bend to sounding like anyone else. If
lifestyles others see as their birthright. They 
came, they played and they conquered to 
some extent and now they have gone. But 
they are adamant they will return and maybe 
by the time they do. Drums and Wires will 
have sold sufficiently to make them feel even 
more at home. "You know when you go up 
north in England and see what you have here, 
this really is the lucky country," Andy Partidge 
says in all seriousness. Lucky also to have at 
least seen XTC methinks.
By Ross Stapleton
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U FE AFTER LONDON
by Keith Shadwick
studio stint for John Peel, one song of which 
turned out to be a sort of New Wave Barron 
Knights medley, and uproarously funny. In 
the 2-D of print it might sound tame and 
second-hand, but try to imagine what it would 
sound like with them singing Cream's I'm So 
Glad (new words I'm so bored, I'm so bored. 
I'm bored. I'm bored. I'm bored) at 1,000 
mph, which then goes into a Rat Scabies 
drum solo (manic) while the whole band yell 
out "boring" every now and again to keep 
things moving along, followed by a dynamite 
version of Gary Numan's Cars (which 
becomes Bars — I just keep drinking — in 
Bars: in Bars... )),with the riff sounding like a 
dawn, followed lastly by a reggae send-up of 
The Specials' Gangsters — whose new 
' words I missed entirely because I was 
laughing too much. I only hope someone at 
Chiswick sees fit to release it, if only as a B- 
side.
With all this madness going down it would 
be easy to forget that there are other, more 
serious acts like C ow boys International 
making the scene, or that Sham 69 are back 
and meaning business, or that Fay Fife & 
Eugene Reynold's new "Revillos" have their 
first single out and it's a goodie. There's just 
so much to mention. . .
After the hope of a brief exposure on Radio 
One, I'm afraid Jo Jo Zep'sSo Young seems to 
have disappeared without trace. A shame, as
who've suddenly turned it on with their new 
single You've Got My Number. It really is a 
good song, even if the idea is a pinch from the 
Beatles (probably heard it on the new EMI 
Beatles Rarities LP — which is a good buy in 
its own right, if you're one of those who thinks 
music started before 1976): it's catchy without 
being wimpish.
The other interesting aspect of all this ac­
tivity is just who's recording and releasing it 
all; and you find that the power basis has 
shifted alarmingly. Now, instead of Stiff and 
Co., it's Two-Tone and Beggar's Banquet. 
And instead of CBS end (gulp!) EMI, it's UA, 
A&M (of all people) and Polygram, And the 
grand old company. Virgin, seem to be 
sitting on the fence apart from with the odd 
thing like Human League or XTC. Stiff seem 
to be going through a bit of an identity crisis 
at present, releasing a string of records by 
teenage girls, and of the old Stiff/Radar mob, 
Nick Lowe had a medium hit here with Cruel 
To Be Kind, but Edmunds is with Swan Song 
anyway. And no-one sees them in the same 
terms as six months ago. It's weird.
It's the old story, I guess — the companies 
hedging theirbets, waiting for a new 
direction to emerge (they've been waiting for 
18 months now) while it creeps out anyway. 
One rather intersting thing: Elton John's 
Rocket Records, previously notable for Elton's 
own discs and people like Kiki Dee and Judy
Last week I was driving through Hampstead 
evening traffic on my way to an infinite trend 
restaurant, looking out of the car window & 
wondering where the money is made that can 
buy houses in that benighted suburb when a 
bedsit can cost you 35 pounds a week, and if 
it was a different place to us ordinary folks', 
when to my surprise and delight The 
Damned's Smash It Up came screaming out 
of the radio speakers from Jimmy Pursey's 
guest-week of shows on Radio One. With the 
whole car rumbling to I'm gonna scream and 
cry to my dying day I could suddenly only too 
clearly see the point of that song. Smash it up. 
Total appreciation. I mean, it's a common 
enough observation about the state of the 
world and all that, but right there and then 
the specific London sense came through. 
Like that other phrase of theirs, music is h r  
zeroes, noise is h r  heroes. Great ethics. 
Nothing else will really measure up. Freedom 
of the spirit and self-determination through 
tile birth of iron in the soul a la vie London.
And that sort of attitude has suddenly 
become vital again in this countrary, 
hopeless, bewitching city. It's not that it 
doesn't hold for the rest of the country, not 
that Maggie Thatcher has arrived, London is 
just the macro/microcosm. Iron in the soul 
through the dark-periods to final triumph; viz; 
The Damned. Bands also currently exhibiting 
such qualities, regardless or not whether they 
come from London (they all end up here 
anyway); The Specials, The Selector, 
XTC, Tlie Pretenders, The Undertones, 
The Members, The Fall, Buzzcocks, The 
Jam. Plus others. And suddenly there's this 
overnite flowerinq of things really buzzing 
here again, in all directions. Of all the 
unlikely things to happen, at the fag-end of 
the 70's, we go and have a rebirth now. 
Christ. ^  much for the drive into the 80's — 
we've finally caught up with this decade and 
the pundits have something real to talk about. 
Logically, this should all have happened a 
year ago, when Punk was on its knees and no- 
one knew what the hell was going on; but 
London's such a bitch of a place to get 
anything going in. There have been the odd 
cries in the wilderness from people like The 
Buzzcocks, M. Elvis & PIL (whose new 
single,Memories, everyone is pleased to hate 
but I like it anyway), but now it's all at once. 
A real movement, albeit multi-sided. Infinite 
trend, if you like. Or Salad Days. And this is 
not to mention acts like B.A. Robertson, The 
Buggies, Secret Affair, Madness, Human 
League, and the return of The Stranglers (a 
bit of irrelevant gossip — Hugh Cornwall is as 
of now dating Kate Bush — the Unlikeliest 
Couple?) — the list goes on and on. It's 
reached the point where you feel you can let 
dinosaurs be dinosaurs and get on with Now, 
Led Zep's new LP notwithstanding (actually I 
quite liked it). Then you have The Boom- 
town Rots at an absolute peak as well, with 
their new LP The Fine Art o l Surfacing. And 
Bob Geldof as some sort of 70's incarnation of 
ultimate style.
Add to this the fact that, internationally, 
Blondie seems to have learned a thing or two 
from A bba and Abba have learned a thing or 
three from Blondie, and Chic are still 
magnificent, and M just hit No. 1 in the US, 
and Earth W ind and Fire have come up 
with Great Black Music in I Am , and even 
Status Quo have changed, and Sgt. Peppers 
died the death it deserved to both sides of the 
Atlantic, Frampton & all, and Fleetwood 
Mac have actually pulled it off with Tusk and 
Talking Heads are better than ever and 
Tom Verlaine has shown us he's alive and 
well'in NYC and The Motels have been 
discovered in LA after the false dawn of the 
B52's and Middle America has rediscovered 
rock and roll even if it had to be via The 
Knack and even The Kinks are hot again, 
and you've got a frighteningly good scenario. 
And that's without mentioning The Police. I 
ask you, who NEEDS Bob Dylan's re-birth into 
Jimmy Carterland with all this shit going 
down?
But back to The Dam ned, who for me at the 
moment are the best blast of pure joy to be 
found on the airwaves. They recently did a
of Australiana, Sports hit town the other 
week — this time they're staying in slightly 
more salubrious quarters, in Qantas House 
flats in Chiswick, just round the comer from 
Eden Studios where they're making their next 
L.P. They're only lined up to do a couple of 
UK gigs before moving on to the US, so 
they're keeping a low profile and living 
mostly between the studio and the flat. Nice 
way to see the world...
To get back to England (well, Ireland ac­
tually), another band which has managed to 
maintain credibility whilst still notching up 
chart success is The Undertones, a 
previously inept member of the John Peel set 
it was a good song. While we're on the subject
Tzuke, have just put out a new wave/mod 
compilation (no; it's not just re-released 
obscure trax by now-estabfehed bands) and 
are contemplating another. Refreshing, isn't 
it? What with that and the Canning Town mod 
revival through bands like Secret Affair, I 
think I'll go driving in Hampstead more often. 
Designating houses.
Oh: and here's something to annoy you all 
and send you off picking out your ultimate top 
ten singles (no Pat Boone, please): I think 
Blondie's forthcoming single. Accidents 
Never Happen [In a Perfect World] will b e the 
single of the decade. And it's not the future o f 
rock & roll. I just like it. [And next month's 
choice is... ]
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RECORDS
The Records are a 
vibrant new group who 
play uncompromising 
pop.
This album features their 
first hit single 'Rock & Roll 
Love Letter' and also their 
latest single 'Starry Eyes'.
Few albums of the seventies have 
sounded as fresh and exciting as this
one.
MELBOURNE
Melbourne was the only place in Australia 
that could claim to be a representative 
seventies rock'n'roll city. The decade started 
off optimistically as decades tend to do, flash 
and torpor succeeded each other, but 
through it all a distinctive style flourished and 
if the musicians were occasionally out of time 
it was because they had a stren^h of vision 
that allowed them to make their own moves.
The seventies began with Melbourne the 
country's rock capital, a mecca for musicians 
as a result of a boom decade that spawned a 
swarm of venues, pop TV shows and in­
dependent labels. The Loved Ones, Wild 
Cherries, Masters, Groop and Procession had 
shown there could be a strength and com­
plexity in local rebel music, but late sixties 
changes created the same divisions between 
pop and "progress" that plagued the music 
everywhere until time made them irrelevant.
The elite "heavy" musicians made a few 
pieces of vinyl that stand the test of time; 
Healing Force's Golden M iles, Wendy 
Saddington's abrasive Looking Through A  
Window, the Aztecs'Z5awn Song, while their 
browbeaten pop rivals (Zoot, Russell Morris)
managed some 45 rpm moments of glory. But 
it took two ex-members of the seminal Party 
Machine to outline a cohesive vision that 
would set the city's music on its seventies 
path.
Mike Rudd and Spectrum's 1971 album 
Misesago saw the band forsake hippy excess 
for a style that combined a quirky, simple 
musical pulse with lyrics full of sardonic 
threat, a style that Rudd carried through the 
existence of Spectrum and its alternate band 
Murtceps. It flowered in its most extrovert 
style in the brilliant first line-up of Ariel, the 
often outrageous mix of sound being fired by 
Tim Gaze's superb guitar. The struggle to 
keep rocking in a hostile environment has 
since depleted Rudd's resources, but he's 
been a constant in Melbourne rock, fully 
deserving of hero status.
Ross Wilson's vision was both more extrovert 
and pervasively influential. Daddy Cool fused 
a wide-eyed view of fifties ̂ ock  with their 
main man's enormous talents as writer, 
performer and singer. This was music that 
was cynical, warm-hearted, brilliantly played 
and the skewed humour that was DC's most 
immediate quality has been a constant of the 
southern sound ever since, appearing even in 
such unlikely places as the sounds of Madder 
Lake and the much-loved Sid Rumpo.
Daddy Cool originated the most distinctive 
strain of Melbourne rock; a synthesis of exotic 
styles made over into a style that reflected the 
local environment, even if by 1972 Wilson's 
American adventures had convinced him that 
the recipe wouldn't make the band rich.
He and Ross Hannaford replaced DC with 
Mighty Kong, who lacked the magic spark 
but made one excellent album in A ll I  Want
soundtrack for the times). They were the 
years of affluence, Oz drug culture and music 
at the Kingston, the Station and the Reefer 
Cabaret. Documentation is available in 
various forms; the Dinqoes-Saltbush-Wild 
Beaver Live at the Station album. Mushroom's 
A-Heefer-Derci double, Bert Deling's films 
Lhlmas and Pure Shit, Helen Garner's novel 
of inner city nostalgia. Monkey Grip.
Bands came and went around Carlton, 
sometimes surviving long enough to change 
with the times. Politics and ragged good times 
weren't always compatible with a harder 
world's demands. Stilleto moved from feminist 
garage-rock to main-stream flash. Jane 
Clifton sang sometimes like Shirley Strachan, 
sometimes like a jazz angel but some of their 
inconsistent flair was lost along the way. 
Wom&i In Trouble their most assertive 
statement, never made it to vinyl, but their 
Carlton fans cried in their tequila* when the 
break-up came.
At the Sunbury festivals, enormous crowds 
wallowed in mud or dust and were cheer lead 
by Billy Thorpe with his ferocious singalong 
brogies and his cry of "suck mor piss". On his 
last appearance he hooked every available
until time and struggle wore them down to the 
efficient but unsure outfit they are today. 
Sports had a surer vision, changing line-up 
and direction from their rockabilly days until 
they found a slot in the corporate rock 
structure as a popular cult band, but they've 
managed to juggle two distinct strains of 
Melbourne rock with energetic ease.
New Wave did provide a badly needed 
energisation; in the last twelve months a 
challenging range of new bands (Japanese 
Comix, Cuban Heels, Primitive Calculators, 
Wrecked Jets) have appeared, and there is 
enough fine music being made by the Dots, 
Boys Next Door, Man And Machine and 
Secret Police to give the lie to Sydney's 
commercial dominance. Wayne Burt is on the 
boards again with the Sneakers, Broderick 
Smith is creating fine dance music, and after 
playing godfather/producer for too long, 
Ross Wilson is suddenly making vital 
rock'n'roll again.
And finally, a list of achievements; the list of 
great Melbourne 45s from the seventies runs 
all the way from DC's Eagle Rock to the Boys 
Next Door's Shivers, and along the way you 
can include the Dingoes Way Out West, the 
Hooks' Horror M ovie and Women In Uniform,
To Do Is R ock. Luckily there were the Pelaco 
Brothers, who created their own ragged 
le g e ^  as a streê m of later-to-be-famous 
players passed through their ranks. They 
were the founders of ockerbilly, a genre that 
still hiccups away in inner-city pubs. By 1975 
the Pelacos had suicided after releasing the 
original self-financed Melbourne EP. Steve 
Cummings and Joe Camilleri found wider 
fame and their more eccentric collaborators, 
Johnny Topper, Peter Lillie and Henry 
Vynhal maintained myths on obscure forty- 
fives and short-lived bands.
After Daddy Cool came another, more 
defined, Melbourne-based assault on the 
national consciousness. Thisd isn't the place 
for an analysis of Skyhooks' career 
(something that Roadrunner might be at­
tempting soon); suffice to say they were the 
perfect example of a local but universal rock 
band. Their impact was enormous musically 
and commercially as they gathered dollars 
into the Melbourne rock industry and started 
another story, that of Mushroom records and 
its boss Michael Gudinski.
The various personalities of the original 
'Hooks were as much an expression of local 
culture as the street and suburb names in the 
lyrics. McCainsh, the reserved creative 
force, -and Symons, the sharp inner-city 
cynic, had lx)th learned their licks in 
typically Melbourne art-rock bands, and both 
were perfect foils for Shirley's surfie 
exuberance. The rightness of it all was ex­
tended or exploded by the on-stage 
presentation.
Single-handedly bringing back sixties soul 
and flash to Australian rock, the 'Hooks set a 
lot of precedents that have yet to be followed 
up. The Dingoes were hardly as 
revolutionary, but with just one single in Way 
Out West and a classic debut album they 
melded a variety of worn styiiles into a blend 
that removed yet another layer of self- 
consciousness from Australian music. The 
back-street blues of Brod Smith's voice and 
harp and Kerryn Tolhurst's sometimes 
sentimental, sometimes brilliantly clear-eyed 
writing were in the end only components in 
that gritty sound that on its night (and the 
Dingoes were a band with inconsistency as 
their middle name) was as total in its impact 
as that of great American synthesis outfits like 
the Band and Little Feat. They were as 
irreplacable as those bands when the original 
magic disappeared.
1973-76 were the years when a middle-class 
cultural nationalism flourished in Melbourne, 
and rock'n'roll was an integral part of it all. At 
the Pram Factory theatre you could find 
musicians acting, clowning, and providing 
background music (Captain Matchbox's 
Wangaratta Wahine album is a vaudeville
amp together in an effort to obliterate Deep 
Purple. That and his colossal free concert at 
the Myer Music Bowl in 1972 were moments 
never to be repeated.
The music was being chanelled into the safe, 
profitable environments of outer suburban 
lounge bars, but in the inner city another 
kind of rock'n'roll was feeling its way with a 
neurotic edge that coincided with similar 
movements in New York and London. First up 
were Scumbag (featuring Red Symons and 
Spectrum's Lee Neale) and Eric Gradman 
and Martin Armiger's Sharks, who were 
succeeded by the original Bleeding Hearts 
with their songs of paranoid intent like Rat 
Trap and Drug Life (the last with a prophetic 
line for '75, "I'm living on top of a high-rise 
building....")
The Hearts changed their line-up, never 
extended their small fanatical audience, and 
left a lot of what-might-have-been regrets 
behind. Armiger and Keith Shadwick joined 
the High Rise Bombers, and the Carlton 
roundabout went on, with some new in­
jections of talent like the Adelaide big-beat of 
Parachute, who disappeared leaving brilliant 
songwriter Tony Murray missing in action.
And meanwhile... Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons
Ariel's Red Hot Momma, Mondo Rock's 
Fugitive Kind, the Millionaires' Please Don't 
Mention The Junta, the Falcon's So Young, 
Coloured Balls' Liberate Rock, Co. (Same's 
Buzzin' With M y Cousin, Sports' Who Listens 
To The Radio, the Ferrets' Don't Fall In 
L ove.... the list rolls on, and includes some of 
the best singles released anywhere in the 
world in the 70's.
And then there are the great albums from 
the 'Hooks, Ariel, Spectrum/M urtceps, 
Daddy Cool, the Dingoes, Co. Caine, Jo Jo 
Zep, all of them chapters in a sometimes 
cocksure, sometimes faltering notion of 
rock'n'roll applied to native  ̂circumstance.
Then come’ the remembered sights and 
sounds of a decade: Ross Wilson cavorting in 
front of Daddy Cbol as he sung a falsetto 
Stardust, Lobby Loyde's spiky head bent over 
his guitar in a terrifying haze of sound, Paul 
Kelly raising sweat at Martini's, the un­
predictabilities of the original Ariel, Jane 
Clifton cutting through to a restless Elvis 
Costello audience, the smile on Martin 
Armiger's face as he stormed through a solo 
with the High Rise Bombers, the Autodrifters' 
Rick Dempster contorting his body like a 
, rockabilly ghost.
And other memories; Steve Cummings 
singing Gulliver Smith's great lost ballad
were creating soulful pub music, with in­
strumental punch provided by remnants of 
D ^dy Cbol (including the massively talented 
Wayne Burt) and Co. Cbine, a band who 
were the epitome of Melbourne eccentricity 
on their three albums recorded under the 
leadership of the short-sighted, off-the-wall 
singer and writer Gulliver Smith. The 
Falcons were for a time sheer dancing magic
Don't Hold Back That Feeling, Gavin (Duirm 
pogoing through one of News' hyperspeed < 
ditties, the Dingoes seeming like the world's 
finest band as bassist John du Bois prowled 
through the storm. They were all Melbourne 
rock'n'rollers, for a while they gave it 
everything they had, and they mad it a great 
decade _ _•-Adrian Ryan
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SYDNEY by Toby CresweU
WelL summer's here end the time is right 
and cdl thd junk. The pewt is that for the first 
timo in years. Sydney seems to have more 
bands than con M  a Saturday night. Lots of 
young bands coming out constandy vdio ere 
playing rock'n'roll with conviction, en- 
thusicEm emd imaginedian; The Shy Iwr posters, /MM. The Popular Mechanics, Idiot Sauvaunt, The Roadmasters, Complete Control and Room 101 to name but a few. 
Sydney's two hardest rocking groups X and 
The Otiier Side are beick with new line-ups es 
good ee ever and then there are still the 
survivors of those lean months. The Lipstick Killers, Laughing Clovms and XL Capris. The 
constent rumours of the closure of the mcqor
venues. The Lifesaver and the Stogedoor. for 
from tolling the end of the Sydney rock scene, 
may perheps mean that we will actucdly hove 
some tcBtehil places to go and dance. The lest 
filing rock'n'roll needs is bullshit VIP lounges 
for rock Personalities to rub Moulders with 
record sdesmen; 'Yes bday, but has it got a bullet?!', 'Who's on here tonight?!'.
There was something really magical about 
the Passengers at their best, something 
undeniably powerful and understated. It had 
a lot to do with Angie Pepper's voice. When 
she sang the Shangri-las' Remember [ Welkin 
In The Sand], it was a moment you'd never 
(forget.
The first time I saw them, was on a really 
warm autumn night. There was a fan blowing 
from side stage and they did that song. Now I 
consider Remember... to be one of the 
greatest songs ever written. It's a song about 
time and its awesome power, the elusive 
moment between womanhood and childhood, 
the impossibility of holding that second and 
the sadness of the loss. It's a song about virgin 
purity and about flesh, trust and betrayal. 
The horror of liveliness made so much more 
powerful by restraint. The meaning hints at 
emotional holocaust, the music pulls back. 
It's about love and preserving innocence in 
the face of brutal reality.
Anywxy. back to the music. What I'd like to 
do is look at some of the bands vfiio have 
resuscitated Sydney; X, the Lipstick Killers, 
and The Other Side and include an obituary 
for one of the best bands Sydney hes ever 
produced — The Passengers vdio broke up a 
ydiile bock.
When The Passengers did it that night and 
they came to the chorus. Remember, walkin 
in the sand/Remember walkin hand in 
hand/Remember, the night was so ex­
citing/Remember, your smile was so in­
viting. ..' the red light hit Angie, as if to freeze 
the moment in time, and that fan blew her 
hair ever so slightly and she sang that chorus 
with such a pure voice ■— like she was 
singing for every girl in the world who ever 
broke her heart. It was a moment that was 
removed from the present as though sealed in
a glass or painted on a canvas, universal, 
sopinute and detailed a story and yet saying 
everything there was to be said.
Had they just done that one song that night, 
it would have been more than memorable, 
but The Passengers had a great many other 
surprises in store then and over the ensuing 
months. Originals like Sad Day, Take M e 
Back To The Dance, I'm in Love With Your 
Boyfriend and others and terrific covers like 
Riot on Sunset Strip and a version of The 
Ronettes Do I Love You which bettered Phil 
Specter's.
Angie had a special guality that went with 
her great voice, a quality that so few singers 
achieve; conviction. When she sang a cover 
version, she made it her own. There were 
times, particularly during their farewell gig, 
where it seemed she was on the verge of 
breaking down and that's what real rock'n'roll 
is about; laying yourself on the line.
For all the singer's talent though. The 
Passengers were a band. Steve Harris on 
keyboards, Jeff Sullivan on guitar, Jim 
Dickson on bass, Alan Brown their original 
drummer and Gerry Jones who played their 
last few gigs. The Passengers as a band were 
all capable of those same qualities that were 
most apparent in the vocals, a muted force 
and a commitment to exploring all the 
emotional aspects of a song.
It's unfortunate that Angie Pepper's leaving 
the country brings the band to such an abrupt 
halt. As she said on that last-, emotional night; 
'W e're not ready to break up yet."
It's definitely a post-punk era, what with 
Blondie on top of the charts and The Cars on 
the cover of Rolling Stone, so many of the 
vices that ate away rock'n'roll pre-1977 are 
returning. The notions of musical proficiency 
as an end in itself over basic questions of 
danceability, emotion and exhuberance. It 
seems as though everything is the same only 
the names have changed. The 'New' part of 
new wave has become emphasised to the 
point where anything that sounds slightly 
novel is hailed as a leap forward (one tiny 
step for Eno a giant leap for mankind). I 
mean, I hear Fischer Z on the radio every 
day, that song Pretty Paracetamol, and every 
time I think it's going to be Supertramp, and 
then there's Gary Nurnan standing as straight 
as Leonard Cohen playing endless bland riffs 
just like Pink Floyd u s ^  to only he's got Euro 
synthesiser blandness rather than hippie 
synthesiser blandness. I mean that's just it, it's
all so serious. Now when the local kids want to 
put a band together, they pitch in for military 
shirts and a tinny keyboard and then stand up 
straight and look Germanic.
Which is how we come to the Lipstick 
Killers. The Lipstick Killers aren't the greatest 
band there ever was, not by a long shot, but 
they are a great band who play with 100% 
feeling. They play hard, fast and inventive 
rock'’^'roll, they play music because they 
enjo^ it and if you're prepared to listen, they 
make you enjoy it too. That may well sound 
like an old cliche, and it is, because 
rock'n'roll is cliched. That has never stopped 
it being good though — what makes it is 
enthusiasm and imagination.
This band has been through all the posing 
and experimentation they need and they did 
it all two years ago. Peter Tillman sang up 
front of Filth, and if any band took rock'n'roll
to its logical final solution it was Filth. Back 
then Tillman used to sing the first half of a 
song and disappear under a rain of bottles, 
cans and vegetables. All that was left was a 
voice screaming out the P.A., Bob Short 
smashing his guitar into a tragic mess on the 
floor and Noel bashing everything in sight. 
Keeping time had nothing to do with it. 
Neither did the future for that matter. After a 
band like Filth, you either give up rock'n'roll 
or go back to it with a different attitude. Filth 
always was more of a comment, (an abusive 
one) than a group.
Mark and David Taylor came fro The 
Psycho-surgeons, a garage band if ever there 
was one. In the early days they were barely 
able to play but the thought was there. When 
it became serious it got a bit dire. And so it 
was time to form the Lipstick Killers. Same 
intentions but a little more ability.
Mark Taylor has come from being an
amateur to a very good guitar player purely 
through going for the heart. He doesn't sound 
like someone who's been playing for years, 
but he fills the songs with exciting and in­
volved sound. The sound of sweat and flesh 
and thin pieces of steel. Kim Giddys has a 
similar approach to his bass. He plays it wild 
and solid, embelishing the straightforward 
drumming of David Taylor. t̂iUman can be 
every bit as crass as his idol Victor 
Mature!?!!!) but he also has a powerful and 
expressive voice. When he's in the mood he's 
an excellent frontman (lots of colour and 
movement). The songs are there too, their 
own originals like Hindu Gods O f Love and 
Shakedown USA (on the single) plus some old 
Psycho surgeons' numbers and covers like 
99th Floor and Sock It To M e.
Their current single was produced by Deniz 
Tek and ranks with the few great local singles 
of the year.
the
other side
The Other Side are a dance band. That 
means that when you go to see them, you 
don't have any choice but to dance. Even 
though they recently changed drummers, 
their impact is the same. The rhythm gets 
you, takes hold and won't let go. Ron Keeley, 
&eir new drummer, plays like no-one I ever 
heard before, like the sound of a wild storm 
throwing things around in the night, the fine 
balance between chaos and order.
Then there's Charlie Georgees riding on top 
with super expressive guitar. He changes 
smoothly from lead playing to rhythm, 
running the two together to make a whole. 
Basically, they're two parts of the same 
function — it just takes a great guitar player 
to do it even handedly. Charlie and bassist, 
Qyde B r i le y  are a perfect team. Teamwork 
is one of the band's strongest points. On 
stage, solidarity seems to be the key to 
presenting the maximum musical impact. Rob 
Younger, out front, is a terrific singer with his 
owninimitable style. He has reserves that 
seem to be hidden somewhere in his chest 
cavity that he draws on when things become 
ever more manic. As a performer too. 
Younger is one of the best, a great dancer 
with that all too rare guality of spontaneity.
What makes The Other Side a great live 
band is the degree they depend on audience 
reaction. If the audience is responding to 
them, they play accordingly but if the 
audience doesn't want to put in any effort 
then they will not bother to put in their all. 
The arbitrary line between the stage and the 
audience is dissolved, the music doesn't exist 
in a vacuum and is therefore constantly 
recharged.
Their first show with Ron Keeley took place 
at the Metropole, a venue particularly un­
suited to rock'n'roll. The stage is simply stuck 
in a room with terrificly hot lights just above. 
The temperature in the room down near the 
stage must have been nearly a hundred 
degrees and on stage it must have been twice 
that. The band started with one of their best 
originals. Summertime World, appropriate 
chorus for the night, and pushed through a 
selection of their familiar covers by Sixties 
bands like The Sonics and a few more widely 
known numbers like Alice Cooper's Is It My 
Body and a killer version oiRock'n'roll as well 
as some new originals which showed a 
steadily expanding style.
Right now in Sydney, The Other Side have"' 
no peers.
R J ^ I O
BIRDMAN
by Toby Creswell
The ghost of Radio Birdman stalks the streets 
of Sydney waiting for someone powerful 
enough to put it to rest. Meanwhile the grind 
goes on and on; roadies load trucks, heavy 
metal bands assume poses of ersatz menace, 
promise they'll go out on an edge, promise to 
take a few risks but they never do. It's back to 
the old Moneygoround; selling out self 
respect and music for a year of fame. If you're 
out on the street long enough someone will 
buy you.
It's 18 months now since Radio Birdman 
played their last gig together and I realise 
that nothing is ever going to put them back 
together again. Yet that doesn't mean they 
will be forgotten by me or anyone else in this 
city who cared about real rock'n'roll between 
1975 and 1977. Radio Birdman was 
everything that a rock'n'roll band should be. 
Musicians with a passionate love for .their 
music that overrode anything else and an 
attitude of contempt for anyone who would 
settle for less. As a friend of mine said the 
other night: "Radio Birdman is the only band 
that would gladly lose three-guarters of their 
audience if they weren't there for the right 
reasons."
I'm aware that this sounds like myth making 
but it's not. I'm keeping straight to the facts. If 
this earns them kudos, well, they deserve it. 
There was more to Radio Birdman than six 
musicians but that's been the case with any 
great rock'n'roll band from The Stones and 
The Beatles in '63/'64 to the Sex Pistols in 
'76/'77. A Hard Days Night was as important 
to The Beatles and what they engendered as 
their albums. Remember the immortal chase 
down the fire escape to Can't Buy Me Love
which perfectly and succinctly summed up 
the breakout of rock'n'roll from the hands of 
the sguares.
It happened again in Sydney in. 1976 and 
1977 when the sguares had again got control 
over rock'n'roll and every day you were 
bombarded by more and blander sounds 
hyped a million miles an hour. Then on 
Friday and Saturday nights at Taylor Sguare, 
amongst the dog shit and the deros and the 
mentally retarded pap>er boys, for one dollar, 
a band would take apart rock'n'roll with sonic 
scalpels and reassemble it with red hot rivets. 
That's what the New Race was about. It wasn't 
a fascist anthem but a defiant fist at ennui, at 
the promoters who pulled plugs on the group, 
at the unwashed hippies hanging onto the 
faded image of a promise that was reneged 
years ago. The message of that song and 
indeed Radio Birdman is that you've got to 
stand up for your beliefs, you've got to do it 
for yourself.
It's true that Patti Smith and Johnny rotten 
were saying similar things at the same time 
and will ultimately have a more profound 
effect but for me at least, all that was second 
hand, just more vynyl. Birdman was fighting 
the war against the jive rights here in the 
heart of enemy territory, fighting the in­
stitutions and attitudes that had destroyed so 
many great Australian groups. They did the 
same to the British Punk establishment but 
they lost that battle, (no credit to Sire records 
who showed how much they cared about 
rock'n'roll by dumping almost every good act 
they had).
Of course not all their energy was directed 
at re-programming. Rather :it was a by
product of their general attitude, that the idea 
of rock'n'roll is to have some fun. It's the 
oldest cliche in rock and still the most 
essential. You have to live it now, and to the 
hilt.
I remember the first time I saw Birdman 
play. It was at The Oxford Tavern and I 
arrived there pretty much by accident. I was 
walking down Oxford St. and I heard this 
monumental racket going on above my head. 
When I walked into the room there was the 
singer crawling around on the floor, writhing 
and screaming in apparent agony with the 
guitarist sitting astride his hips like an eagle 
carrying off a blind, crazed animal. The 
atmosphere was thick with a tempest of raw 
sound, amplifiers screaming and feeding 
back randomly. I must admit that my first 
impressions of the group were comical, but I 
came back again and again, simply because 
there was no one else in this city prepared to 
put that much energy into a show. If it was at 
times ragged and violent, well then that's the 
price you pay for wildness. Nothing was ever 
preplanned or worked out down to a tee, 
hence there was always room for the unex­
pected. Rarely were two shows the same. One 
night it would be all original material, the 
next plenty of cover version's. Always the 
determining factor between a good night and 
a bad one was the audience. Radio Birdman 
never played music in a vacuum, a 
responsive, critical audience, or a hostile 
audience could drive them to new heights 
and a slavish or subdued audience would pull 
them down. I guess more than anything else 
though Radio Birdman were important 
because they helped redefine standards for 
rock'n'roll music, standards that still apply.
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BRISBANE
For a year I thought didn't hold much 
promise, 1979 hasn't turned out too badly. 
One only has to turn on the radio to hear the 
Records, the Boomtown Rats, or Talking 
Heads not to mention a host of new Australian 
bands like the Reels, the Radiators or the 
Hitmen. And that's just commercial radio. 
You see when 1977 hit, I had ideas of the top 
40 being filled with heaps of great pop 
singles, memories returning of the early 70's 
when I'd flick on the tranny and groove along 
with my homework to the sounds of T-Rex, 
Suzie C^atro, the Sweet, Gary Glitter, David 
Bowie, Alvin Stardust, etc. When '77 turned 
out to be a washout, I was upset, but not 
disheartened. But when '78 suffered the same 
fate, I thought, that's it, and went back to my 
records. All of a sudden I realise it has crept 
up on me and the charts are full of pop again.
No single thing has achieved more towards 
the Renaissance of the Brisbane music scene 
than Gloudland Ballroom. It was acguired by 
the wonderful radio 4ZZZ upon the closure of 
that other great 4ZZZ run venue, the Queens
Hotel (more of it later), and has gone from 
strength to strength.' The Angels broke the 
house record of almost 3,(X)0 people, then 
XTC pulled more than 3,000, Rockpile more 
again and last month Graham Parker and the 
Rumour pulled in more than 5,000 (although 
playing to a rather small crowd, the Members 
and the Hitmen also turned on an un­
believable night).
1979 has seen the demise and rise of many. 
local venues, not only Gloudland and the 
Queens. At the beginning of the year we had 
the Exchange Hotel, Brisbane's punk Mecca 
and a bit of a dive at that. But I can tell you, it 
was great fun for a while.
The pub which has taken over from the 
Exchange would have to be the Brisbane 
Hotel. Whereas playing the Exchange was 
like playing public toilets, the Brisbane is like 
a living room. But it does have it's own 
distinctive charm.
The Queens has gone. But who could forget 
the Stranglers' debacle when Jean Jagues 
Burnell and let Black demolished their stage
eguipment halfway through No More Heroes 
(no more heroes/but everyone loves a prima 
donna) and then the near riot which followed. 
Soon after, the thoughtful Queensland 
Licensing Commission closed the Queens on 
a lack of soundproofing charge.
The Curry Shop finally * closed and few 
people shed a tear. It was stale. But for a long 
time, Sunday nights at the Curry Shop were 
the best rage in Brisbane. It opiened in 
November 1977 with the Grudge (now the 
Riptides) playing to a motly collection of 
hippies, 4ZZZers, Blondie and a handful of 
punks. But you can't put your arms round a 
memory and the future of live music in 
Brisbane looked dim.
Till suddenly, a blossoming. Now, besides 
Qoudland and the Brisbane, pop pickers can 
get a slice of the action at Sally's Coffee 
Lounge until 3 am, Pipps Nightclub (once the 
Sound Machine) also till 3 am, Easts Leagues 
Club, Q.I.T., Griffith Uni., the Playroom and 
the Jet Club (both down the coast), Surfair 
(up the coast), Bribie Island, Rocky's and 
more. So the future of live music up here 
looks assured.
The local bands seem to have come and 
gone with the venues. There were heaps of 
bands about at the beginning of the. year, 
then during winter, many of them split up, 
and it's only now that the number of local 
bands is reaching healthy proportions again. 
There are some bands I'm not going to miss 
like the Supports, a tame cover band, or 
Fullar Banks and the Debentures, heads 
dov.m no nonsense mindless boogie, (inex­
plicably for a time Brisbane's most popular 
band.)
Gobetweens with their own thin sounding pop 
sonas. The Gobetweens haven't split up (the 
Apartments have) but they are off to England 
for good.
I'm sure there are others I've forgotten but 
those are the main ones. Anyway, it's time to 
get on vath the future, the bands to watch. 
Two that immediately present themselves are 
the Humans and the Riptides. The Humans 
are playing a lot of these days. They've got 
their own P.A. and truck and they work very 
hard. I guess at the moment they're 
Brisbane's most popular band. They're very 
much a crossover band, punk/heavy metal 
with a few poppy hooklines thrown in. And 
they've got a record. Teen Idol, currently in 
the shops.
But there are some I'm going to miss a lot. 
Like the wonderful Leftovers who split up 
about the same time a feature concerning 
them appeared in these very pages. The 
Leftovers were originals and they produced 
the best punk record [ Cigarettes and 
Alcohol] ever to come out. of this country.
Then there were the Poles, a wonderful slice 
of modern pop halfway between the Shadows 
and the Saints. Mind you, they haven't split 
up, merely split to Sydney, but I'll miss them. 
Lucky Sydneysiders though, will be able to 
catch them, perhaps supporting the 
Laughing Clowns. The Apartments with 
their neat covers of 60's classics and the
The Riptides have been very guiet lately. 
They had a single. Sunset Strip, on their own 
label which sold 1,500 copies. Then they lost 
their lead guitarist, their singer suffered a 
ruptured lung and things generally ran 
down. Recently they've acguired a new 
guitarist and begun rehearsing again. Their 
new guitarist doubles on a tinny little Farfisa 
organ and things look like turning out to be 
guite interesting. The Riptides play original 
pop songs and are worth watching out for 
next year.
Okay, who else is there? Well a new group 
playing soul influenced songs has been 
promised from the ashes of the Apartments 
and I'm looking forward to that. Razar are still 
there, with their feet planted firmly in '77. But 
if they don't come up with something new 
pretty soon, they'll be little more than a living 
museum piece. There's a band called Pop 
Rivet who play full on versions of 60' songs 
and girl group called Zero. They're in­
teresting, assume a political stance but never 
forget to have fun. They play a lot of benefits 
and private dances so if you want to see them, 
you must search out the suburban dance 
halls. Scrap Metal are another snappy 
pop/punk group with a few good originals in 
their set. The Fun Things play a Detroit style 
punk music and are young and exciting. 
Good musicians too. And there are plenty of 
others, 42nd Street, The Clips, The Swell 
Guys, The Sharks and more. Brisbane is 
looking better for 1980 than it has for a long 
time. It's going to be' a great summer.
Scott Matheson
It was about two years ago. In Brisbane, at 
Baroona Hall, the Survivors and the Leftovers 
were playing...
During a break in the proceedings two lairly 
non-descript fellows took the stage — 
unannounced — and fumbled their way — 
drummerless — through two songs that were 
obviously the product of their own inex­
perienced hands.
There was nothing particularly 'good' about 
their 'performance', but something in it 
impressed me. Probably it's unigue 'style'.
I left Brisbane soon afterwards, and 
promptly forgot the whole incident.
Until the arrival of a single called Lee 
Remick, on the Able Label, by a band from 
Brisbane called the G o Betweens.
I put two and two together, and realised that 
of course it was them — or at least their 
nucleus, guitarist Robert Forster and bassist 
Grant McLennan — I'd seen at Baroona Hall.
Even at Baroona Hall Robert Forster and 
Grant McLennan displayed the seeds of a 
style that began to flower withZ.ee Remick — 
infectious melodies, and hooks, sparse and 
innocent instrumentation, and Robert for- 
ster's passionate delivery of his own 
idiosyncratic lyrics.
All these elements added up to an excellent 
whole, but despite that, and despite a very 
favourable critical response, and even an 
offer of a contract from Beserkley Records in 
the U.K., all that was heard of the Go Bgt- 
weens after L ee Remick were reports of 
sporadic gigging.
Until the arrival of another single, their 
second. People Say, last September.
People Say proved that Lee Remick was n o , 
fluke.
Robert Forster's songwriting had developed 
a lot in the year sinceZ.ee Rem ick. People Say 
was a subtler, more 'sophisticated' statement 
— and although the band had hardly become 
'better musicians', they'd lost none of their 
'naive charm' or their ability to concisely 
impart their intentions.
And people say Im mad to love them...
and I couldn't find any musicians I liked 
playing with. I didn't move in musical circles, 
I didn't know anyone — so I taught him."
Even at that early stage, it was obvious that 
the Go Betweens placed a lot of emphasis on 
songwriting.
Robert: "Whenever anyone picks up a 
guitar, they can do two things — they can 
either be a guitarist, or a songwriter. Very 
rarely is there a combination of the two. I 
want to be a songwriter, and Grant does too. 
So we just don't sit down and practise guitar; 
whenever we sit down with guitars it's writing 
songs.
Grant: "When we started, Robert had been 
playing guitar for about two or three years, 
and naturally we had to use his songs. We 
never wanted to do other people's songs."
Robert Forster's songs are what are best 
known as 'love songs'. *
Robert: "Um, yeah... that's true."
Grant: "He's the Last Of The Great 
Romantics."
Robert: "No I'm not... basically it's just that I 
don't want to say anything else. I like the 
music to be emotional and reckless at the 
same time. Those are two gualities I really 
like."
The Go Betweens rely heavily on the power 
of their songs, (Grant: "If you've got good 
songs, you're 90% there") and despite their 
obvious lack of instrumental virtuosity, 
they're still very effective musically.
When I was in Brisbane recently, I tracked 
the band down to 4heir small, sweaty 
rehearsal room — the same room the Sur­
vivors once used — and spent what was left of 
the evening chatting with Robert Forster and 
Grant McLennan.
Baroona Hall was indeed the first time the 
Go Betweens played publicly.
Robert Forster had been at university, 
'failing in arts', and he 'just played guitar a 
bit'.
Robert: "Grant hadn't played guitar before.
Be it due to naivety, or whatever, the Go 
Betweens do have an unusual approach. For 
instance, the roles of the band's two guitars 
 ̂are more or less inverted — Robert Forster's 
guitar is very much a rythm instrument, while 
Grant McLennan's bass assumes the lead.
On stage, with the bass up-front, and the 
drioms being hit very hard (by former- 
Survivor Bruce Anthon, who's temporarily 
filling the drum seat, left vacant by Tim 
Mustafa), the Go Betweens sound con­
siderably thicker and more aggressive than 
they ever have on record.
Robert: "We really like that thin, 
vulnerable, acoustic sound, but un­
fortunately, within Australia, you just can't do 
that, because people expect a certain 
volume."
On record, however, they've captured that 
sound.
Lee Remick was recorded at Bruce Window 
Studios (where the Saints cut all of the 
Stranded album), andZ^eqp7e Say at Sunshine 
Studios, with John Davies engineering on 
both occasions.
Grant: "We knew exactly what we wanted 
before we went in. The first single was 
recorded and mixed in three hours, both 
songs. This one took about six hours."
Lee Remick (which is still in the G o Bet­
weens' repertoire)) was perhaps an 
unrepresentative debut for the band. They're 
not usually that 'chirpy'; nor is Robert Forster 
often concerned with a subject as far removed 
■from his own life as Lee Remick.
I wondered if Lee Remick actually meant 
something to him.
Robert: "It was one of the first songs that I 
wrote, and I just wanted to write a love song. 
But I wasn't in love with anyone, so I just 
projected it towards that screen image. I just 
didn't know anyone I felt strongly enough 
about to write a love song for."
People Say is more indicative of the mood of 
most of the Go Betweens' songs, and the 
presence of organ lends it further weight, and 
authority.
The Go Betweens have been resident in 
Brisbane for the past two years now, and in 
that time have never ventured outside it.
Perhaps Brisbane affords them all the 
support they need.
Robert: "Well, we've got a cult following of 
about five....
"The thing with Brisbane is that the bands it 
likes — which I don't particularly like — are 
the B-52's, and the DEVO's. It's really got a 
big hold here. It's the joke, the fun; it appeals 
at parties, and it's fun, but it really hasn't got 
much soul. I prefer stuff that's a little bit 
tougher, a little bit closer to the heart, a little 
bit more real.
"Conseguently, the G o Betweens in 
Brisbane — we're quite popular, but we've
never attained that much popularity, 
probably because we haven't been pushy 
enough."
Even if the Go Betweens haven't made much 
of an impression on their home-town 
Brisbane, they have elsewhere.
WhenZ,ee Remick was released it garnered 
excellent reviews not only in the more 
discerning sectors of the Australian music 
press, like ROZUDRUNNER, and even Juke, 
but also the English music press, notably the 
New Musical Express, Sounds, and Zig Zag. It 
was this reaction that apparently prompted 
the interest of Beserkley Records.
Nothing seemed to eventuate from it, 
however, and I wondered why.
Robert: "Well, Beserkley fucked us up like 
they did the Smirks. They were very en­
thusiastic in their early letters, but they just 
didn't follow it up. ZUid then they fell apart — 
they went banlo-upt I think. It was just un­
fortunate that of all the companies in London 
to pick us up it was the one that went 
bankrupt. And we were quite excited about 
being signed to Beserkley at one stage; we 
always admired them.
"We got a second offer from a person who 
was related to Beserkley. He started up a 
label called Zilch Music, and they sent us a 
contract, but we didn't sign it... we didn't 
want to get involved."
This doesn't mean that the Go Betweens are 
left with nowhere to turn though; because by 
the time you read this they'll have arrived in 
London.
Robert: "We're going to take the two records 
over, and we're going to start at the grass 
roots like we did in Brisbane.
"If Zilch Music is still running, we'll say, 
'well, we're here, we can play, we can 
promote', and if it's a decent operation, 
well...
"I think, by the time we leave, we'll have got 
everything we can out of Brisbane, which is, 
hopefully, some of 'style'. ZUid then be able 
to go to England with a fairly individual, 
'incubated' sort of sound, and set of ideas, 
and hopefully it'll be quite fresh."
Clinton Walker
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ADELAIDE
It's been a year of ups and downs in 
Adelaide. But as the year ends, the Adelaide 
music scene seems set on a definite down­
ward course. People are not going to see local 
groups in remotely the same numbers as the 
beginning of the year and the ̂ number of local 
groups worth the admission price has 
dwindled to a handful.
Probably the most interesting local outfit at 
the moment is Lemmy Caution. But like 
Young Modem and Terminal Twist before 
them they are about to leave the city of 
Chappells for the hustle and bustle of Sydney. 
I'm afraid that when they leave the outlook 
will be bleak indeed.
Adelaide music seems divided into two 
camps at the moment. There are the punkoid 
thrashers, (the Brats, the Blades, Exhibit A, 
the Sputniks) all who seem to have taken 
some degree of inspiration from the late great 
and lamented Accountants who finally called 
it a day a few weeks back. At least the Ac­
countants went out in style, playing their final 
gig at the bastion of the disco generation, 
J ules. Style is something singularly lacking in 
most of the hard rockers around at the 
moment.
Then there are the lay back and groove 
outfits, personified by Jungle Juice, whose 
musical perception doesn't seem to have 
changed for about five years.
The middle ground is filled with bands 
floundering for a sense of musical direction, 
emergency are a case in point. They seem to 
have drawn influences from aU over the shop 
but haven't managed to construct anything 
coherent out of it.
The only vague hopes on the horizon are the 
Immigrants, who have been out of action 
while most of their members completed 
exams (yup, they're young) but who showed 
definite potential a few months ago, and the 
Jumpers a reggae oriented band who are 
building for themselves a good reputation as a
PERTH
What a short, ordinary trip it's been. 1979 is 
almost over. Where did it go? What hap­
pened? Something like this...
Melody has come to the fore in Perth music, 
which is both good and bad. It's reap­
pearance has been a reaction to the minor 
explosion of abrasive youths with economy 
instruments that some people call punk rock, 
which in turn was a. reaction to coked out 
California radio music. The wheel has tur­
ned. Now that the whistle test can once more 
be applied, the end is nigh for punk. 
Although it was a noble outburst, it has now 
become as dated and as boring to listen to as 
mid-seventies heavy metal. It means that 
fresh, melodic pop bands can amaze us with 
their creativity, but it also means the for­
mation of slick bands whose repertoire 
consists of tired, non-original sixties stan­
dards performed in a turgid, uninspiring 
fashion.
Anyway, the concert moguls have been 
pretty kind to the Australian public by 
bringing out Elvis Costello, Talking Heads, 
Graham Parker, Tom Waits, and Rockpile. 
However, it seems that Western Australia has 
gone back in time ten years to when a 
national tour consisted of the eastern states 
and maybe South Australia (if the Croweaters 
were lucky). Indeed, on the poster ad­
vertising XTC's visit to our sandy shores, it 
was proclaimed that the band were doing a 
national tour. So when did W.A. secede? 
XTC weren't the only ones. Cheap Trick, The 
Members, and Santana, to name a few, also 
did not make it. Why?
In general, the Perth scene outwardly 
appears in reasonable health. However, a 
closer examination reveals some potentially 
troublesome areas. One problem is that too 
few people hold sway when it comes to
dancing band.
The venues situation in the city is also 
looking decidedly unhealthy for the summer. 
Live rock has contracted to the ubiguitous 
Arkaba which is about the only place where 
interstate bands can afford to play, plus the 
Lone Star run MarryatviRe and Richmond 
hotels.
A lot of people are looking to new radio 
station 5MMM-FM to inject some life into 
Adelaide's jaded music life when it goes to air 
in late December. As Kiss might say, it sure 
needs something.
There are a few local produced singles just 
out. Nasty Nigles Jonestown Suicide is 
something of an Adelaide institution and is 
finally captured on vinyl. The Sputniks have 
released a single and although the sound 
guality is pretty dire it at least shows some 
commitment and initiative. Street Comer Jack 
hope to have their first single in the shops 
early in the new year.
What will I remember about 1979? The 
5MMM Rock Off which festured eight local 
bands playing their hearts cut to a very en­
thusiastic audience was a definite highlight. 
Lemmy Qaution doing themselves proud at 
the Apollo Stadium Pooled Resources concert 
in front of a massive amount of musical gear 
and the Accountants getting it all together (it 
was rare but it did happen) and blasting the 
audience away.
But perhaps the gig of the year was Mental As 
Anything at the Tivoli. The place was fuller 
than it had been all year, everyone was 
riotously drunk, people were dancing on 
tables and dianging dangerously over the 
upstairs balcony but everyone was enjoying it 
to the hilt. It brought back memories of the 
great nights at the Tivoli in '77 and '78 and 
sadly brought home the point of just how 
moribund Adelaide has become.
The eighties? I don't think Adelaide has 
caught up with the seventies yet.
Donald Robertson.
hustling work for bands. Another is the 
apparent reluctance of pubs to hire live 
musicians.
To name names, the most satisfying and 
entertaining local bands hpve been The 
Scientists, The Manikins, The Rockets, and 
The Triffids. The former two bands each 
produced excellent singles in 1979 and i^th 
will have further vinyl out in 1980.
The Rockets and The Triffids, despite being 
at opposite ends of the spectrum in the type of 
new music that they play, have a lot in 
common. Both began live work this year with 
varying degrees of success. Both are poised 
at the point where they could either effect a 
quantum jump to big league acclaim or 
remain bogged in the rut of mixed success. 
The Rockets, due to their intense com­
mitment, could burn themselves out before 
their time, while The Triffids are perhaps too 
intelligent for their own good. Both have 
threatened to produce some recorded work 
but only time will tell whether or not their 
respective promises bear fruit.
Probably Perth's most famous musician at 
the moment (aside from Rolf Harris) Dave 
Warner, continued to plough a successful 
furrow through 1979. His retirement midway 
through the year came as a surprise to many, 
although Warner's action was quite logical 
from a marketing point of view. His audience 
had been satiated and the alternatives he 
faced were a) keep treading safe ground and 
pretend that nothing was wrong b) go 
overseas and try for the big time (minus 
recording deal), or c) retire while he was still 
ahead and carefully reassess his position. The 
success of his new album and his current 
Australian tour will measure the wisdom of his 
decision.
KIM WILLIAMS
SCHOOL OF H OM EM ADE MUSIC
We believe that w e can  
teach m ost people to p lay 
an acoustic instrum ent 
(w here w ould this m essy 
w orld be w ithout m u sic? ). 
We can teach  you any style 
of guitar, ban jo, fiddle, 
concertina, tin w histle and 
dulcim er. W e can also 
teach you how  to sing like 
the little birdies. Lessons 
costs $5.50 a session.
'The School of H om em ade 
M usic is under the 
supervision o f John M orris 
and operates Tues-Sat 12 
noon to 9 pm . F or bookings 
and inform ation ca ll K ay 
Buckley on (02) 33 6567 or 
Folkw ays (02) 33 3980.
282 O xford St, Paddington, 
N.S.W.
T1t6  F estiva l o P fo lk life
10 extraordinary concerts of real music!
The 1980 concert series will be staged in the Concert Hall of the 
Sydney Opera House between January 11-20. Ten nights of great 
music for the Festival of Sydney.
Featuring:
*Stefan Grossman and John Renbourn from the UK, two of the world's 
leading acoustic guitarists with a full programme of music from 
Charlie Mingus to Medieval. Grossman is recognised as the world's 
leading blues interpreter while John Renbourn is well-known as the 
force behind Pentangle. Two concerts only.
*)eannie Lewis with Lee Williams and a whole bunch of leading 
musicians.
*The Yodelly's ''Battle of the Bush Bands" — yes folks, a cast of half-a- 
dozen bush bands "chock full" of Aussie music. Guest artist: Marion 
Henderson.
, ^Sydney Songster — featuring Australia's leading songsmiths in search 
of the Australian character. Eric.Bogle, Bernard Bolan, Phyl Lobl and 
Denis Tracy.
The Larrikins & Uncle Harry songs about Big Mai, Meat Pies, Bob 
Hawke and marvellous bush lies told by the famous Keith Garvey of 
Frog Hollow, Moree.
*lrish Spectacular exploring our Irish inheritance with traditional 
music, song and dance.
*An evening with Robyn Archer and Louis McManus.
*An evening with Mike McClelland and Mick Duffy 
*Peter Bellamy/Shirley Collins from Britain two of the leading 
singer/songwriters of folk music. Also featuring the famed Sydney 
Morris Men stomping all over the Opera House.
Tickets: Sydney Opera House and all usual ticket agencies. Telephone 
information: (02) 33 6567 Larrikin Record Co.
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THE WHITTLE FAMILY
A Learning Experience
“The Australian Press", says Senator-elect 
Slim Whittle, total deadpan, "is the best in the 
world. They've-never-said-a-bad-word- 
about-me." Like any other Pollie on the road 
to the top, you'd think young slim was 
'reading from a prepared statement. Not so, 
but more and more you get the impression 
that as Slim Whittle, Mitchell Faircloth is 
getting a mite carried away with this 
Australian Beef Party business — on or off 
stage.
Y'see, trying to get Faircloth spriously in­
volved in an interview about The Whittle 
Family philosophy ain't the easiest jour­
nalistic task. Pretty soon, he's asking the 
blundering scribe to ask some silly guestions, 
so that he can extoll the endless virtues of 
Beef Politics (that invariably ends in 
bullshit...) Well, here goes.
You've been up here twice this year, with 
basically the same show. How often do you 
change the act? "Aaaaahhh... once a year," 
says Mitchell. How long did it take you to get 
this show together? "Well, we still haven't got 
this one together. We spent a month 
rehearsing it; went on stage, did it, it was 
terrible... we reverted back to doing half our 
old show and half the new show, and we've 
gradually tried loads of different ways of 
doing it... it's still not finished." Drummer, 
Gary Adams chips in, "We've got a whole lot 
of new material that we want to put in to sort of 
carry that political concept all the way 
through."
This 'new material' of which Adams speaks 
has been made necessary by the removal of 
the original guitarist who played Slim's son, 
Whit. Replacing him with ex-Carson and 
Chain guitarist 'Sleepy' Greg Laurie was 
designed to improve the musical side of the 
band. While Whit handled his act guite well, 
others in the band weren't, it seems, satisfied 
with his musical progression. Easy to un­
derstand if you catch Laurie in the new, 
improved edition.
Now, instead of Whit leading the punk revolt 
against Slim's Country and Western show, his 
wife Tarnmy (Tracy Harvey) and daughter 
Acacia (Lindy Allen) don huge tufts of un­
derarm fur, with Tammy in overalls and 
Acacia still ripping off half her clothes, and 
launch into an hilarious feminist fight. 
Tammy's tirade comprises a heap of all the 
classic Germain Greer-type cliches strung 
together. Nonetheless, this little interlude is 
still used to bring in some new wave musak, a 
popular feature of any Whittles' show. Coz 
re^ly, for a Country and Western show, there 
isn't an over-abundance of C&W.
"Yeah, we try to work in a variety of styles" 
says Mitchell. It's a cabaret show (The 
Whittles started in theatre restaurant). We do 
regular, normal Country & Western; Swing 
Country & Western: He trails off, as if the list 
may well be endless, which it sometimes is. At 
this point, drummer Gary Adams, who comes 
over on stage as the proverbial smoothy, (he 
now runs regular spot announcements 
through the show for the just-released live 
tape, on Birds Hit records) provides a little 
info as to the beginnings of The Whittles. 
"When we started out, none of us had been 
entertainers before, so the thing was to create 
some sort of environment for ourselves, where 
everybody gets a chance to learn all kinds of 
things. Like, in this show, we get to learn to 
play music, we get to learn to entertain... to 
be an entertainer... to write. You've got that 
whole range of things... This is a learning 
experience for us, and we try to keep it as 
broad as possible so that we can learn 
everything. I've only been playing the drums 
for about 12 months. I just got them, and 
stuck them on stage, and do my lessons 
there... I've had one lesson... and go from 
there. No one else has played in a band 
before... we've only ever played with each 
other."
So, it may well have been fun in those early 
days, but with basically the same show for 
almost a year now, the scribe finds himself 
tempted to askfiasic Questions When There's 
Nothing Else To Say, No: 3.
Just how hard is it to keep The Whittles fresh 
and watchable? "It's hard only if you're stuck 
in the one city for a long time, because you're 
playing to the same people" says Mitchell. "I 
don't care less if I do the same thing over and 
over again, 'coz it's not boring for me at all... 
it's always a challenge to do it well... (and 
that's) more of a challenge to me, than to do 
something new. It's great those nights when 
everything's really firing, and you think of 
some new idea, and you throw it in... that's a 
real blast. But you can only do that, if you've 
already got the real, sound basis of what 
you're already doing. If it's all new material, 
you just can't do it nearly as v/ell as if you've 
been doing for six months. It's that challenge 
of getting the crowd to an excitement pitch... 
and that's what we try to do every night. I 
suppose that's what most bands try to do."
What's all this, then? Serious consideration 
to a guesi^on? Gads! Before Slim realizes his 
error in his election campaign (that carries on 
through most of thgtape) let me tell you of the 
Whittle Family live tape, recorded last May in 
Fitzroy, and only now available on the Birds 
Hit Label (believe it!) Included are all your 
favourites, like Tamworth (with no apologies 
to Johnny Cash's/acAson). A is for Australia, 
wherein Slim launches into the first of many 
unpaid political spiels; Fruit Fly Slim , and the 
oddly uncharacteristic Bob Menzies Clone, 
which actually needs some thought as to just 
who Slim sees as The Worshipped One's 
double.
Also there is the one acceptable track 
recorded in the studios earlier in the year, A  
Cowboy Was Dreaming, relating the tale of a 
Cowboy out herding the cattle, who falls 
asleep and dreams of Miss Katy, who turns 
into a Hereford Steer when the Cowboy is 
rudely awoken by falling off his horse. Has 
the man no respect?
As well as Cowboy, Fruit Fly Slim and Tom 
Cat Blues, among others, were also put down, 
but no one was entirely happy with the result, 
hence the opting for an almost entirely live 
set. (That incidently, of course, sells for four 
bucks at Whittles gigs. In Brisbane, manager 
Tim Mclean also left a few copies at Skinny's 
Discount Records & Tapes).
While up here, Mclean also had a few nasty 
words to say about the Backroom boys in 
47,77,'s Promotions Dept., who have set 
themselves the taskfof taking over the 
live^ene where all the relics of the sixties left 
off. Seems The V/hittles had a gig booked for 
Pipp's Nightclub through another local 
promoter, who then turned the gig over to 
4ZZZ, who were willing to pay the band the 
same measly amount ($100, if you want to 
print it) as the other promoter. Natch, this 
pissed Mclean and The Whittles off no end,* 
with Mclean actually saying they'll never 
come to Brisbane again after that episode. 
"We certainly won't be working with Triple 
Zed again!" he says.
Well... anyway. The Whittles are doing an 
Arts Council(!) tour through NSW, then from 
Christmas, they've scored a four month 
stretch at the plumb Last Laugh Theatre 
Restaurant in Melbourne. Last laugh indeed.
Barring a few hundred feet of elec­
tioneering, not much else was said, apart 
from Slim relating his recent conversation 
with Joh, whom he naturally has much feeling 
for. Joh apparently agreed with Slim on his 
ideas for Uranium. "Get it out of the ground," 
I said to him, "before it goes off".
But will he get on as well with Job's other 
half, wife Flo, when she makes the Senate? 
With tines like "A cow in every pot, and pot in 
every cow!", it's an interesting prospect to 
chew over.
SNEAKERS
If you're not up to dancing, watching Wayne 
Burt and the Sneakers can be a slightly 
unsettling experience. There's the con­
tradiction of such classically energetic music 
being pumped out by four totally casual 
musicians. One begins to wonder why a 
songwriter/performer of Burt's talent hasn t 
found a wider fame.
He's had his chances in the past. He played 
with Daddy Cbol in their dying days, was the 
invigorating factor in Jo Jo Zep's early career, 
where his influence hovers three years after 
his departure, and has always been secure in 
his underground reputation. Sneakers, the 
four-piece guitar band with which he's been 
heating up Melbourne bar^fooms for a few 
months, offer only a tight anthology of the 
great pop and rocks songs he's written over a 
decade, but it is the first band where he's 
been the focus.
Sparking off ex-B leeding Heart Huk 
Tieloar's dangerous drumming, the Sneakers 
provide a precise setting for Burt's songs. 
They're capable of all the right moves, 
probing a dark blues energy for Willy Dixon's 
Yes Indeed  or Burt's ballad of psychotic love. 
Late Late Show, and then snapping into the 
funk of Dirty Talk or the fifties pastiche Real 
Gone Now. Burt trades fervent guitar with 
Maurice Keegan, drawls out his cynical 
vocals and the dancers are. grateful for 
having such a good time provided for them
"Good Time" is a slightly damning adjective 
often applied to music that has no emotion to 
offer other than, maybe, mild satire or 
nostalgia; but Wayne Burt's songs are good 
enough to escape such limits.
Moon Martin and Mickey Jupp are cult
artists whom the band covers; Burt can matcn 
their concise art and cover a wider range. 
Sweet Little Latin Lover and Got To G et It 
ring with well defined licks and the lyrics are 
crammed with images from fifties movies and 
scratched 45's. Their author doesn't believe 
in anything as clumsy as self expression. Burt 
may be the closest local eguivalent to Nick 
Lowe — his songs certainly cover an almost 
frightening range with ease. (Occasionally 
they're found in unlikely places — the other 
night I heard a blues band in a coffee lounge 
doing a perfect piece of Hawaian swing he'd 
written called Stowing Away; Burt had never 
heard them, any more than the songs of his 
that Mark Holden and Ray Burgess have 
recorded).
The Sneakers in some ways are die most 
concise product of that side of Melbourne's 
rock culture that gave you Daddy Cool, the 
Pelaco Bros., Jo Jo Zep and Sports. It's a 
brand of music that's never taken itself 
seriously and has only occasionally con­
nected with mass audiences. Perhaps there's 
a more serious brand of energy in demand 
these days, but the Sneakers should be able 
to score vinyl success without resorting to the 
affectation Sports and the Falcons have 
accumulated over the years. Wayne Burt 
seems to have no manic desire to be a 
superstar; if he had he would have been 
trying harder over the last few years. But in 
the meantime, don't miss the Sneakers when 
they're in your neighborhood. You can 
ponder the difference between art and craft if 
you don't want to shake and shimmy.
— Adrian Ryan
Rock Concerts 
and Human Rights
by Kim Wiiiiams
Have you thought about what you got for 
your money last time you went to a concert? 
You probably came away measuring the 
event in terms of value for money. When you 
buy your ticket, euphoric because your hero 
is coming to play for you, you're taking a 
chance. In this consumer plucking industrial 
abomination that they call society, monetary 
rip-offs are not uncommon. While consumer 
exploitation of this sort is deplorable, there is 
another far more dangerous threat to 
Australia's rock concert goers.
What I'm talking about is human rights or 
more correctly, a person's apparent lack of 
rights once he becomes part of a rock concert 
audience. Now don't laugh and don't get 
reactionary either and tell me this is a free 
country, at least until you read the whole 
article.
Let's consider some guestions.
1. Have you ever had your bag searched 
before you've been allowed into a concert?
2. Have you ever been told that you cannot 
take personal itSms (such as cameras) into the 
immediate area of a concert?
3. Have you ever been manhandled by a 
member of some concert entourage?
4. Have you ever been pelted with un­
desirable matter by someone on stage?
5. Have you purchased tickets with conditions 
of sale printed on the back or have you 
purchas^ tickets with apparently no con­
ditions of sale attached only to experience 
some or all of the above?
Firstly, searching bags. If you own the bag 
and its contents that you bring to a concert, 
then they are your personal property. Your 
bag may contain a tampon or may contain a 
copy of Roadrunner but whatever is in your 
bag, the contents are personal and your 
business. What right, then, has a door man or 
gate keeper to search your bag, to delve 
among your personal belongings? He's 
probably looking for alcohol or tape 
recorders. What happens if you refuse him? 
Will he still let you in? If he can search 
among your private belongings, what is to 
stop him demanding that you strip just in case 
you have a vial of alcohol or a cassette hidden 
up your arse? You either have your rights to 
privacy or you do not. Which is it?
Secondly, restrictions on certain items. If 
you have been searched and the door man 
has discovered something that he has been 
searching for, what right has he to prevent 
you taking it with you to the concert? It is 
understandable that concert staff would not 
want tape recorders or alcohol in the concert 
area but when the list of taboo items includes 
such articles as cameras one might question
whether it is the means (a position of 
authority) and not the end (the supposed well 
being of audience and performer) that 
motivates such measures.
Thirdly, manhandling by concert personnel. 
Stories of bouncers mistreating music lovers 
are as old as rock'n'roll itself but these hired 
thugs can still get away with it. Why? At a 
recent concert in Per^, a member of the 
audience reached up from the front row, 
grabbed a stage mike and yelled, "more" 
after the group had left the stage. He was set 
upon by a 'roadie' and lifted almost onto the 
stage by his shirt while the roadie abused 
him. Perhaps the member of the audience 
should not have interfered with the 
microphone, but had this occured in the 
street, the 'roadie's' actions surely would have 
constituted assault. What right did the roadie 
have to treat a member of the audience this 
way?
Fourthly, at the concert mentioned above, 
the group's manager (who shall remain 
nameless so that he does not score free 
publicity at the expense of my argument) 
abused the audience from the side of the 
stage because only a few were dancing. 
People in the front row were treated to a 
barrage of chopped onion while, fifteen 
minutes later, the third row met with a hail of 
restaurant butter, and then the butter dish. 
Harmless enough? Physically, yes. But when 
the novelty of being picked out for pelting by 
someone famous wears off, you might ask 
yourself what right this man has to throw 
things at people? Who was there to stop him? 
What isYo stop him shooting anyone who 
doesn't dance in future? Really?
Lastly, but by no means least, conditions of 
sale on tickets. I've seen instances such as 
I've described above occur at concerts with 
alarming regularity over the past two years. 
In fact, these sort of occurences can be seen 
at most concerts if you are aware. However, 
perhaps the most sinister aspect of human 
rights and the rock concert is the conditions 
of sale 'bonus'. Have a look on the back of 
your ticket. If it isn't blank, it may have some 
jargon printed on it which means, when 
translate, "No refunds if it rains" or maybe,
■ "No admittance unless you arrive on time". 
Just what rights do these 'authorities' have to 
enforce such conditions? And what if they 
don't tell you the 'conditions of the treaty' and 
then spring a bag search, pelting, and a 
punch in the head from the readies on you?
Unless there is a remarkable fight back by 
the home side, the final score will be ...
' Concert Authoritarianism: 5 
Human Rights: 0 )
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FOLK NOTES
THE LARRIKINS. MUSIC A VIVA AND THE 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
An unlikely com bination produces some 
a stou n d in g  p o ss ib ilit ie s  for Folk 
M usic. . .
The Larrikias are a Sydney based band 
under the guiding lic^t of Warren Fahey. 
They formed some five years ago with the 
intention of playing Australian music with a 
distinctive Australian sound. Over those years 
the line-up has changed rather regularly, 
Warren being the only original member left. 
But now, at long l^t, Warren Fahey is 
convinced he's found the ri^t oombination of 
musicians.
"In the past we've chopped and changed a 
bit but it's only now that I've had people 
around me who understand what I'm doing. I 
think everybody's much in tune with what the 
group is doing."
Besides Warren there's J acko Kevins, Cathie 
O'Sullivan, Dave De Hugard and Declan 
Affley, and it will no doubt remain that group 
for guite some time.
Warren remarks, "We're almost the grand­
fathers of the folk revival. There are so many 
young bands coming up which are brilliant, 
but there's a lot of experience between us and 
I know that people like Dave and Declan who 
hesitate at getting into groups are really one 
hundred percent on with it now and the music 
that they're making as far as I'm concerned is 
brilliant."
The most recent jaunt for the Larrikins was a 
two week tour in October of Indonesia for the 
Foreign Affairs Department and arranged by 
Musica Viva. I was anxious to find out how 
such an extraordinary thing had happened 
and when I spoke to Warren about the trip he 
was stiU coming down from the clouds. He 
was absolutely ecstatic about the whole thing 
and the possibilities for the future.
"I've been negotiating with the Department 
of Foreign Affairs for some years and been 
telling them that they should take overseas 
representing Australian culture, Australian 
Folk Music rather than Australian Rock or 
Australian J azz or whatever, that isn't really 
representative of Australian culture. That's 
really how it originated. And then Musica 
Viva, who co-ordinate all those overseas tours 
have also delt with me in the past. In fact 
they've toured the Lairikins on several oc­
casions including a round Australia tour four 
years ago. They've put us on in several 
oonoerts that they've run and'it was just our 
turn to come up in the hat . It was highly 
successful. We did concerts in Djakarta; gDod 
houses and good response."
Foreign Affairs in fact were so pleased with 
the tour that they've already indicated the 
posibility of a complete Asian and South 
Pacific tour for next year. What about the 
cultural differences I ask? How can you sing 
songs about the Australian bush to groups of 
non-English speaking Indonesians?
"Well", Warren explains, "IT'S NOT SO 
MUCH A GREAT CULTURAL DIF­
FERENCE AS ROCK OR J AZZ IS. H you say 
you're from Australia and that you're going to 
sing Australian Folk S on ^  they're vitally 
interested. We had one in Djakarta for the 
students of the Music Academy where we had 
an interpreter with us and it was fantastic the 
response we got. J acko, who's got such a way 
with languages could almost speak Indonesian 
after two weeks."
After Djakarta they travelled overland, "the 
great white expedition", by train to 
Jogjakarta. More concerts there, then a bus 
up to Surabaja and finally down to Bali where 
they stayed for a week. As well as the locals, 
ironically the Larrikins also played to 
Australian tourists who had to go x,oookm to 
hear their own traditional music.
"We were very well received. It was magic. 
We'd walk down the street in the bazzar and 
we'd pick up one of those wooden flutes and 
play a tune and there'd be grins from ear to 
ear."
So now, after all that, Musica Viva has 
decided to take the Larrikins under it's wing, 
which is after all, rather extraordinary seeing 
that they're mainly into classical music. Says 
Warren, "I'm delighted with that because they 
give us a touch of professionalism that we just 
normally wouldn't get." Straight after their 
return from Indonesia they were off to the 
Canberra Festival, back to Sydney and the 
Nimrod for concerts with Keith Garvey, 
otherwise known as Uncle Harry, followed by 
an extensive tour of Victoria. Next year there's 
the Festival of Sydney and Opera House 
oonoerts, tours of Tasmania and New Zealand 
and a series of radio programmes for the 
ABC. A great future for the band, at least in 
1980. And Warren's final word; "We're not 
Bushwackers or Cobbers, we just want to do it 
the way that's right and that's opened up 
whole new possibilities with audiences."
Pam Merrigan
SUMMER FESTIVAL TIME AGAIN 
..  .or FOLKIN' AROUND
A barrage of festivals is once again looming 
up on the summer horizon and it's time to 
drag out the tent and camping gear and hit 
the wallaby track.
The oldest Australian Folk Festival, the 
Black and White Festival at Nariel Creek, 
goes ahead as planned from 28 Dec. to 2 Jan. 
Nariel is near Corryong in Victoria not far 
from the N.S.W. border. No big stars, just 
friendly music making folks with lots of in­
formal concerts and dancing.
Again in Victoria, Dec. 29 — Jan. 2 is 3rd 
Hamilton's Crossing Camping Weekend. 
Features Australian, Irish and British 
traditional song and dance. Hamilton's 
crossing is a lovely peaceful spot on the 
Loddon River near Maldon and alx>ut 152 km 
from Melbourne. Enguiries phone Mazza 
(03)836 3857.
And in N.S.W. the Folk Federation's New 
Year Revels at Hill End near Bathurst (29 
Dec. — 2 Jan.), features a full programme of 
workshops, concerts and dances. Enguire 
Keith Snell (02) 674 1931.
The Sydney Folk Life Festival sponsored by 
the Australian Gaslight Company begins the 
first week in January and runs for ten days, 
with extraordinary music concerts featuring 
internationally renowned local and overseas 
artists, and a full programme of free outdoor 
entertainment. Guests include John Ren- 
bourne & S tefan  G rossm an , The 
Larrikins, Slim Dusty and Chris Duffy, 
Phyl Lobl and Bernard Bolon. Negotiations 
are still underway for other overseas guests. 
The concert venue this year is the Concert 
Hall at the Sydney Opera House. The 
Festivator co-ordinator, Warren Fahey, said 
they also hope to run a battle of the Bush 
Bands. Enguiries (02) 319 567.
Jan 25-28. The 4th Tasmanian Folk Festival 
takes over the town of Longford near 
Launceston for one of Australia's biggest folk 
festivals. Guests so far confirmed include 
Alistair Anderson from the U.K., The 
Larrikins, Eric Bogle, Finnegan's W oke, 
Bernard Bolan and Rum Culls Band.
At Numerella near Cooma, N.S.W., a co­
operative Festival of Australian music gets 
underway Jan. 25-29. A  chance to hear some 
of the uninitiated heroes of Aussie music and 
some really good country based bands.
Donit forget the Tamworth Country and 
Western Festival also Jan 26-29. Features 
country and bluegrass.
In February. . .the Chiltem Folk Festival (9- 
10) at Chiltern on the Canberra/Melbourne 
road in Victoria just 37 km from Albury. 
Right through February the Festival of Perth 
features a series of Folk Concerts. Overseas 
guests are Bob Fox and Stu Luckley who'll 
be touring Australia and New Zealand.
— Pam Merrigan
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Yup, you r eyes do not deceive you. I f  you  are one 
o f the first 30 new subscribers this month you get 
a FREE copy o f the new Police or jim m y and 
The Boys album. You also get a lB>issue 
subscription to the mag that matters AND [What? 
There’ s m ore?] a black ’ROADRUNNER — I ’m In 
Love With R ock ’n ’Roll’ T-shirt.
And how m uch is this definitive package? Would 
you  believe a miserable ten bucks? [Aw c ’mon, 
we’ve gotta be jok ing!] No — it’s true. How can you  
afford to miss out? Send cheques or postal orders 
to: The Swiss Account, Roadrunner, P.O. Box 90, 
Eastwood, S.A. 8063 without delay. Remember — 
this offer is limited to the first 30 subscribers.
NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
□  I reqiilre one year ’ s fu ll subscription  
plus bonus album  plus T-shirt
(Size 12 □  14 □  16 □  18 □ )  — Cost $10.
□  I require one year ’ s subscription  on ly at $8.
□  I require T-shirt on ly  at $4.50.
□  I require back  copies o f the follow ing issues at 
$1 each:
Enclosed is a ch eq u e /m on ey  order for $
Commence m y subscription  from  the issue.
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, ■ T « SUN DEC23
Special Christmas Eve Show featuring Jo Jo Zep with 
support band Street Cbrner Jack.
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SAT DEC 29 
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^resenting on l i ;  the best  
in R o c k  e n te r ta in m e n t
PON^T TOUCH THAT DIAL
Alternative Radio in Austraiia
"Radio is a  sound solvation ." — Elvis 
Costello
"I don't w otch m ovies. 1 don't read books.
I got a  radio show , got a  rodio show ." — 
Sports
"W ho listens to the rod io?" — Sports 
'It's in the hands of such a  lot of fools." — 
Elvis Costello
"1 began  listening to the radio in the 
early sixties and listened for hours 
everyday until the early  seventies when 
I s t o p p ^  becou se  it just wosn't in­
teresting anym ore. I alm ost stopped 
turning it on  w hen I w as supposed to be 
studying. In late 1975 I In com e more 
involved in rod io  thon ever before — I 
w as working at a  radio station. It w as an 
alternative stotion. 4ZZZ-FM in Brisbane. 
Since then I've m oved to 211 in Sydney 
and oltem otive rod io  has becom e a  force 
^  Australia." — Stuart Matchett 
.A H a^tive re^ o  is an alternative to the 
general mainstream of Australian radio which 
is "commercial pop radio". Outside com­
mercial radio we have the ABC stations which 
have been around for almost 50 years, public 
broadcasters, the oldest of which are heading 
for their fifth year and ethnic stations 2EA, 
3EA and 4EB which are under the control of 
the Special Broadcasting Service, a federal 
government agency.
This look at alternatives in radio is based on 
two stations — 2JJ and 4ZZZ-FM . The 
reasons are that they're both based around 
rock music, they've been around longer than 
most of the alternative stations (5 years for 
Double Jay and 4 for Triple Zed) and I've 
worked for both of them. As a clue most of you 
probably realise that the stations with one 
letter repeated in their call sign are relatively 
similar in style so what I say about Double Jay 
and Triple Zed is usually true of Double X in 
Canberra, Triple R in Melbourne and Triple 
M in Adelaide.
Over the years there must have been many 
people who wished that they controlled a 
radio station but in 1974 several factors 
combined to allow several different groups of 
people to get together in different parts of 
Australia with tiiis very idea in mind.
The factors were:—
(1) The dire state o f com m ercial radio in 
Australia. A  lot of people bought albums 
and didn't bother to listen to the radio except 
for the news and Roam To M ove with Chns 
Winter on the ABC.
(2) The possibility that now stations 
might be sot up. The Labour government's 
m ^ a  department was inquiring into the 
methods of setting up FM broadcasting and 
was cOTnmitted to 'encouraging pluralism of
involvement in the media'.
(3) People turned their attention to set­
ting up alternative m edia. Video access 
centres. Digger, Nation Review, Australian 
Rolling Stone and many other grassroots 
media organisations blossomed at this time.) 
Radio has not expanded in Australia since 
1935 primarily due to the greed of com- 
m ercii radio proprietors. Australia has one 
of the highest concentrations of media 
ownership in the world (for details see 
Humphrey McQueen's book "Australia's 
Media M oncpoli& ") and these people weren't 
about to welcome any extra competition. FM 
broadcasting hadn't been introduced 
because it was thought that there would never 
be a demand and its introduction was 
delayed, just as it was in America, by 
established stations and manufacturers of 
equipment — often the same company.
In the fifties television transmissions were 
allocated to the VHF (Very High Frequency) 
band which internationally was used for FM 
radio. Channel 5 is right in the middle of the 
radio dial. Radio component manufacturers 
lobbied for FM to be established on the UHF 
(Ultra High Frequency) band because it 
would make FM radios manufactured 
overseas useless in Australia and you'd have 
to buy one of their products. I know it sounds 
amazingly devious — that's why you know it's 
true.
Luckily th^ McLean Committee recom­
mended FM be established on the in- 
tematicnal standard VHF band and so in 
September 1974 the government gave the go 
ahead to 2MBS-FM and 3MBS-FM.
As well as introducing FM the Labour 
government was informed that Australia 
could accommodate double the number of 
AM stations then on the band. In Sydney a 
group of people, some of whom worked in the 
ABC were meeting with the idea of setting up 
a radio station aimed at young people along 
the lines of Chris Winter's highly succesrful 
ABC show/?oom To Move. In^ptem ber 1974 
the ABC approached Ron Moss (then the 
producer of Room To M ove) and Marius 
Webb to set up an ABC rock station. On the 
19tii of January 1975 2JJ went to air with 
Skyhooks' "You Only Like M e Cause I'm 
Good In B ed" which was banned by the 
commercial radio organisation the Federation 
Of Australian Radio Broadcasters.
Double Jay took Sydney airwaves by storm 
and despite reception problems (it's hard to 
get in the eastern half of Sydney) has at­
tracted a fciir audience. Double Jay has had 
an effect much larger than the size of its 
regular audience implies. The relaxed
manner of Double Jay announcers has been 
adopted by some of their commercial 
counterparts. Some commercials utilise 
humour and ideas first tried on Doxible Jay. 
News and information presentation on 
commercial radio has c o p i ^  the odd idea 
from Double Jay. And then there's the music. 
In Sydney Doxible Jay has broadened the 
rock music spjectrum in several ways. People 
hear a track on Double jay then go out and 
buy the record. Other stations hear the track 
so they play it. Promoters hear that the track 
is being played on Double Jay so they set 
about getting that band into their venue or 
into Australia or a band that plays that style of 
music. Musicians or their friends hear a track 
which influences their style and the record 
company hears a track and sets about 
releasing it or the import shop imports it.
Actually it's all a little more complex than 
that as anyone who reads Roadrunner and 
doesn't listen to Double Jay or any other 
alternative radio station would know. I don't 
mean that The Police are selling albums 
purely because Double Jay flogged the single 
Roxanne to death in 1978 or that Bob Marley 
and The Wallers played to almost 25,000 
people in Sydney just because Double Jay 
plays their records a lot. But I am saying the 
station has played a significant role in the 
success of a large number of local and 
overseas artists.
Double Jay will move in to the FM band 
during 1980 and this improvement in the 
quality of its signal should draw even more 
people to its non-commercial format.
Let's look now at a rock station alr^dy 
operating on FM. 4ZZZ-FM in Brisbane wont 
to air in December 1975 with "Wcm't G et 
Foiled Again " by The Who. Like Double Jay it 
grew from a small group of people who 
wanted to communicate ideas with young 
p^eople by using rock music which wasn't 
played on commercial radio. One difference 
was that none of these people worked at the 
ABC so when they got a licence they had to 
rake up money, equipment and instant radio 
expertise. Money and hence equipment came 
originally from pecple who had a high degree 
of inter^t and were prepared to spend time 
learning by their mistakes.
That's where a great deal of the charm of 
public radio lies — the announcers are not 
"professional broadcasters", they are in­
terested people who know a lot about their 
topic be it music, news, information, trivia or 
attempted jokes. You can get annoyed at their 
nerves and bungles but sometimes it's good to 
know there's a real person on the radio.
To raise the money to keep the station on air
by Stuart Matchett
there are subscriptions whereby listeners 
give the station $20 a year in return for a 
monthly magazine and discounts to station 
functions and various shops, cinemas and 
theatres. The station functions are named 
Joint Efforts and are currently held at 
Brisbane's imposing Cloudland Ballroom on 
Friday nights. Recent money spinners have 
included JO'C, Rockpile and Graham Parker, 
who drew over 4,500 people. Practically 
every major Australian band has appeared at 
a Joint Effort and many Brisbane bands have 
played to several thousand people as a 
support band.
Triple R in Melbourne and Triple M in 
Adelaide run similar dance concerts. 
Financial survival is a major question for 
public broadcasters who basically have to get 
people and or organisations to donate money 
to keep them on air . I think most stations have 
had times when it looked like the money was 
going to run out and the station go off air. It's 
a tribute to the staff and supporters of the 
stations that so far none of them have. 
Looking back over the first 4 to 5 years of 
alternative radio in Australia, things don't 
look too bad. It's easy to find rock devotees 
convinced that Double Jay, Triple Zed, Triple 
R, etc. nowadays "only play commercial shit" 
but these people forget that before these 
stations ceime along there was nothing on the 
radio and in the main there still isn't. They 
also haven't listened to radio in the U.S. or 
the U.K. and most importantly they usually 
haven't listened to the station they're com­
plaining about. Either that or they haven't 
heard Stairway To Heaven in the last ten 
minutes.
On the news and information side of things 
not only have the alternative stations 
provided more of it but they've covered 
things that were "too controversial" or "not of 
interest to the general public". Many of their 
specials cover topics which have never been 
aired on radio and you'd only find a weekly 
programme for prisoners on Double Jay and 
one for gays on 2SER-FM.
For the future I'd like to see a lot more 
alternative stations going to air, an 
educational station for the general public, 
public access station on AM, a women's 
station and a network of small community 
based stations throughout thfe larger cities. In 
Sydney there are five commercial stations 
using a pop music format with some per 
sonality talk-back. It would be a shame to see 
commercial FM bring the same basic format 
to dominate a second radio band. Alternative 
radio, in particular public broadcasting is the 
safest way around this.
Any ideas, suggestions, comments or spare 
money? Contact your nearest alternative 
< radio station.
2CBA-FM: 103.2MHz (Sydney — Christian 
muzak (sorry))
2MBS-FM: 102.5MHz (Sydney — Fine Music) 
2SER-FM; 107.5MHz (Sydney — Based at 
NSW Institute Of Technology)
2JJ: 1539kHz (Sydney — ABC soon to go FM) 
2ARN-FM; 92.3MHz (Armidale — based at 
Uni of New England)
2MCE-FM: 92.3MHz (Bathurst — based at 
Mitchell CAE)
2NCR-FM: 92.5MHz (Lismore — based at 
Lismore Tech. College)
2NUR-FM: 103.9MHz (Newcastle — based at 
Newcastle CAE)
3MBS-FM: 93.7MHz (Melbourne — Fine 
Music)
,I^RR-FM: 102.7MHz (Melbourne — b a s^  at 
Carlton and supported by several CAE's) 
3GCR-FM: 103.5MHz (Gippsland — based at 
Gippsland CAE)
4MBS-FM; 103.3MHz (Brisbane — Fine 
Music)
4ZZZ-I^: 102.1MHz (Brisbane — based at 
Qld. Uni Student Union with support from 
CAE's)
4DDB-FM: 102.7MHz (Toowomba — based at 
Darling Downs CAE)
6UVS-FM: 92. IMHz (Perth — based at Uni of 
WA)
6NEW-FM: 92.9MHz (Newton in WA) 
7CAE-FM: 92.1MHz (Hobart — based at 
Hobart CAE)
2XX: 1008kHz (Canberra — based at 
Australian National Uni)
2WEB: 576kHz (Bourke in north-west NSW) 
3CR: (Melbourne — Community Radio) 
5UV: 531kHz (Adelaide — based at Adelaide 
Uni)
6NR: 927kHz (Perth — based at Perth CAE) 
on the way 
5MMM-FM: 103.3MHz (Adelaide — com 
munity supported radio)
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if you haven̂  got these three albums, 
you ain’t got that rhythm
George Thorogood M ove It On Over
This is the album that put George into the big 
league world-wide. Rock, blues, R&B aU played with the 
Thorogood magic. N ext tim e you have a party play this 
constantly but, warn the neighbours first. Available at all 
good record retailers.
George Thorogood Move It On Over, S109 
Also available on cassette, STC 109.
Dutdi Tilders Direct.
W hen Dutch appeared at Sydney’s Hero O f 
W aterloo hotel, the pub ran dry. Good m usic always 
makes you thirsty. And this is the album that captures 
E)utch acoustic and Dutch electric on the only direct-to- 
disc album ever to chart in the world. Available now at all 
good record retailers.
Dutch Tilders Direct, B i l l  
Also available on cassette, ETC 111
George Thorogood & The Destroyers.
The debut album that brought new  life to the 
roots o f rock. Chuck Berry, Howlin’ W olf and all the rest 
like you hadn’t heard them  for years. If disco, art-rock 
and keyboard whizkids aren’t your cup o f tea, try a 
spoonful o f the real thing. Available now at all good 
record retailers.
George Thorogood and The Destroyers, SI08 
Also available on cassette, STC 108
from  eureka records, the 
mdencndcntcemDanv 
that always does it better
u
Distributed by RCA.
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THE BOYS N EXT DOOR
. . have a new 5 track 18”  E.P. out now on MISSING LINKRECORDS.
The perfect way to end the 70 ’ s
Writeto:
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overseas.
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THE SOUND AND THE FURY by Stuart Coupe
Ah yes my sweets, another The Sound And 
The Fury column. And with a sigh of relief the 
masses breath "thank God" (or Jah or 
Robertson, depending on your bent dears). 
Not such a bad year of rock'n'roll actually. 
You'll read me favs elsewhere in the issue but 
let's start winding our way through the masses 
of releases.
SI*
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Neil Young and Crazy Horses Live Rust 
(Reprise) double album is so powerful, 
astounding and inspiring that it makes almost 
every other record released in the past 
decade pale by comparison. 'Tis all live from 
his last tour and contains stuff from Rust 
Never Sleeps plus loads more. It's actually 
the soundtrack from the Rust Never Sleeps 
movie which I'm told we'll see next year. 
They're seeing it in New York now. In case 
you're interested, tracks include After the 
Goldrush, Cinnamon Girl, The Loner, 
Tonight's the Night, and a killer Cortex the 
Killer, etc — all the Neil Young classics. It's 
raw, passionate and uplifting, contrary to 
what Parsons and Burchill might think next to 
Neil Young everyone else is pissing in the 
wind — ̂For those of you who haven't grasped 
the general idea I LOVE THIS RECORD. It 
has both sound and fury.
About the only person who has more Clones 
than Hunte S. Thompson is Bruce 
Springsteen. Most are awful but the Iron City 
_Houserockers album. Love's So Tough 
is fantastic. Rough, unpxjlished R ^ ,  great 
lyrics, singing and sensibilities. There's a 
mixture of rock'n'roll and ballads alternately 
recalling Van Morrison and The Stones (as 
does the best of Sbruce). It's all about hard 
times, love, heroes, and wanting to dance. 
They say it's dedicated to their families and 
the spirit of rock'n'roll and when Joe 
Grushecky growls out his lyrics there's more 
rock'n'roll spirit in his voice than I've heard 
in a debut dbum this year. He sings like he 
means it. These are love songs that hurt 
'cause he's been there and back enough times 
to feel the pain and when he pleads Stay With 
Me Tonight he ain't gonna be alone that 
night. Heroes may be hard to find but I've just 
got another one.
Since Television overloaded and split up, 
Verlaine's had his excellent solo album and 
Richard Lloyd's just released his. It's called 
Alchemy (Elektra — import) and is an ex­
cellent collection of ten catchy pop songs. It's 
not a lot like Television and Lloyd hasn't the 
greatest of voices but it's memorable, and 
loads more dynamic than most aspiring pop 
music.
And at last Eddie Money's done a service to 
rock'n'roll. No he hasn't suicided — he s 
hustled Paul Collins' The Beat to CBS. 
(Dollins used to be in The Nerves along with 
Jack Lee who wrote Hangin' On The 
Telephone that Blondie did OK with. The 
Nerves released one EP and split. The Beat is 
powerful pop rock'n'roll with a capital 
PPR&R. Twelve potential hit singles one after 
the other. Same as everyone else — girls, 
love, innocence, lust, desire, and more girls 
but not the least bit wimpy. Strong vocals and 
fine guitar from Larry Whitman. Young Eddie 
only co-wrote one song but apparently he 
'discovered' The Beat in LA. Great band, 
great record. Hopefully it'll be released in 
Aust. before 1985.
Little Feat's Down O n The Form (Warners) 
sucks. Should never have been released. 
Little Feat were one of the great American 
bands of the Seventies but I prefer the Doobie 
Brothers' recent output to this... and that isn t 
a compliment.
Aura Records wisely released Big Star s 
Third album  a few months back but those 
dreaded import shops have just obtained 
copies of the American album. Different 
cover, sleeve notes and four previously 
unreleased tracks including a beautiful,
wistful love song fro®i drummer Jody 
Stephens called For Yoijf and Alex Chilton's 
morbid Big Black Car which is perfectly in 
context. Much as I'd like to support local 
industry, I know which one I'd buy if I could 
only get one.
There's some great compilation cum film 
soundtracks being released and I've just been , 
sent That Summer (Artista) which came out 
a few months back. There's 8 songs a side 
from the likes of Patti Smith, The Only Ones, 
Costello, Ramones, Boomtown Rats, Nick 
Lowe, Ian Dury and Richard Hell. Nothing 
incredibly rare but great listening if you hate 
changing singles with the same passion I do.
Amii Stewart's Paradise Bird (RCA) is a 
way to win arguments when your musical 
fascist friends dare you to find a fantastic 
disco record. Enough said.
Those all American boys The Village People 
have a neato double albufn out called Live 
And Sleazy (RCA). One record's 'Live' at 
the Greek Theatre in LA and contains the 
VP's hits including a fab side of Macho Man, 
In The Navy and YMCA . Not guite as good as 
the studio recordings but not too bad either. 
'Sleazy' is new studio material. If these things 
are important to you, the Village People have 
a new member. He's called Ray Simpson... I 
knew you'd be interested.
Contrary to what I'd expected Ray Amott's 
Rude Dudes (Alberts) is fantastic. Soulful, 
raw and rocking. Amott used to be drummer 
with The Dingoes before deciding to sing. For 
Rude Dudes he's assembled a who's who of 
Australian rock'n'roll. Jimmy Barnes, Rock­
well T James, Warren Morgan, Harry Vanda, 
Angus and George Young, Ross Wilson and 
Swanee' are amongst those who contribute 
along with the horn section who toured with 
Graham Parker last year. It ain't got a lot of 
polish but there's sure a lot of feeling.
From Out Of Nowhere (Trafalgar) is a 
direct to disc album of country swing music 
from Tommy Emmanuel, Pee Wee Clark and 
friends. Mostly country standards, beautiful 
playing, pserfect reproduction, sells for same 
price as 'normal' records and recommended. 
Of course, you hipsters out there don't listen 
to this kinda stuff but when you broaden your 
outlook check this out.
The first album from Jules and the Polar 
Bears (CBS) suggested they might develop 
into a great band. They haven't and won't at 
this rate.
Kiss have recorded the best single of 1979 
(Sure Know Something) and The Best of 
the Solo Albums (Casablanca) ain't bad 
either. As you've already worked out it's three 
tracks from each of their solo albums. Only 
costs $6.99 and includes fabo stickers. Also 
proves that Kiss have a well defined idea of 
how to make catchy pop music. I don't like 
the look of 'em either but the records are- 
excellent.
Abba's Greatest Hits Volume 2 (RCA) is 
fantastic. 14 great tunes to convince your 
parents the generation gap isn't as bad as 
they thought.
The Best
More Greatest Hits. It's nearly Xmas I guess, 
the Best Of Skyhooks (Mushroom) is an 
excellent collection — 8 tracks per side and 
mercifully little from the present line-up. It's 
got all the 'hooks' classics. Some cover notes 
wouldn't have gone astray though. The 
Everly Brothers Greatest Hits Volume 1 
ond 2 (RCA are cheapo albums that 
duplicate much of the stuff on the 20 G olden 
Hits album that WEA released last year. 
These albums concentrate on the earlier 
Camedon slides but 5 and 6 tracks aside and 
no cover information are real minuses.
Those who listen religiously to 2JJ will be 
mucho familiar with one Fred Dagg who's just 
released The Fred D agg Topes (Festival) 
which contain 17 Dagg classics. Fred is a 
verbalcomedian who indulges in satirical
routines on anything from buying a new 
house, to politicians, the public service, John 
Citizen, and the meaning of life. He's very, 
very funny, original and this is one of the very 
few comedy albums that stands up to repeated 
listening.
George Thorogood and the Destroyers' 
Better Than the Rest (MCA) is the album 
that's been causing all the trouble overseas 
'cause George's present record company 
didn't v/ant these 1974 demos released. 
Ignore 'em. It's fantastic. Great R&B, well 
recorded and a great dance album. Who 
cares what label it's on? It rocks.
Guitar heros dept. Kevin Borich isn't the 
most consistent recording artist around. He 
comes up with more than his fair share of 
vinyl and live crap but Live! (Avenue) ain't 
bad. It's Kev live at Bombay Rock and The 
Mount Pleasant Workers Club playing a 
bunch of classics and old favourites. Stuff like 
Not Fade Away, Going Down Town, Gonna 
See My Baby Tonight, KB's Boogie and Little 
Red Rooster which is dedicated to Brian 
Jones. Borich can't sing, can't write songs but 
there's a raw, tough, pubby feel to this. Not 
great but it could have been a hell of a lot 
worse. Imagine a 20 minute KB's Boogie 
instead on just under 5 minutes?
Marc Hunter's Fiji Bitter (CBS) is a 
collection of dense, poppy rock'n'roll and 
well worth investigating. Backing comes from 
some of Australia's best known musicians, 
Marc sings fantastically, the songs are 
good.... an excellent album.
A few years back Dave Werner (note the E) 
released two critically aclaimed but 
disasterously selling glam rock albums. He's 
come up with a new solo album (Epic) where 
he's helped out by Ian Hunter. 'Tis a nice 
collection of concise pop songs, choruses, 
punchy sound. His first two albums are also 
worth searching for in second hand bins.
Karla Bonoff does a pretty OK version of 
When You Walk In The Room on R^tless 
Nights {CBS) and very little else.
Whilst on the subject of crap, I was sent 
albums by the following people this month — 
John St. Peters, The Muppets, Judas Priest, 
Dave Loggins, Styx, Toto, Texas, Daryl 
Braithwaite, Rick Derringer, Kenny Loggins, 
JD Souther, Stockley See and Mason and 
Jimmy and The Boys — at risk of offending 
you sensitive souls out there, I thought they 
were all pretty awful — I will enter into 
correspondence on the subject if you're 
moved to argue but you'd better come up with
some damn good reasons......
An import soon to be released in Australia (I 
hope) is called Durocs (Capitol) and it's by 
Ron "what'd I do to become a 60's cult hero" 
Nagle and Scott Mathews and it's an un­
believably fantastic collection of songs and 
playing, oft recalling The Beach Boys and Jan 
and Dean. They play most of the instruments 
themselves, have a fixation with pigs, do a 
great cover of It Hurts To Be In Love along 
with 9 other classics — I use the word 
deliberately. Investigate soon.
But I'm yet to be convinced Eric Carmen's 
come up with anything special by producing 
the first album for the Euclid Beach Band 
(Epic). So what if there's no surf in 
Qeveland? I don't care.
Escape From Domination [Capitol], Moon 
Martin's second album, explains why he's got 
such a great reputation as a songwriter. 
Gee this is getting exhausting. So many 
albums. Seems like I've gone through 
thousands and there's still millions to come—  
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz Noel's Is There 
More To Life Than Dancing (Virgin) 
concocted by Sparks members is captivating, 
danceable and enchanting. Not a lot else 
mind you.
Yet more Greatest hits and best offs.... 
zzzzzzzzz ELO's Greatest Hits (CBS) takes 
material from Face The Music, New World 
Record, Eldorado, On The Third Day, and 
Out Of The Blue. The choice is yours. 
The Best of M ohalia Jackson (CBS) is an 
excellent collection from one of the finest 
gospel singers EVER.
More Of Same Dept: The Stranglers, The 
Police, The Boomtown Rats and The Banshees 
all have new albums out. All are good. None 
are rapid departures from what's comes 
before.
Dave Warner's C orrect W eight 
(Mushroom) is lyrically his best album and 
musically his most unimaginative.
Steve Forbert's first album was a bad version
of early Dylan. Jackrabbit Slim (Epic) is just 
bad.
The Reels sound interesting and contrived, 
so do Yellow Majic. I can't bear to find out 
what Frank Zappa's come up with on Joe's 
Garage Act I, Sniff'n'the Tears' Fickle 
Heart (EMI) is pleasant and unobtrusive. The 
Laughing Dogs first album is ditto, and Jimmy 
Buffett's Volcano (MCA) sounds just like all 
his other albums—  I like all these records 
some but they're not things I'm wanting to 
play very often. Dig?
There's still more of the little bastards but
that's enough from me........  have an awful
Xmas and a great next decade. May the 
record companies come to their senses and 
not release so many dreadful and mediocre 
albums. May radio become vibrant again and 
Bruce Springsteen tour Australia.
Till next timezzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
SOUND AND FURY PT.2
Well, this month's pile of albums seems to 
have given Stuart Coupe a bad case of aural 
indigestion so I'll attempt to mentioti some of 
ttiO reoords that he didn't get round to.
G enya Rovan belongs to the great tradition 
of American torch singers and on her seoond 
solo album, . . .A nd I  Mean It (RCA) she 
proves that the tradition is by no means dead.
. . . And I  Mean It is a hard edged no non­
sense affair filled with street wise songs (most 
of which Ravan wrote or oo-wrote) sung with 
feeling. The music could rou<^ly be labelled 
modem R&B in the vein of Springsteen, 
Asbury Jukes, but this is no imitation of no- 
one. A  superb and gutsy album.
The Residents, enigmas of the pop music 
world have a long awaited L.P. out. It's called 
Eskimo (Ralph Records)) and according to the 
liner noes is an attempt to recreate 'not only 
the Eskimo ceremonial music, but a living 
context for its existence.' All the tracks are non 
verbal althouc^ there is evidence of chanting 
on Walrus Hunt. It's evocative, atmospheric 
and rather strange. It also comes on white 
vinyl and the liner notes suggest you listen to it 
with a warm blanket nearby. A must for those 
hot summer nights.
You only have to listen to the opening track 
of The Shoes' Present Tense (Electra) to 
know whether you're gonna like it. If you dig 
modem sixties styled pop (like me) then you 
will. All the elements of classic pop are there 
— the harmonies, the jangling twelve string 
guitars, the love songs, the in­
nocence . . . Disco what's that? Pop that's not 
just raking over the ashes of the past — that's 
the Shoes. Marvellous.
Head Injuries (Powderworks) is a to u ^  
rocking follow up to Midnight Oil's debut 
L.P. The album really steams along but if you 
listen closely there are perhaps surprising 
inteDigenoe at work. Images of fruitlessless 
and fmstration min<^e uneasily with the sun, 
the beach and the streets. Everyone's running 
but no-one's quite sure from what. Sydney
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uitan paranoia '79 style pinned down tor you 
to reflect on. There's no real negativity exhited 
here — rather than creating head injuries, this 
alhiiTTi could actually heal some. J ust 'cos you 
don't see 'EM ON YOUR T.V. or top forty 
radio (or perhaps precisely BECAUSE you 
don't) doesn't mean they haven't gst anything 
to say. This is a good one.
ELO have a Greatest Hits album out on 
CBS. It'd make a great Xmas present for 
someone who can't quite come to terms with 
the fact that the Beatles broke up. But as those 
sort of people probably have ELO's records 
anyway it prob^ly doesn't have any use at
Sa»»te P<"odL<A<-t,
The Beginning Of The Enz (Mushroom) is 
early Split En*, not a new album. Lack of 
cover notes prevents me from telling you 
when these songs were recorded but I 
estimate they are all pre-'75 (when the Enz 
rameToTtustraUaj. 1 remember iim Fmn 
telling me that Split Enz were really influenced 
by the British bands like of the sixties (Kinks, 
Who, Beatles) but and though that mic^t not 
be immediately apparent on this album one 
can see it clearly. There's that touch of 
vaudeville in the songs particularly Sweet 
Talking Spoon Song and hints of the 
greatness to come Q29 was to become 
Matinee Idol on the U.K. release of Mental 
Notes and L ovey D ovey which appears, 
modified, on the same album). An interesting 
glimpse into the past but I'm sure the band 
and their fans would have preferred to have 
the all new Split Enz album.
And to round things off the first Australian 
album for Citizen Band who feature amon(^t 
their members ex-Enzer Michael Chunn, has 
been released in Oz. Sad to relate it s pretty 
lame. It sounds. I'm afraid like a record 
recorded in New Zealand. A little lacking in 
ooomph. If you know what I mean. And there 
doesn't seem to be much DIRECTION.
That's all my ears can stand this month. 
Happy listening.
Donald Robertson
And ah, at last, the Sex Pistols! Com On 
Some Product (Wizard) is essential for all 
those who still have a fetish about the greatest 
group of the seventies. There's radio in­
terviews, talk back shows, TV interviews and 
radio ads with all your heroes speakin' their 
mind. Actually the only one who sounds as if 
he has any idea of what he's talking about is 
Johnny Rotten — the other three tend to 
reinforce Rotten's latterly expressed opinion 
that they were basically a bunch of tossers. It 
seems to me the pistols were the combination 
of two distinct visions, that of Rotten and that 
of McLaren, the manager. Rotten's world­
view, and McLaren's throu^ his s to o ls  
Cook Jones and Vicious get a pretty good 
airing on . . . Some Product. I tend to believe 
Rotten's more hut then maybe that's what I 
want to believe.
The Skids second album. Days h  Europa 
(Virgin) is just as sombre in tone as their first. I 
just can't think who this sort of music would 
appeal to. You can't dance to it, it does uplift 
your spirit like pop can do and if you sat & 
listened to it you'd probably get depressed. A 
bit too heavy handed for most people 
methinks.
Really Jimmy and the Boys must be strong 
contenders for the title of worst band in the 
world. Live they come on like cheap sen­
sationalists on their record, Tm Not Like 
Everybody Else (Infinity) they're even worse. 
Masochiste only.
Tm the Man by Joe Jackson (A&M) is a 
worthy folbw-up to snappy I,oo.fc Sharp. J oe 
positively brims with enthusiasm and oon- 
fidenoB as he goes throu(^ his range of classy 
pop songs. Styles? No Problem. Reggae, 
ro^ , meaningful lyrics — whatever you want 
baby — you got it. Simple and to the point, 
that's Joe. I like it.
lo w  Lewis comes from the same pitdi that 
pawned Dr. Feelgood and Eddie & the Hot 
Rods. Save The Wail (Stiff) is oontemporary 
British R&B in the traditional style. Worth 
checking out if you're into that style but I don't 
think it's gonna make any converts.
You may have seen Elton giving Judie 
Tznke a plug on Countdown a oouple of 
weeks ago. Her album. Welcome to the 
Cruise (Rocket) is no more than average 
female singer songwriter fodder. If you're into 
playing old J oni Mitchell records late at night 
then it wouldn't jar at all. Inoffensive.
The Crock (Virgin) is the first offering from 
the Ruts. And it's good. Fast, often furious 
but with the beginnings of an individual style 
that sets it apart from the run of the mill 
punkoid thrashers. Listen to Something That I 
Said, the reggae based Jah War and the 
almost KingCrimson-ish// Was Cold to get an 
idea of the variety this band is capable of. A 
promising debut.
Out On the Fringe by Daryl Braithwoite 
(Razzle) sees Australia's ex-teen throb 
struggling for a direction. Daryl don't write, all 
he's got is his voice, and he sounds a bit half 
hearted as a result. The production is about 
what you'd raqpect — slick and automated. 
D.B. could make it in the States, but Idoubt it. 
John Paul Young on the other hand seems 
to know exactly where he's going. Under the 
guiding hand of Vanda & Young Heoven 
Sent strikes deep into the heart of disooland 
but with V&Y's pop condousness it doesn't 
quite lose the human element. J PY is in good 
voice throughout but unless you're a fan 
already — don't bother.
‘ Night After Ni(^t (Polydor) is a live album 
from U.K. (the hand not the place) recorded 
in Japan. Lotsa synth and aural flash but very 
littlft substance. Songwise these guys are 
nowhere, for techno freaks only. 
Stoimwatch by Jethro Tull (Chrysalis). Will 
Ihev <avf»r T dnn't think so. Did
someone say when you're on a good 
thing.. . ?"
SIOUXSIE AND THE BASHEES 
Join Hands 
(Interfusion L 37102)
FRANK ZAPPA 
Joe's Garage [Act /] 
(CBS SBP 237366)
EDGAR FROESE 
Stuntman 
(Virgin VS139)
Strangely enough, these three records all 
have one thing in common. The artists 
concerned are either unaware of, or for some 
reason insist on ignoring, their genuine 
strengths, in some kind of attempt to reach up 
and out.
Siouxsie's album, the follow up to The 
Scream , departs very little from the material 
on that album, except that its 8 tracks 
meander in some vaguely defined way 
through a theme of the ravages of what we are 
all doing to each other, and how there seems 
to be no hope for salvation in this life or the 
next.
The Scream was a very promising record, 
but for me its greatest virtues were its 
frequent and tantalising musical references to 
the early work of Germany's Can. None of 
tills appears onjoin Hands. There is this myth 
currently rampant in rock music that, once 
having achieved an audience by thrusting 
rawness at them, you then slicken up your 
sound to bewilder them further. It's never 
worked, and it doesn't work here either.
In general, the songs on Join Hands centre 
around riffs which are too heavily derived 
from their first album, and Siouxsie doesn't 
seem to know what to do with her voice. 
Multitracking it will ultimately destroy her 
credibility in concert.
The only song which stands out is The I/ard's 
Prayer, frecause I can already understand the 
lyrics without trying to extract them. She does 
a contrived rock'n'roll version of the original 
thing, then attempts to expand it by a more 
contrived "spontaneous" rave. It's em­
barrassing more than anything else.
Zappa's new album, with its Act I subtitle, 
promises to be the first of a linked series of 
concept albums. The little rave on the inside 
cover (the best thing on the album) explains 
that the overall theme of the series (with no 
indication of its size, but my guess is at least 2 
more albums) is the possibility of music 
becoming a new focus for oppression, under 
the right dictator (The Central Scrutinizer), 
used in much the same way that drugs and 
mental illness have been and are currently 
being used. "No way? Never Happen?" 
Zappa asks on our behalf. "Records are made 
out of oil. All those big rock shows go from 
town to town in fuel-gobbling 45-foot 
trucks. .. they use up enormous amounts of 
electrical energy with their lights, amplifiers, 
PA systems, smoke machines. And all those 
synthesizers. . .  look at all the plastic they got 
in em . . . "  And as a throw-off line at the end 
he mentions that already, music is illegal in 
Iran.
The record is presented like one of those 
anti-dop5e films. The Central Scrutinizer tells 
the tale of one such hapless music pusher, 
Joe, who forms a band in his own geirage, 
which eventually gets together enough to 
split up. Joe is given a light sentence for this: 
a donut and a suggestion that he participate 
in church social groups. This is the beginning 
of the sort of sexual obsession {Catholic Girls) 
which generally pads out the remaining 75% 
of Zappa's concert records.
Zappa rarely moves me with this sort of 
thing, mainly because I get tired of the same 
old rock'n'roll parodies over and over again.
They're all here: Catholic girls and Crew 
Sluts, A  Wet T-Shirt Contest, and the 
inevitable 50's-style closing track. "Why Does 
it Hurt Y/hen I Pee?" would make a great 
single, perhaps.
Edgar Froese used to be with Tangerine 
Dream (still is, far as I know). Their strength 
has never been in their melody. They know 
how to draw coloured silks of sounds out of 
the magician's hat, but they've never written 
a good tune.
Froese would argue against this. He 
threatened a few years ago to put out a solo 
album of acoustic guitar music, to show he 
wasn't purely an electronic addict. If he ever 
laid down any tracks for it, they must have 
frightened him.
All through Stuntman, he tries to present 
himself as a new symphonic composer. Now 
symphonic music has only a very slight 
following among rock'n'roll lovers for a plain 
and simple reason: it is generally too bloody 
boring for words. Decrepit, constipated old 
fools, years and years ago, talking to each 
other in private intellectual tongues, most of 
their music contains more secret Masonic 
handshakes than a Rosicrucian Barbecue.
The title track, which starts off the album, is 
the worst of the lot, and should never have 
been first. It sounds like supermarket music of 
the future, reminds me of somebody dreadful 
but I can't think who, and had me wondering 
what I'd let myself in for.
The rest of the album is okay, listenable and 
pleasant. But it's far too restrained. If I'd 
never heard electronic music I'd think it was 
great, I suppose, but after hearing material 
like his 1974 solo Aqua, it's hard to take. 
When he does get away from the limits of 
writing a tune, like on A Daliesque Sleep- 
Fuse , orlt Would Be Like Samoa, he makes it 
all worthwhile; Drunken Mozart in the D esert, 
on the other hand, begins and builds up 
brilliantly, then suddenly plunges into a tune 
which may be meant to sound Mozartish, but 
actually sounds more like a filtered Genesis.
When he escapes from tunes which are, by 
the way, usually thinly derived from other 
sources, he produces some worthwhile stuff. 
But there's nothing challenging, like in the 
good old days. When's he gonna threaten us 
again?
— Span
structure and approach it's also very similar. 
Only Ali McMordie's deft bass playing 
provides any relief from the straight-line, 
heavy metal-influenced riffing of the Jake 
Burns/Henry Quney guitar axis; and is thus 
the only real point of interest.
Stiff Little Fingers' songs are 'political', but 
only in as much as they reject politics. 
With a reputation such as theirs it'd be fair to 
expect Stiff Little Fingers to offer a new in­
sight into the situation that exists in Northern 
Ireland, or at least a perceptive observation 
of it, but rather they present a Polaroid view, 
and then simply, resentfully, abuse it.
Of course, such an attitude would be 
reasonable if the band philosophically 
justified it, but the only time they come close 
is with the opening line of 'Wasted Life' — 
where Jake Burns bawls I  could b e a soldier, 
which implies a cynicism towards the motives 
of those, on any side, involved in a conflict, 
and negates tho kind of Johnny Comes 
Marching Home romanticism the Clash 
celebrate.
Admirable sentiments indeed, but they 
occur rarely, and in this case their weight is 
lessened by the appearance, later on in the 
same song, of a line like Killing isn't my idea 
of fun, which is such an understatement it's 
just plain naive.
The simple fact is that no amount of 
credibility, sincerity, and commitment can 
disguise (or compensate for) Stiff Little 
Fingers' limited vision, in a musical as well as 
ideological sense.
Inflammable Material is probably every bit 
as good as The Clash, but the difference is 
that the Clash made their debut album in 
1977, and Stiff Little Fingers made In­
flammable Material in 1979, and in 1979 Stiff 
Little Fingers' language is all too familiar.
Clinton Walker
SNIFP'N'THE TEARS 
Fickle Heart 
EMI EMC2704
STIFF UTTLE FINGERS 
Inflammable Material 
(Rough Trade — Musicland)
Who remembers those photographs of the 
Qash taken in Northern Ireland a few years 
back? I do, and when I think of them I can't 
help but laugh.
When the Clash 'posed' for the camera, they 
probably weren't aware that it wouldn't be 
tong b^ore their shallow pretension and 
military-chic romanticism would be exposed, 
for what it was.
The emergence of Stiff Little Fingers was 
responsible, because they were the one band 
who could've filled the Clash's boots (in the 
aforementioned pictures) without any sense of 
affectation.
Stiff Little Fingers were an Irish band who. 
Unlike compatriots like the Undertones (not to 
mention the Boomtown Rats), didn't choose to 
ignore their country's dilemma, and who, 
unlike the Qash, weren't really turning 
'revolt into style.'
The Stiff Little Fingers' Success Story is 
nothing short of phenomenal. In just a year 
since the release of their (independantly 
produced) debut single. Suspect D evice, in 
early 1978, they'd captured England's heart 
—Suspect D evice itself ended up selling over 
25,000 copies, after an initial pressing of 500, 
and finished fourth, behind the Pistols and 
the Clash, in a listeners poll of 'All Time 
Great Songs' on John Peel's popular and 
influencial BBC radio programme; their 
second single. Alternative Ulster, finished 
eleventh in that same poll; they came second, 
behind Public Image, in the New Band: 
category of the New Musical Express 
Reader's Poll; and, after being turned down 
at the last minute by Island Records — an 
experience recounted in one of their songs, 
the coincidentally titled 7?oug/i Trade — they 
won a contract for themselves with the hippest 
of hip independant companies. Rough Trade. 
When it was released early this year in 
England, this album. Inflammable Material, 
shot into the charts.
It's only now that it's been made available in 
Australia (through Musicland distributors), 
and although it probably won't make as big 
an impact here as it did in England, it should 
meet with some favour.
Stiff Little Fingers' popularity is due to the 
fact that they possess the kind of credibility 
the Qash don't, but I wonder if this alone is 
basis enough for the respect they've attained, 
because beyond it is little more substance. 
Inflammable Material would suggest that 
Stiff Little Fingers have listened to nothing 
but the Clash, most notably their first album. 
Sound-wise it's the same (only missing the 
backing chant-vocals of the Clash), and in
Sniff'n'the Tears' first album is something of 
a paradox. The cover painting, like the 
album's eleven tracks, is the work of lead 
singer Paul Roberts, better known throughout 
Europe as a painter than as a rock'n'roller. 
And although Fickle Heart was recorded in 
the heart, of London, it belongs more on the 
other (more lucrative?) side of the Atlantic.
On listening. Dire Straits is a name that 
springs to mind, although the styles are but 
loosely related. Fickle Heart's attractive, if 
lightwei<^t mid-tempo rock and R#B is in­
teresting without being arresting, and Carve 
Your Name On M y Door may be the hit single 
the album needs to become Everyman's 
Smooth Music Companion for the 79-80 
summer, if the notoriously fickle hearts of the 
electronii media decide that way. Anyhow, 
Fickle Heart is a fine accompaniment for 
daytime cruising, if not night speeding.
— Stephen Rogerson
LEONARD ROSENMAN.
conductor)
Lord o f the Bings
(Soundtrack to the Ralph Bakshi film) 
(Festival)
Tolkein's Lord o f the Bings is a good story 
which deserves to be animated. The books 
have gone through a literary romance that 
started with infatuation and ended with almost 
complete rejection as fashionable reading. 
But few would deny the excellence of Tolkein 
^  a story-teller. Listening to this sound-track, 
however, it seems there's little chance that 
the film can succeed. I don't know whether 
many people could stand the pure pain of 
hours of bad orchestral music, mainly 
Stravinsky and the moderns, getting shoved 
up with Wagner. As a record for listening, it's 
a disaster. I just hope it doesn't completely 
ruin any appreciation of the film.
Larry Buttrose
LEO KOTTKE
Balance
(Qirysalis)
This is not the Leo Kottke of old. The brilliant 
acoustic guitar playing is gone. This is much 
more electric and features Kottke vocally 
mcffe than any previous album. It is more 
countrified, like a campfire chat.
I p^sonally dig the old Six and 12 String 
Gbitar and Circle Bound the Sun for their 
excitement, and the adrenalin that Kottke was 
able to pour into his guitar arrangements. I 
had the feeling he had begun to lose his edge 
a couple of years ago when I saw him in 
concert in Melbourne.
I think Leo Kottke has lost the magic he used 
to have. He still writes great liner notes, 
though.
Q ive Dorman
I-
RANDY NEWMAN 
Born Again 
(Warner Bros.)
Peter Green is an enigma, if ever there was
After shocking the world with his un­
precedented knock on short people, Randy 
Newman re-emerges as the ultimate cynic. 
Born Again' is essentially a mockery of 
everything from start to finish, at least in its 
lyrical content anyway. On Story of a Rock 
and Roll Band it goes further than the lyrics, 
though, as Newman fearlessly satirizes 
Electric Light Orchestra's musical 
arrangements. It's the M oney that I  Love 
viciously attacks our money-based ex­
ploitative society and Mr. Sheep sends up 
daily routine in such a society. The more 
"tender" moments of Ghosfe and 'William. 
Brown are reminiscent of Newman's earlier 
efforts such as 'Sail Away'. Every track on 
Born Again is lyrically brilliant and musically 
excellent too. The harrowing emotion of 
Pretty Boy is nothing short of superb. To tell 
you the truth I was pleasantly surprised by 
Born Again. I hope you are too.
Goose.
GARLAND JEFFRIES 
American Boy and Girl 
{ASM)
After three solo albums it may seem a little 
pointless to go into the details of Garland 
Jeffries' musical background but some 
biography may be of use in understanding 
the diverse themes covered by his songs. 
Garland Jeffries was bom a mulatto, a 
mixture of black, white and Pueto Rican and 
grew up in a lower middle class suburb of 
Brooklyn. He escaped from the slums through 
Syracuse university where he met Lou Reed 
and bohemia and graduated in Fine Arts. His 
music is a composite of his social vision 
learned at first hand and his interests since 
then.
Ghostwriter, the album that established his 
reputation, must be one of the most vicious 
and carefully considered attacks on the brutal 
impersonality of society. The song Wild In the 
Streets is an outburst of pure rage, anger that 
just won't go away. Ghostwriter showcased 
Jeffries' considerable talents as a vocalist and 
his ability to create R&B style that is modem 
without a disco beat. Of the fifty odd in­
spirations listed on this new album there are 
only three rock'n'roll performers; Sam 
Cooke, John Lennon and Little Milton. His 
style then is derived directly from the street 
singers and accapella groups of the Fifties. 
In comparison, the second album One Eyed 
Jacks seemed half hearted. Jeffries seemed to 
lack that street fire, the burning conviction to 
be able to mould the studio musicians and 
pull them from their professional lethargy. 
American Boy and Girl was inspired by 
Jeffries meeting some deliguent kids at a half­
way house, and two songs on the record are 
directly inspired by them; City Kids and 
American Boy & Girl. As with Ghost Writer 
these two songs bring an immediacy to the 
music, bring it right back to the real world. 
City Kids is the story of what it takes to stay 
alive in New York City. The poverty, no 
future, no present and a past of violence, the 
angel dust and the smack, the gangsters. Life 
isn't just cheap, it's worth less than nothing 
and only the ruthless and the lucky survive 
and there are so few ways out. City Kids and 
American Boy & Girl deal specifically with 
heroin. The drug offers some respite from the 
horrors of daily life but ultimately will drag 
you deeper and deeper into the hole. 
American Boy & Girl is a plea to the kids 
themselves, a plea to set their sights beyond 
their environment. City Kids is a portrait, the 
image of Lester Young playing sax en­
capsulates the scene. The e^ less  cycle of 
junk and early death hand^  down over 
generations, a cycle that ^as become an 
inherent part of ghetto culture. The music 
changes but 'shootin dope' remains.
It's hard to write rock'n'roll about concrete 
social issues without sounding patronising or 
exploitive but Garland Jeffries manages to 
bring it off. In an age when music has again 
begun shying away from serious, basic issues 
or smothering them in ridiculous obtuse 
music, Jeffries is to the point without being 
oversimplistic ,and forceful, without being 
dogmatic. I guess it comes down to com­
passion, one of the rarest gualities in 
rock'n'roll ever.
Toby Creswell.
PETER GREEN 
In The Skies 
(Creole Records)
The last I heard of Peter Green he was 
giving away his royalty chegues, if indeed 
he'd let anyone get close enough to give them 
to him in the first place.
Mad? Well, that may be an unkind way of 
putting it, BUT....
He was the strength (singer, guitarist, and 
songwriter) behind Fleetwood Mac when they 
were producing hit singles of the calibre of 
Albatross, Oh Well and Man OI The World; 
and then, in 1970, he turned his back on the 
success that was imminent in America and 
guit the band in favour of pursuing a life of 
Christianity.
Since then, he's been largely out-of-view 
(apart from a solo album released in late 1970 
called The End OI The Game, of which I 
admit an ignorance), and rumours of his 
activities, like the one above, have aboun­
ded, until now, with the release of In The 
Skies.
It so happened that one of Green's brothers, 
Mike, was a promotions man with PVK, an 
obscure label, and it was he who convinced 
Green to return to the recording studio, and 
PVK to support him.
In The Skies resulted.
It's an album (loosely) dedicated to Green's 
devotion to his religion, and even though I 
freely admit to being opposed to religion, 
Christianity especially, with a fervour — I 
firmly believe it to be one of the most op­
pressive, ultimately destructive influences 
the world has ever seen — I feel I can 
honestly say I approach In The Skies without 
any prejudice; after all, I have nothing but 
admiration for the magnificence of an El 
Greco or a Micheal^ngelo, or the Notre 
Dame, and these were creations inspired by 
Christianity...
Immediately, I was struck by the 'old- 
fashioned' sound of the album (obviously 
Green hasn't been influenced by the 
developments that have taken place in 
rock'n'roll over the past decade). It's just 
untreated guitars, bass, drums, organ, and 
occasionally congas; no synthesizers, no 
voice boxes, no nothing — and it's con- 
seguently refreshing.
Unsiarprisingly, it's fairly 'laid back' but in 
this case, unlike most of the Californian 
product fitting that description, 'laid back' 
doesn't eguate with 'limp'.
Despite solid support from his ac­
companying musicians, it's Green's guitar- 
work, that steals the show. Whether it's 
working out on fairly straight blues, like A  
Fool No M ore, or funky blues, like Funky 
Chunk, or instrumental pieces like Aposf/e 
(which recalls Oh Well, Part 2 ) and Proud 
Pinto (which recalls the sublime melody of 
Albatross) it still retains all of its old magic. 
His effortless, understated delivery is no less 
intense or evocative.
In The Skies is the kind of album Carlos 
Santana would like to make for Sri Chinmoy, 
but just isn't capable of. It does hark back to 
the days of 1969, but '69 never sounded 
sweeter...
Now all I want is Syd Barret to make a come­
back.
C. Walker
THE WHO
The Kids A re Alright
(Polydor)
Film soundtracks, like most like albums, 
don't really ^and up on their own. Unless one 
has seen the movie or, in the case of a band, 
seen them live, the sound without the visuals 
is only half the story. Such is the case with 
The ICds A re Alright. I haven't seen the 
whole film yet, just the extracts shown on 
Countdown a few weeks ago (and weren't 
they great?) so the soundtrack hasn't guite 
slotted into focus.
What can you say about The Who that hasn't 
been said before? The Greatest Rock and Roll 
band in the world? That's what it says on the 
special sleeve which encloses a 20-page 
glossy booklet that comes with some copies of 
^ e  record, and I'm not going to argue.
For those of you who buy the album ̂ and 
don't get the booklet which lets you know 
where the tracks were recorded here's a track 
listing and source:
My Generation — The Smothers Brothers TV 
Show, U.S.A.
I Can't Explain — Shindig TV Show, u.S.A. 
Happy Jack — Live Tour, Sweden.
/  Cbn See For Miles — Smothers Bros. TV 
Show, U.S.A.
Magic Bus — Beat Club TV Show, West 
Germany.
Long Live Rock — Olympic Studios, London. 
Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere — Ready, 
Steady, Go! TV Show, London. 
foung Man Blues — London Coliseum.
My Wife — Kilburn State Theatre, London. 
Baba O'Reilly — Shepparton Film Studios. 
A Quick One — The Rolling Stones 
Rock'n'Roll Circus.
Tommy — Beat Club TV Show.
Sparks /Pinball Wizard/See Me, Feel M e — 
Woodstock Festival.
Join Together/Roadrunner [Yeah!\/My\ 
Generation Blues — Pontiac Stadium.
Michigan.
Won't Get Fooled Again — Shepparton Film 
Studios.
Go see the movie.
Donald Robertson
LITTLE FEAT 
Down On The Farm 
Warner Brothers HS 3345
CHICAGO 
Chicago 13 
(CBS)
Long ago when I was but a lad in short pants 
developing the tell-tale signs of adolescence
— spots, unwanted hair, a timid interest in 
girls and a voracious interest in rock'n'roll — 
I equated any music produced by an 
aggregation consisting of instrumentation 
beyond the traditional rock'n'roll format (a 
voice plus guitars, bass, drums, and maybe a 
keyboard) with slick commercialism and 
selling-out. Brass, therefore, was a big no-no. 
And naturally enough, I hated Chicago.
By now, of course. I've managed to dispel 
those viciously false notions, but it's for that 
same old reasoning that I still hate Chicago. 
This tract I put to paper without even having 
heard the album — Chicago's thirteenth, 
called Chicago 13 — I've been lumbered with 
the task of passing judgement on. So to be fair
— and it's hard being fair when you look at 
the sleeve which bears photographs of a 
group of men who resemble actors in after­
shave advertisements more than they do 
musicians — I played the record.
Chicago 13 is predictably shallow, sterile, 
unimaginative, bland — I could go on; the 
only difference between it and my last en­
counter with Chicago — that film of If You 
Leave Me Now, led by whatever-his-name-is 
who looked like a scded-up Barney Rubble 
with a ridiculously perfect blow-wave hair­
style — being that by now Chicago have 
discovered disco. Needless to say, their 
excursion into the territory is as lifeless as 
anything else they've done here.
Chicago must be the worst. They're so bad 
they make ELO and all their other friends in 
California look good.
But what do they care? I refuse to believe 
Chicago take themselves seriously — no-one 
could — and that being the case they're 
undoubtedly laughing all the way to the 
bank.
Bastards. They're below contempt. And 
that's said without even beginning to think 
about their alleged involvement with the 
Mafia.
— Clinton Walker.
RORY GALLAGHER IS ALIVE AND NOT
AT THE BUDOKAN..........TOP
PRIORITY!!!!!!
The tragic death in June this year of Lowell 
George madeDown on the Farm the "real last 
record album" for Little Feat. In these cir­
cumstances, I could hardly criticise the 
album, and I'm glad to say I don't have to.
After the dull Time Loves A Hero and the 
stodgy, unexciting Waiting For Columbus, 
Little Feat regain some of their former life on 
Down on the Farm. Rather more conventional 
than the excellent Las  ̂Record Album, this is 
unmistakeable, in places classic Little Feat. 
George's piercing slide on the title cut and 
two of his songs, the winter-driving tune Six 
Feet o f Snow and Re One Now, show him to 
have been still at his peak.
Down on the Farm, while not ranking with 
some of Little Feat's early classics, is still. a 
fine album. And anyone who denies Little 
Feat's relevance today can't have seen 
Graham Parker's excellent version of Tripe 
Face Boogie.
— Stephen Rogerson.
A new Rory Gallagher album, called Top 
Priority, has arrived. Like the thirteen 
albums that precede this offering, it will 
achieve minor recognition. That's the un­
fortunate part. If you feel like getting in the 
back door to a legend, listen to it.
For those of you who want to hear a 
Stratocaster played like it should be, an 
album by Rory Gallagher is a must.
Top Priority is populated by guns, 
gangsters, getaway cars, girls and G-men. 
Gallagher struts his style in a blast of searing 
breaks, shunted by McAvoy's and McKenna's 
switching yard power. For slide devotees 
we've got Just Hit Town; the Gallagher 
scream lights the fuse and when he unleashes 
that devastating ring finger it spikes the 
neurones. The entire song is like an on-heat 
stegasaurus soaked in gasoline.
With no let-up Off the Handle splays into 
view. It's a typical Gallagher swaggering 
blue's crawl — some really scathing guitar
The Gallagher band has fallen right into 
stride. At present the band is like an eighties' 
version of Taste — scorching electricity 
against a plundering bass and drums.
Many of Gallagher's earlier albums mixed 
styles to good effect. On Top Priority 
Gallagher's playing his favourite style full- 
tilt. The crashing chording oi Follow Me starts 
sparse and builds to what is really some of his 
most driving work.
Gallagher once said that the thing he liked 
about the Fender was that it peaked just so 
much higher. All over this album he does just 
that. The murky opening of Keychain leads to 
Gallagher pulling onto notes that could slice 
diamonds.
Top Priority has all the earmarks of a 
classic Gallagher album. His voice, always 
distinctive, leaps and screams and continues 
to carve its own place among the great white
blues/rock singers. There's the slide..... I
defy anyone playing it now to match this guy's 
unbridled enthusiasm when he slips on the 
pill bottle. B.B. King's got Lucille, 
Gallagher's got the Strat (for a close up, the 
cover of Against the Grain says it all). 
McAvoy, with Gallagher for six years now, is 
as loyal to the guitarist's music as ever while 
McKenna (a drummer in the same mould as 
Wilgar Cambell, an earlier drummer with 
Rory Gallagher) has placed his Mack truck 
style of drumming way up front.
Gallagher is no 'marked man in an un­
marked car' because he continues to call the 
shots. His style and approach to music has not 
changed much over the decade and it 
probably won't over the next. He'll continue 
to tour and we'd all be broke if we tried to pay 
the insurance premiums on that guitar.
— Paul Dufficy
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The British ska revival which has already 
thrown up the superb Specials single 
Gangsters delivers two more dancing gems 
this month. They are The Prince by Madness 
and On My Radio by The Selector. They are 
both on the Specials' label Two Tone and are 
evidence that the style is undergoing a 
genuine renaissance. On M y Radio is chirpy 
and catchy and mixes the staccato ska beat 
with some simplistic organ that owes more 
than a little to Devo. You should be hearing it 
on your radio before very long. The Prince is 
a plea for the return of one of the ska 
heavyweights Prince Buster (whose song A1 
Capone the Specials revamjDed, changed the 
lyrics and called Gangsters). Madness say, 
"This may not b e uptown Jamaica/But we 
promise you a treat", and The Prince is a 
treat. Simple and uncluttered, it's a toe 
tapping moon stomping monster. Disco, 
watch out!
UGTICS
Name Dropping by The Flys (EMI) is a 
sloppy and disappointing outing that sounds 
as if the band have been listening to too many 
Lou Reed albums. It's not a patch on their 
classic Love and a Molotov Cocktail outing of 
last year. Looks like a job for Mortein. 
Hallelujah Europe by Jona Lewie is another 
lesson courtesy of Stiff Records who you will 
remember gave us the classic Hit M e With 
Your Walking Stick by Mr Dury. Drum 
machine and soaring synthesiser provide a 
hypnotic backing to this charmingly reac­
tionary and sentimental paean to European 
pan-nationalism. Any song which mentions 
the Eiffel Tower and the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa is a must for everyone who flunked 
geography. Get out your atlas for this one.
Jar War by Th© Ruts (Virgin) sees another 
British nouveau punk outfit try their hand at 
(honky) reggae, and they do it well. The 
production is spot on with bass right up front 
and wailing horns behind. The song is about 
one Qarence Baker, a victim of one of 
London's recent violent street marches. "The 
truncheon came down/Blood on the street 
that day". Although it's as good as the 
Members' Offshore Banking Business, I think 
this might be a little too direct for most radio 
stations. Don't let that deter you, though, 
have a listen.
The title track from Joe Jackson's new 
album, Tm The Man (A&M) is a relentless and 
classy follow up to his hit 7s She Really Going 
Out With Him. Taking spiv rock to its ultimate 
conclusion, Joe personifies the hustler who 
foists the latest fads and fashions onto the 
gullible public. "Kungfu/Now that was one o f 
my good ones", he sings. "Skateboards/! 
almost amde them respectable". Sharp and 
witty, this is a must for anyone with an ounce 
of fashion sense.
And just to show that reggae is still being 
made by Jamaicans Culture have a single out 
on Front Line called International Herb, 
which as the title suggests is a hymn to the 
infamous weed. This is sweet soul reggae, 
smooth and in a groove. They claim the herb 
"gives me inspiration in music", not a new 
sentiment by any means, but Culture's style 
makes the sentiment convincing. They do 
chant/ah Rastafari a few times but so subtly 
you'd hardly notice it.
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PERTH INDEt^ENDENT 
SINGLES IN STOCK
Scientists — "Frantic Romantic" 
Manikins — “Premonition”
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Jethro Tull, North Sea Oil (Chrysalis): To 
quote Stuart Coupe, ''Whatdidya expect?" 
EHtto for Rory Gallogher's Philby.
Chris Spedding's Video Life (RTIK) is 
surprising. Guitar hero comes out with soft, 
harmonic sounds. Not sentimental but 
definitely moody. Curious.
Mental As Anything have chosen Possible 
Theme For A  Future TV Series as a follow up 
to the classic Nips. It's fun, quirky, definitely 
the Mentals, but J don't feel it quite works as a 
single. It's a good taster for the album, 
though,
England's favorite punk band. Stiff Little 
Fingers, have left the small independent 
label. Rough Trade, for the greener pastures 
of Chrysalis Records and the first release for 
their new company. Straw Dogs, continues in 
the punk tradition of Alternative Ulster and 
Gotta Getaway. These lads ain't interested in 
experimenting or extending the boundaries 
of the style. It's plug in, bash away with as 
much energy as possible, and get the thing 
,out. Pogo lives!
I think my single of the month would have to 
be Up The Junction by U.K. Squeeze. It's a 
lyrically splendid, earthy, love song that is 
melancholy vdthout being maudlin and finds 
the band cornering the area that Ray Davies 
of the Kinks mapped out in the late sixties 
with songs like Waterloo Sunset, Autumn 
Almanac and Dead End Street. Realism in 
rock is not dead, it's living inClapham 
Junction with smelly nappies courtesy of U.K. 
Squeeze.
— Donald Robertscffi
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Some Aussie releases now, and sad to report 
that most of them are pretty dire. Monde 
Rock's 7^ima77bri: (Oz) lacks spark and any 
kind of life, in fact verges on being turgid. 
Hello Sailor's Gutter Black is a bit more 
lively but is nothing to write home about, 
while Tactics' Standing By The Window 
(Folding Chair) is very badly recorded and 
comes across like a band trying to sound like 
the Gang of Four but only making it to the 
Gang of Two. The lyrics are thoughtfully 
provided and boy do you need them cos it's 
real hard to hear what vocalist Dave Stuudert 
is singing about. Th Dudes, fresh from a 
national tour with the Members, come over 
quite well on Be Mine Tonight which with its 
jangley guitars and up tempo beat, sounds 
vaguely Beatlish. Good sparse pop from the 
Kiwis. Another Kiwi mob. Citizen Band cop 
the riff frcan the Equals Baby Came Back on 
This Time It's Now (CBS). Don't you 
remember boys? XTC already stole that this 
year for Life Begins at the H op.
Herman Brood is Dutch. The Dutch do not 
have a great history in the field of rock'n'roll. 
Herman, with his single Saturday Night, 
(RCA) does nothing to advance their cause. 
It's slow and slightly menacing but consists 
basically of recycled heavy metal riffs.
Ian Matthews ressurects the old Robert 
Palmer song Give M e An Inch Girl (Polydor) 
and without changing it an awful lot, 
manages to give it something of his own. A 
slow groover but quite pleasant.
A couple of Australian indies now. Things 
Will Be Different by Little Murders (Au Go 
G o) starts off sounding like Wreckless Eric's 
Whole Wide World but changes pace and 
ends up sounding like the early Who. It's a 
short, snappy piece of melodic powerpxjp that 
just brims with enthusiasm. A worthy first 
offering.
LIVE MUSIC FOR 
THE 80s
Jonestown Suicide by Nasty Nigel 
(Criminal Records) is a definite contender for 
the bad taste single of the year. It's the story 
of the Rev. Jim Jones and the 900 odd people 
who followed him to Guyana only to end up 
drinking 'lemonade and cynanide'. Over a 
shuffling reggae beat and some incongruous 
guitar and synthesiser Nigel snarls the 
distasteful details of the mass suicide. Could 
this be Adelaide's answer to I  Don't Like 
Mondays? A great Xmas present for someone 
you don't like.
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Robertson
Ye Gods — how do you pick your top ten for 
the last ten years? Everybody seems to be 
making up their own criteria for this section 
so n i give a list of albums that had a big 
influence on me at the time even though I 
may not dig them out & slap them on the 
turntable very often these days.
OK, from the top —
Daddy W ho? Daddy Cool/ — D addy Cool.
Proved that rock'n'roll could be fun.
Layla and Other Love Songs — Derek & The 
Dominoes
A real sleeper that became an essential 
part of life in 1973.
Court and Spark — Joni M itchell 
Useta play this every night after coming 
home from work, for six months in 1974. 
Blood On The Tracks — Bob Dylan 
In my opinion the best thing he ever did. 
Raw and emotional.
Siren — R oxy Music 
Roxy's most romantic album and the last 
decent thing they did.
Mental Notes — Split Enz 
Exploded from nowhere (well, N.Z.) with a 
dazzlingly original style of music and 
presentation.
Born To Run — Bruce Springsteen 
THE street romance album. Epic in design, 
superlative in execution.
Never Mind The Bollocks — Sex Pistols 
Signalled the death of punk, as we knew and 
loved it, but a valuable artifact nonetheless. 
The Clash and Give 'Em Enough Rope — The 
Clash
The purest punk on vinyl and the hardest 
rocking album of the decade.
My Aim Is True — Elvis Costello 
Perhaps the most awe inspiring debut album 
ever made — and Elvis has managed to live 
up to its potential.
Peter Gabriel (Second album) — Peter 
Gabriel
Gabriel's talent as a solo artist is much 
underrated but this album is a gem. 
Screaming Targets — Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons
Positive living proof that Australian music is 
up with the best the world can offer.
Well, that's just some of the great albums of 
the last ten years. I could list a hundred more 
but time & space etc etc.
Compliments of the season and see you next 
year/decade.
Stuart
Coupe
Oh god, how I hate doing this. Will someone 
please teach me self discipline. After about 
six hours I'm down to a gigantic pile of 
albums. I can't even attempt to list singles. I 
know the three I played most this year are 
Kiss' Sure Know Something, The Police's 
Message In A  Bottle and Chris Stamey's In 
The Summer Sun. We'll leave it there for '79. 
Fave singles of the decade. You must be 
kidding. There's too many. What follows are 
SOME of my favourite 70's albums. They're 
not necessarily the BEST but I like 'em and 
they're the ones I play most. I like 'em cause 
they make me dance, jump around, laugh, 
cry, romanticise, fantasize, decide the next 
move and teach me things about me and the 
world I didn't know before. Isn't that sweet 
and corny?
STUART COUPE LIKES;
Darkness On The Edge o f Town, Born To Run, 
The Wild The Innocent and The [e/c]. 
Greetings From. .. Bruce Springsteen; first 
solo album by David Johansen; Rust Never 
S le ^  — Neil Young; Golden Hits (reissue)
— Shangrilas; Ghost Writer — Garland 
Jeffries; The Pretender — Jackson Browne; 
The Savoy Sessions (reissue) — Charlie 
Parker; Street Hassle — Lou Reed; Hearts o f 
Stone — Southside Johnny; Shake Some 
Action — Flamin' GtoavieB] Loaded — The 
VelvetUnderground; Reckless — The 
Sports; Grievous A ngel — Gram  Parsons; 
Bitches Brew  — Miles Davis; Millionaires 
and Teddy Bears — Kevin C oyne; No M ore 
Forever — Dick G oughan;Sjren — Roxy 
Music; M arquee Moon — Television; first 
album — Planxty; Blood on the Tracks — 
Bob Dylan; In Dublin — A lan Stivell; 
Arbour Zena — Keith Jorratt; Greatest Hits
— Raspberries; This Year's M odel — Elvis 
Costello; Court and Spark and Hejira — 
Joni Mitchell; Moonshine — Bert Jansch; 
Into the Music — Van Morrison; Diary — 
Ralph Towner;Christy M oore; Horses — 
Patti Smith; Radios Appear — Radio 
Birdman.
Then there's a few nea to items released this 
year that aren't quite decade monsters. If 
you'll let me I'll list both Only Ones albums, 
Neil's Live Rust, Roy Loney and The Phantom 
Movers After Dark, The Iron City 
Houserockers' Love's So Tough, Moon 
Martin's Escape from Domination, The 
Durocs, Ray Arnott's Rude Dudes, Lou's The 
Bells, The Records' Shades In Bed, Redgum's 
If You Don't Fight You L ose. The Cars' 
Candy-O, Peter Baumann's Trans Harmonic 
Nights and The Sports' Don't Throw Stones.
There's stacks of others but that'll do for 
now. Do you understand me any better now? I 
thought not. Give my love to your mother.
Toby
CresweN
Top Ten albums
1. Astral W eeks — Van Morrison
2. Radios Appear (either version) — Radio 
Birdmon
3. Born To Run — Bruce Springsteen
4. Don't Waste It — Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons
5. Sticky Fingers — The Rolling Stones
6. Patti Smith
7. Nuggets — Anthology compiled by Lenny 
Kaye
8. Rock'n'Roll Animal — Lou Reed
9. Cosmos Factory — C reedence Clear­
water Revival
10. Layla — Derek and the Dom inoes 
Top Ten singles of the '70s
1. Eagle Rock — D addy C ool
2. Another Girl Another Planet — The Only 
Ones
3. Buren M y Eye E.P. — Radio Birdman
4. The Fever/I Don't Want To Go Home — 
Southside Johnny and The Asbury Jukes
5. Anarchy In The U.K. — The Sex Pistols
6. God Save The Queen — The Sex Pistols
7. Little Johnny Jewel — Television
8. Kid — The Pretenders
9. Shake Some Action — The Flgmin 
Groovies
10. Sheena Is A  Punk Rocker — The 
Romones
Top Ten album s of 7 9
l.Squeezing Out Sparks — Graham  Parker 
and the Rumour
2. Don't Throw Stones — The Sports
3. Pebbles Vol. 4 — various artists
4. Alchemy — Richard Lloyd
5. Tom Verlaine — TomVerlaine
6. Screaming Target — Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons
7. Door Door — Boys Next Door
8. B52's — B52's
9. So Alone — Johnny Thunders
10. Parallel Lines — Blondie
Top Ten singles
1. Heart of Glass — Blondie
2. Bankok — Alex Chilton
3. Hindu Gods o f Love — The Lipstick 
Killers
4. Nips A re Getting Bigger — Mental As 
Anything
5. Kid — The Pretenders
6. Rat Trap — Boomtown Rats
7. City Slang — Sonics Rendezvous Band
8. Protection — Graham  Porker and the 
Rumour
9. Crazy Like a Fox — Link Cromwell 
(reissue)
10. Recognition — The Dots
Goose
The Rise and Fall o f Z ggy Stardust and The 
Spiders from Mars — David Bowie
• Berlin — Lou Reed
• Never Mind The Bollocks — Sex Pistols
• Who's Next — The W ho 
•H ere Come The Warm Jets — Brian Eno
• Something/Anything — Todd Rundgren
• For Your Pleasure — Roxy Music
• Are We Not Men — Devo 
This Year's M odel — Elvis Costello 
Darkness on the Edge o f Town — Bruce
Springsteen
SINGLES
• Won't G et Fooled Again — The Who
• God Save The Queen — Sex Pistols 
•All The Young Dudes — Mott The Hoople 
•H ello It's M e — Todd Rundgren
• Heroes — David Bowie
• Brown Sugar — Rolling Stones
• Born To Run — Bruce Springsteen 
•Another Girl Another Planet — The O nly 
Ones
• Make M e Smile — Steve Harley and 
Cockney Rebel
• Don't Touch M e There — The Tubes
ALBUMS OF THE YEAR
• Lodger — David Bowie
• Squeezing Out Sparks — Graham Porker
• B52's — B52's
• The Kids A re Alright[soundtrack] — The 
Who
Shactes In Bed — The Records 
Duty Now For The Future — Devo
SINGLES
• OK, UK (EP) — Sports
• Cruel to b e Kind — Nick Lowe
• I'm Bored — Iggy Pop 
Starry Eyes — The Records 
•At Home He's A  Tourist — G ang of Four
• /  See Red  — Split Enz
Richard
McGresor
Albums of the decade
1. Blood On the Tracis — Bob Dylcm
2. Exile on Main Street — Rolling Stones
3. Born To Run — Bruce Springsteen
4. Marquee Moon — Television
5. Modem Lovers — Modern Lovers
6. Ghostwriter — G arlond Jeffries
7. All Mod Cons — The Jam
8. Heat Treatment — Graham  Parker
9. Zagla — Derek and the Dominos
10. G.P. — Graham  Parsons
11. Kill City — Iggy Pop and James 
W illiamson
12. Dwight Twilley — Dwight Twilley.
ALBUMS OF 1979
1. New Values — Iggy Pop
2. Even Serpents Shine — The O nly Ones
3. Squeezing Out Sparks — Graham 
Parker.
4. Don't Throw Stones — The Sports
5. Look Sharp — Joe Jackson
SINGLES OF 1979
1. City Slang — Sonic's Rendezvous Band
2. Shape I'm In — Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons
3. Strange Town — The Jam
4. Stop Your Sobbing — The Pretenders
5. White Night — The Zines
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POWER TO THE MUSHROOMS IN THE 80's!
MUSHROOM RECORDS WISHES YOU 
ALL THE BEST FOR THE FORTHCOMING DECADE
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